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4^,

TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

THE LORD PROVOST, MAGISTRATES, AND TOWN-COUNCIL

OF THK

CITY OF EDINBURGH.

My Lord and Gtentlemen,

I HAYE now the honour of forwarding to you the last of a

Series of Testimonials, One Hundred and Sixty in Number,

from Professors, Lectm*ers, and Medical Practitioners in different

University Cities and Medical Schools of this Country and on

the Continent of Europe. I trust that these documents (obtained

only fi’oin competent judges) will be found sufficient to justify the

apphcation which I made four months ago, and enable you to

form an opinion regarding my qualifications for the important

Chair of the Institutes of Medicine.

Permit me to observe, that you wiU find it very strongly

expressed by the most eminent Anatomists and Physiologists of

the day, that the Institutes of Medicine can only be properly

taught by one who, in addition to a knowledge of Physiology,

possesses also an acquaintance with Pathology ; that healthy and

diseased actions mutually illustrate each other
; and that no one

can teach the first efficiently, who is not extensively conversant

with the second. It is in this enlarged view of the subject that

these eminent men are of opinion that the matter ought to be con-

sidered,—the Science of Physiology, or the Doctrine of Vital

Functions, extending not merely to their phenomena as exhibited

in health, but to the mode in which healthy, gradually assumes

the type of diseased, function.
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I would further beg leave to point out, that the Students who

will have to attend the Class of the Institutes are Medical

Students, and that their usefulness as professional men, will be ma-

terially dependent on the manner in which this Class is taught.

Midway between the facts of Anatomy and Chemistry on the one

hand, and Hospital attendance and their advanced studies on the

other, it is to a knowledge of the Institutes that they look for that

theory, and those elementary principles, on which their future

practice at the bed-side must be based. It is this union of

Theory and Practice, of Scientific Speculation controlled^ by

actual facts, that has elevated the character of the British Schools

ofMedicine, and given rise to men who, like the Harveys, Mom’os,

Hunters, and Bells, were alike distinguished in the history of

Medicine, as first in Science and first in Art.

In the path trodden by these illustrious men I have ever

been anxious humbly to foUow, and I hope my past efforts in the

Extra-Academical School of this city, will be accepted by you

as a guarantee of my sincerity. Should I be fortunate enough

to obtain your support on this occasion, it mil constitute another

and more powerful stimulus to fiitm’e exertions.

I have the honour to be.

My Lord and Gentlemen,

Your most obedient Servant,

JOHN HUGHES BENNETT, M.D.,

\

5, Scotland Street,

June 23, 1848.



COURSES OF PUBLIC LECTURES
DELIVERED BY

Dr BENNETT.

I. NINE COURSES, each ofThree Months’ duration, onPhysiological

Histology and the Use of the Microscope. The first of these Courses

was delivered in the winter of 1841, and the Lectures have been repeated

every subsequent summer to gradually augmenting Classes. In this

Course, the progress of Structural Anatomy has been followed practically

from year to year, and every pupil has made observations for himself,

microscope in hand. It may not be out of place to say, that this was the

first Class of the kind established in Great Britain, and that, following

the example commenced in Edinburgh, it has now been introduced into

many of the large Schools of Medicine in London.—(See Extracts, p. 10).

II. SIX COURSES, each of Six Months’ duration, ON Pathology
AND THE Practice op Physic. These Lectures were illustrated by

numerous microscopic demonstrations of morbid products, under an ex-

tensive series of microscopes
; by a Museum of Morbid Anatomy, collected

at great expense and trouble, consisting of upwards of 800 wet prepara-

tions, 300 dry preparations, with numerous coloured models by Dr
Thibert of Paris, wax and plaster casts, original drawings, oil paintings,

and plates.—(Testimonials V., XXXL, XXXII., XLII.)

III. SIX WINTER COURSES, each of Six Months’ duration

;

and SEVEN SUMMER COURSES, each of Three Months’ duration

on Poly-Clinical Medicine. These classes wer^ formed on the

model of the German Poly-Clinic, in which students are taught prac-

tically, under the eye of their teacher, to examine and prescribe for pa-

tients. It was in the winter of 1841 this plan was first applied to Clinical

Medicine in Edinburgh by Dr Bennett, although it had previously been

introduced into the Surgical Hospital, Minto House, by Professor Syme.

The number of Students who have entered to the Summer Class, now
proceeding, although an extra branch of instruction, is twenty, which will

be found to be the largest Class of Clinical Medicine formed in the Extra-

Academical School for some years back.—(See Testimonials, XLII.,

XLVH.)

IV. THREE COURSES, each of Three Months’ duration, on Morbid
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Anatomy and Pathological Histology. These Classes are taught

on an extension of the plan of Professor Rokitansky of Vienna, and con-

sist, 1st, of two Lectures weekly, illustrated 'by the Museum and Micro-

copic Demonstrations
;

2dly, the practical examination of dead bodies by

the Students in the Pathological Theatre, and drawing up reports, under

the superintendence of the teacher, for medico-legal purposes. This extra

Class is now attended by nine Students, and several Fellows of the Royal

Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons.—(See Testimonial XLVIII.)

V. A Course of Six Lectures on Inflammation, in the Hall of the

Royal College of Physicians, in the summer of 1843. This Course was

attended by the Fellows of the two Royal Colleges, several leading prac-

titioners, and a few distinguished strangers resident in Edinburgh at

the time. At their conclusion. Dr Renton, the President, verbally pre-

sented the thanks of the College to Dr Bennett ; and Mr William Wood
did the same in the name of the Fellows of the Royal College of Sur-

geons.—(See Testimonials, IX., XL, CVIII.)

VI. A Lecture on the Application of the Microscope to Medical

Studies, in the Park Street School of Medicine, Dublin, in the autumn of

1844. This Lecture was attended by a large number of the Dublin Pro-

fessors, Lecturers, and Practitioners.—(See Extracts, p. 9 ;
Testimonials

LXXXVIIL, LXXXIX., XC., XCL, XCV., XCVL, XCVII.

VII. Two Lectures, with Microscopic Demonstrations, in the Hall

of the Royal College of Surgeons, before the Fellows of that body and

the leading members of the profession in this city, in February 1847.

The thanks of the College were conveyed to Dr Bennett by the President

in the following terms :

—

“ 3, Melville Street,

18</t A/ay 1847.

“ Dear Sir,—At a meeting of the Royal College of Surgeons, held yester-

day, it was moved and unanimously agreed to, that the thanks of the Col-

lege should be communicated to the Gentlemen who had contributed their

assistance in the late meetings held in the Hall, for microscopical illustra-

tion,—particularly to Dr Bennett for the frank and kind manner in which

he agreed to afford the benefit of his valuable preparations, and not less

valuable observations, at a very short notice.

“ I feel happy in being the medium of communicating these resolutions

to you, and beg to accompany these with best wishes.

“ Believe me, Dear Sh', yours very faithfully,

«S. A. PAGAN,
“ Piesident Rl. Col. of Surg., Edin."

“ Dr Bennett, &c. &c., Scotland Street.
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TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

THE LOKH PROVOST, MAGISTRATES, AND TOWN-CODNCIL

OF THE

CITY OF EDINBUKOH.

My Lord and Gentlemen,

Understanding that a vacancy is about to occur in the

Chair of the Institutes of Medicine, I beg leave veiy

respectfiilly to offer myself as a Candidate for the appoint-

ment.

After being four years an articled pupil to a sm’geon in

extensive practice in the south of England, I commenced

my University Education in Edinburgh, at the age of

twenty-one. After a further study of four years, I obtained

my degree in 1837, and one of the gold medals distributed

at the graduation of that year. I subsequently studied four

years in the most celebrated Universities of France and Ger-

many, and there acquired, under the tuition ofspecial teachers,

the art of using the Stethoscope, Pleximeter, Microscope,

and all those modern means now considered so essential to

a perfect medical education. On my retimi to Edinburgh

in 1841, 1 commenced a Course of Lectm’es on Structural

Anatomy and Physiology (Histology), with the practical use

of the Microscope, the first lectures of the kind ever delivered

a
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ill this country. This course I liave repeated every year,

until now, to increasing classes
;
and have endeavoured to

extend a knowledge of the subject by lectures in Dublin, and

at evening meetings of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and

Siu’geons in this city. I have also given lectures on Medi-

cine, both Systematic and Clinical.

During the four years and a half that I have held the

office of Pathologist to the Royal Infirmary, I have person-

ally inspected upwards of 2000 subjects, and thus enjoyed

opportunities, unrivalled in this country, of examining

the healthy and morbid textures of the human body.

That these opportunities have not been altogether neglected,

may be inferred fi’om my writings on Physiological and

Pathological subjects, a list of which is appended. These

also will serve to show, that I have always maintained the

necessity of founding the practice of the profession, not

solely on experience, but upon a scientific basis—that is,

upon a knowledge of the Institutes of Medicine.

By the Listitutes ofMedicine have always been understood

the general doctrines of Physiology, Pathology, and Thera-

peutics; although, since the foundation of the Chair of

General Pathology, the course has been principally, but not

exclusively, taught as one of Physiology. Indeed, the

present state of science does not permit the separation of

Physiology from Structural Anatomy, healthy and morbid

;

in proof of which, I may refer to the works of the most dis-

tingushed Physiologists of the day. To this subject, as all

my professional friends are aware, I have devoted my cliief

attention for several years, and have been somewhat instru-

mental in introducing a taste for its practical study in the

Medical School of Edinburgh.

r You will then, I presume, expect yom’ futxu’e Professor

of the Institutes, to bring forward evidence that he is

well acquainted with Physiology and Structural Anatomy,
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healthy and morbid; and that he is enabled to teach, in

its most extensive sense, what has been denominated the

Theory of Medicine. For this pm’pose, I shall shortly

have the honour of laying before you Testimonials, which

I trust will satisfy you that I have successfully taught

these branches of knowledge; that I have endeavom'ed to

extend the boundaries of science in this direction; that I

have formed an extensive collection of Microscopes and

Preparations, for the pm’poses of illustration ;
and lastly,

that I am accustomed to address classes of students with

facility and perspicuity.

Should I be fortunate enough to be the object of your

choice, my past exertions will be redoubled,—first, with a

view of proving that your confidence has not been misplaced

;

and secondly, to assist in maintaining and extending the

reputation of the Edinburgh University, as a Seminary for

the scientific study of Medicine in all its branches.

I have the honour to be.

My Lord and Gentlemen,

Your most obedient Servant,

JOHN HUGHES BENNETT, M.D.

5, Scotland Street,

February 15, 1848.





PUBLISHED TKEATISES AND MEMOIKS

ON

•SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH PHYSIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, AND

MEDICINE.

BY
*

JOHN HUGHES BENNETT, M.D., EDINB.

I. On the Anatomy and Physiology of the Otic Ga/nglion. In the “ London
ledical Gazette.” July 30, 1836.

II. An Address delivered to the Members of the Royal MedicCd Society, Decem-
ir 16, 1836. Edinburgh. 8vo. 1836.

III. Inaugural Dissertation on the Physiology and Pathology of the Brain ;

eing an attempt to ascertain what portions of that organ are more immediately
mnected with motion, sensation and intelligence. Edinburgh. 8vo. 1837.

IV. 1. On the Physiology ofthe Nervous System.—2. Hydrocephalus .

—

3. Apo-
'<leccy. — 4. Delirium Tremem. — 6. Cephalalgia.—6. Epilepsy.—7. Catalepsy
md allied affections.—8. Spinal Irritation.—9. Spinal Meningitis.—10. Myelitis,
' r Inflammation of the Spinal Chord.—11. Ilydrorachis.—12. Spinal Apopleocy.

-13. Tetanus .

—

14. Hydrophobia.—\b. Paralysis.—\Q. Barbiers.—17. Inflam-
• lation of the Ear, or Otitis. In the Library of Medicine. Edited by Alex-
mder Tweedie, M.I)., F.R.S., &c. Yol. ii. London. 8vo. 1840.

V. Note sur le d^cloppement de Nerfs partieuliers a la surface du Cervelet.

1 the “ Bulletin de la Societe Anatomique de Paris.” 1841,

VI. Treatise on the Oleum Jecoris Aselli, or Cod Liver Oil, as a therapeutic

[gent in certainforms of Gout, Rheumatism, and Scrofula, with cases. London
nd Edinburgh. 8vo. 1841.

VII. On the Employment of the Microscope in Medical Studies, a Lecture,

itroductory to a course on Histology. Edinburgh. 8vo. 1841.
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VIII. On the Art of Percussion as applied to the Diagnosis of Thoracic and
Abdominal Diseases. Plate. In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical Science.”
1842.

IX. On the Parasitic Fungi found growing on Living Animals. 2 Plates.
In the “ Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.” 1842.

X. On the Vegetable Nature of Tinea Favosa (Porrigo lupinosa of Bateman),
its symptoms, causes, pathology, and treatment. Coloured Plate. In the
“ Monthly Journal of Medical Science.” 1842,

XI. On Anormal Nutrition, as observed in Softening, Suppuration, Granula-
tion, Reorganization of Tissue, Morbid Growths, 8^c. In the “ Monthly Joiiraal

of Medical Science.” 1842.

XII. Note on the Structural Changes of the Blood in the Hemorrhagic Dia-
thesis. In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical Science.” 1842.

XIII. Pathological and Histological Researches on Inflammation of the Ner-
vous Centres. 2 Plates. Edinbiurgh. 8vo. 1843.

Xrv. Treatise on Inflammation, as a Process of Anormal Nutrition. Co-

loured Plate. Edinburgh. 8vo. 1844.

XV. On the Frequent Spontaneous Cure of Pulmonary Consumptio7i, and the

Lidicationsfurnished by Pathology for its Rational Treatment. Li the “ Edin-
biu'gh Medical and Surgical Journal.” 1845.

XVI. Case of Poisorimg by Hemlock (Conium maculatum). In the “ Edin-

burgh Medical and Surgical Joiurnal.” 1845,

XVII. Case of Hypertrophy of the Spleen and Liver, in which Death took

placefro%n Suppuration of the Blood. In the “ Edinburgh Medical and Siu*gical

Journal.” 1845.

XVIII. A Lecture, introductory to a Course on Histology and the use of the
J

Microscope. In the “ Lancet.” 1845, ;

XIX. Note on the Inoculability of Tinea Favosa {Porrigo lupinosa of Bate-
^

man). In the “ Northern Journal of Medicine.” 1845.
jj

XX. Case of Intermittent Fever, treated by Bebeerine, with Rernarks. Con- 1
tained in a paper “ On the Medicinal Properties of Bebeerine.” By Douglas Mac- 1
lagan, M.D., E.R.S. In the “ Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal.” 1845. J

XXI. Case of Ovarian Dropsy, in which both Ovai'ies were excised, terminating^
fatally, on the Seventeenth Day, from Stra/ngulation of the Intestine. By J. U-1
Bennett, M.D. and P. H. Handyside, M.D. In the “ Edinbiu-gh Medical and

,

2

Surgical Joxunal.” 1846.
^

XXII. Pathological and Clinical Observations on Eiicysted Tumours of the

Ovary. Plate. In the “ Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Joiurnal.” 1846.
^

XXIII. On the Minute Sh'ucture and Chemical Composition of Tubercular

Deposits. 6 Woodcuts. In the “ Northern Journal of Medicine.” 1846.

XXIV. How should Medicine be Advanced $ ivith a few Wo7'ds in Reply to

the Suggestions of Dr Forbes. In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical Science.. -

1846.
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XXV. On the Elementary Forms of Disease. .32 Woodcuts. In the “ Monthly

lournal of Medical Science.” 1846.

XXVI. On the Presence of Confervee in some Exudative Masses passed by the

IBowels. In the “ Monthly Joiirnal of Medical Science.” 1846.

XXVII. Biographical Sketch ofDr John Thomson, late Professor of General

iPatholoqu in the University of Edinburgh. In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical

SScience.” 1846.

XXVIII. On Anormal Nutrition and Diseases of the Blood. In the “ Monthly

Jloumal of Medical Science.” 1846.

XXIX. On the Causes of Exudation. In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical

!^cience.” 1847.

XXX. On the Development of Exudation. 6 Woodcuts. In the “ Monthly
.1Journal of Medical Science.” 1847.

XXXI. On Hypertrophies and Tumours. In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical

^Science.” 1847. 14 Woodcuts.

XXXII. Pathological and Clinical Observatiom on Cancer. In the “ Monthly

JJoumal of Medical Science.” 1847.

XXXIII. On Encysted Growths. In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical

^Science.” 1847.

XXXIV. On the Structural Relation of Oil and Albumen in the Animal
tEconomy, and on certain Physical Laws connected with the Origin and D&velop-

hment of Cells. Read to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 19th April 1847 ;
in

tthe “ Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1846-7; and “ Monthly
t Journal of Medical Science,” September 1847.

XXXV. On a New Stmeture observed in a Tumour of the Tentorium. Com-
rmunicated to the Pathological Society of London. In the “ Society’s Reports,”

:iand in “ Lancet,” and “ Medical Gazette.” April 1847.

XXXVI. On Vascular, Cartilaginous, and Osseotis Growths. 3 Woodcuts.
In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical Science.” 1847.

XXXVII. On aNew Form of Serous Inflammation. In the “ Monthly Journal
. of Medical Science.” 1847.

XXXVIII. On the Morbid Anatomy and Pathology of the Fever which has
’been prevalent in Edinburgh during the Session 1846-7. Communicated to the
Medico-Chirurgical Society, July 7, 1847. In « Monthly Journal of Medical

. Science.” October 1847,

XXXIX. Clinical and Histological Researches on Cancerous and Cancroid
Growths. In the “ Monthly Journal of Medical Science.” 1847-8. With 61
Woodcuts.

XL. Report on the Physiological Action of Chloroform. Read to the Medico-
Chirurgical Society, December 15, 1847. In the “ Monthly Joiarnal of Medical
Science.” January 1848.
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EXTllACTS

FROM

rUBLISHED WORKS, AND FROM THE PERIODICAL

MEDICAL PRESS,

HAVING REFERENCE TO

DR HUGHES BEMETT’S WRITINGS.

Extract from an Address delivered in the Theatre of the Meath Hos-

pital, at the opening of the Session 1844-45. By William Stokes,

M.D., M.R.I.A., Regius Professor of Physic in the University of

Dublin. Dublin : Hodge's and Smith. 8vo. 1845.

“To such of you as had the advantage of hearing the discourse of Dr

Bennett of Edinburgh, which he delivered some time since in this

city, these observations are unnecessary. I hold him up as an example

to the anatomical student, and I earnestly advise all who can do so,

to study under him, or, at least, to possess themselves of his writings.

Already much has been done, and some most curious and unexpected

results have been obtained by the labours of Schonlein, Gruby, Donne,
|

Todd, and Bennett. I may here allude to the history and description

of vegetable parasites in certain diseases of the skin, in phthisical

cavities, and in the mucous membranes in typhus. The discovery y
also, by Dr Bennett, of organic change in the nervous centres, when,

to the unassisted eye, no departure from health could be seen, pro-

mises to throw light on the obscure class of the neuroses. It is to be

hoped that Dr Bennett will continue these researches
;
for there is not

a more curious and important question in medicine than that which
j

relates to the pathology of nervous diseases. Are tliey the result of

organic change of the cerebro-spinal system, and if so, of what change, ;

or are they purely functional ? No matter what the result may be ;

no matter whether the microscope discovers the change, or enables us
,

to say that there is no change, the greatest benefits will follow.

b
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“ But there are some who will lead you to despise these investiga-

tions because they are novel. A class of men who, had they lived in

former times, would have sneered at the discovery of the compass, and

ridiculed gravitation. Gentlemen, it is easier to sneer than to labour ;

and, whenever you meet these men, beware of them, keep them at a

distance, hold no communication with them, for they are unfit com-

panions, and dangerous teachers. The worst features in the medical

character are indifFerence and scepticism. Enthusiasm and hope are

connected with the power to do, and the wish to advance
;
and time,

the corrector, will remove the unfounded and strengthen the real

;

but the man who will teach you to stand still, and shut your eyes,

and be content with what you have of knowledge, is an enemy, and

must be shunned. We do not expect, no rational man expects, that

this or that method of investigation will clear away all difficulties,

and solve the mysterious problems involved in the considerations of

vitality ; but we are entitled to hope that new facts will be discovered,

and therefore we wish well to all who labour in the search after truth.”

—Pp. 15, 16, and 17.

The Employment of the Microscope in Medical Studies ; a Lecture,

introductory to a course of Histology. By John Hughes Bennett,

M.D., &c. Edinburgh : Maclachlan, Stewart, and Co. 8vo. 1841.

“ The time has at length arrived when it has been deemed expedient

to institute a class in Edinburgh for instructing the rising members

of the profession in Jhe manipulation of the microscope. This really

becomes daily the more necessary, seeing that the scientific practi-

tioners throughout Eiirope are resorting at length to tliis means, with

such acknowledged advantage and success. Dr Bennett has passed

some considerable time with Continental microscopic observers, and

is fully competent to the difficult task he has engaged in, and in which

we heartUy wish liim every success.

“ To those interested in such details, we strongly recommend the

perusal of this pamphlet, and again express our wish, that the laud-

able object Dr Bennett has commenced, in the establishing of a class

for microscopic research in Edinburgh, may be attended with that

success it so richly deserves.”

—

Frotn the Microscopic Journal and

Structural Recordfor 1841

“ Pathology is divide and usefully divided, into disorders of func-

tion and diseases of structure. The latter are, no doubt, the conse-

quences of the former. As long as an organ shows no change in its
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material substance when examined by the naked eye, we call its

affections functional ; but when visible or tangible alterations take

place, we pronounce the complaint structural or organic, and too often

beyond the remedial agency of our art.

“ It is highly probable, however, that the slightest functional dis-

order of certain organs or tissues, as the brain, the mucous membranes,

&c., are attended, perhaps caused by, some minute changes in the

organs themselves, not discoverable by the naked eye. If the micro-

scope could be employed in such cases, it might throw some light upon

the subject. But how is it to be applied ? Functional disorders arc

rarely fatal
;
and it can only be where death takes place fi’om some

other disease, that the functionally disturbed organ can be subjected

to the microscope. The microscope, however, though it may not lead

to so much useful knowledge, in respect to therapeutics^ as the zealous

students of histology anticipate, reveals the minute structure of parts,

whether healthy or morbid, in a manner which the naked eye could

never attempt to emulate.

“ We wish Dr Bennett every success in his histological lectures,

which we recommend the students of Edinburgh to carefully attend.”

—From the Medico-Ghirurpical Review, January 1842.

Treatise on the Oleum Jecoris Aselli, or Cod Liver Oil, as a Therapeu-

tic Agent in certain forms of Gout, Rheumatism, and Scrofula

;

with Cases. By John Hughes Bennett, M.D.. &c. &c. London :

S. Highley. 8vo. 1841.

“ Dr Bennett is already well known to the profession as an author,

and we think that the little volume now before us will not lessen his

reputation. It is an elaborate, well-written monograph upon a re-

medy which has of late been much used by Continental physicians,
though as yet but little employed in this country. Dr Bennett’s
work will, doubtless, arrest the attention of practical men, and in-

duce them to make a trial of the cod liver oil in the diseases in which
it is recommended. Dr Bennett assures us that, from personal ob-
servation of its effects in many cases which he saw treated during an
eighteen months’ residence in Gei’many, the favourable report which
he had received of it was amply confirmed. The following remarks
from the preface are good, and impress us with the belief that the
author is unbiassed in his opinions, ready calmly to observe and esti-

mate facts, and consequently fitted for the task whiclr he has assigned
himself, &c. *•••••••*

‘ Though we have quoted largely from Dr Bennett’s work, much
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that is valuable yet remains, abundantly to repay perusal. We recom-

mend this treatise to the notice of the profession
;
and congratulate

Dr Bennett uj^on being the author of so excellent a monograph. It

is to be hoped, that its rapid sale will somewhat repay the author for

his labour and research .”—From the Edinburgh Monthly Journal of

Medical Science, November 1841.

“ It is in Germany especially that cod liver oil has been employed

with the most success, whilst in England and in France it is scarcely

known, and it is only to be procured at the druggists in small quan-

tities. The author of this work, who has spent eighteen months in

various parts of Germany, and has observed the real efficacy of this

preparation in different diseased states, has decided to communicate

to his countrymen a knowledge of its good effects, thinking that it

would prove not less advantageous in the hands of British than in

those of German practitioners. Although, from the very intimate re-

lations which exist between France and Germany, we should on this

point be further advanced than the English, a knowledge of the pro-

perties of cod liver oil does not appear to us so sufficiently extended

as it ought to be. We therefore propose to reproduce here in an

analysis, as complete as possible, all the valuable documents which

Dr Bennett’s work contains in this important medicine.”

“ The extended analysis we have just made of Dr Bennett’s work

on a remedy, which as yet is very little used among us, that cannot

even be procured in many shops of the capital, will suffice, we hope,

to make it known, and, at the same time, to increase the employment

of a medicine which is in many cases of real utility, and concerning

which, we have much pleasure in stating, the author has not exagge-

rated the importance.”—Gazette Medicale de Paris, Decembre 17,

1842.

“We camrot account for this little work having so long escaped

our notice •, for it is a very meritorious brochure, evincing gi'eat

assiduity and research in the collection of materials scattered among

a vast number of German and other Continental modern publications,

respecting an article which promises to prove an important thera-

peutic agent in many complaints. The remedy is plentiful, easily

prepared, and very moderate in price.”

“ A great mass of cases of various diseases, treated by tlie cod liver

oil, occupies the remainder of the volume ;
and these—indeed the

whole of the treatise—we most strongly recommend to the attentive

perusal of our professional brethren. The book is characterised by

candour, discrimination, modesty, and judgment.

—

Mcdico-CMrur-

gical Review, April 1843.
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“ I shall now state such facts as have come to my knowledge with

regard to the medical efficacy of tliis oil in several diseases. The

conclusions arrived at by Dr Bennett, whose extensive knowledge and

ex])erience on this subject render him an excellent authority, will

form a proper introduction. He says,” &c. &c.—Dr Donovan on Cod

Liver Oil—Its Preparation and Uses, ^c. Dublin Journal.

“ The author of this report has used cod liver oil extensively for

several years, his attention having been first directed to it by Dr
Bennett in 1840, and he can confidently bear out the concluding state-

ment of Mr Donovan—‘ that cod-liver oil is a most useful addition

to our materia-medica
; that it produces effects, of which no other

known medicine is capable ; and that it is weU worthy of the atten-

tion of the medical profession.’ ”—Dr Day’s Report on Materia Medica

and Therapeutics, December 1845.

“ Cod Liver Oil.—Much credit is due to Dr Bennett of Edinburgh,

for his exertions in bringing this substance before the notice of the

profession.—Dr Gloveu of Newcastle, on Scrofula. London. 1846.

On the Art of Percussion, as apyplied to the Diagnosis of Thoracic and

Abdominal Diseases. In the Monthly Journal of Medical Science.”

1842.

“ Among the more recent contributions to our journals on the sub-

ject of auscultation, we name that of Dr Bennett, in the Edinburgh

Monthly Journal for February 1842, as one of most pretension
;
and,

to say truth, also one of the best. The most important novelty in it

is the account of a new hammer, by Dr Winterich of Wurzburgh, for

the practice of percussion. We shall not fail to give this last a fair

trial
;
and, in the mean time, we recommend our readers to'consult Dr

Bennett’s account of it, and of its great advantages. It is more espe-

cially recommended to the clinical physician, who has to enable others

to hear as well as himself.

—

From the British and Foreign Medical

Review!' October 1842.

“ Dr Bennett has given almost the only account of Piorry’s method
of percussion in the English language. The communication is brief,

but worthy of perusal. Dr B. recommends the employment of a

I>lexor, in the form of a hammer, the head of which is made of steel,

brass, or iron, and placed, not at the right angles to the handle, but

upwards
; a capsule is screwed to the end of the licad with a project-
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ing disc of caoutcliouc. The handle is of wood, with depressions for

the thumb, fore and middle fingers.”

—

A Practical Treatise on Per-

cussion. By M. Maillot, 31.D., Paris. Translated by G. Smith,

M.D., Edinburgh. Madras, 1B47, p. 15.

On the Parasitic Fungi found growing in Living Animals. In the

“ Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.” 1842.

“ The objects of this memoir, as stated by the author, are : 1st, to

confirm and extend the observations and experiments of Gruby, con-

cerning the mycodernmtous vegetations found in the crusts of the

disease called Tineafavosa, or Porriga Iwpinosa, of Bateman
;
2d, to

announce the occasional existence, and describe a plant found growing

on the lining membrane or cheesy matter of tubercular cavities in the

lungs of man
; 3d, to describe the structure of a plant found growing

on the skin of the gold fish
;
and, 4th, from a review of all the facts

hitherto recorded in connexion with this subject, to draw certain con-

clusions respecting the pathological state which furnishes the condi-

tions necessary for the growth of fungi in living animals.

“ The paper is one of great interest, and is worthy an attentive

perusal.”

—

From the Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Fe-

bruary 1843.

Pathological and Histological Researches on Inflammation of the Ner-

vous Centres. By John Hughes Bennett, M.D., F.R.S.E., &c.

Edinburgh : Maclachlan, Stewart, and Co. 8vo. 1843.

“ This important communication (of which the following is a brief

extract) may be considered as the first positive addition to our know-

ledge of nervous diseases, which has been made in this country by

means of the microscope.”

—

Monthly Journal of Medical Science.

November 1842.

“ Every one acquainted with diseases of the nervous system, is aware

of the extraordinary contradictions which are recorded regarding

them ;
and a reference to any of the works published on the patho-

logy of the brain and spinal chord will show that many cases pre-

sent themselves that baffle all attempt at explanation. The conse-

quence is, that this interesting suliject is still involved in great obscu-
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rity. Professor Gluge has, however, directed attention to this de-

partment of pathology
;
and Dr J. H. Bennett has published thirty-

two cases of cerebral and spinal disorders, where the symptoms, post-

mortem appearances, and microscopic examination of the diseased

textures, are accurately recorded. From these, it appears that, at

least, two distinct kinds of softening exist in the nervous centres,

which ma}’’ be readily distinguished by the microscope. They are

characterised by the presence or absence of exudation corpuscles, and

may be denominated inflammatory and non-inflammatory softening.

“ An analysis of the cases given by Dr Bennett will also show that

these two kinds of softening are not only distinguishable after death,

but may be recognised by the symptoms which accompany them

during life. These researches further establish the two following pro-

positions : 1st, that pathologists have hitherto confounded softening

occasioned by post-mortem changes, or mechanical violence, with soft-

ening occasioned by inflammation
;

2d, that, notwithstanding the

most curious search, and the existence during life of the most decided

symptoms of inflammatory softening, the inflamed tissue, though

really present, has escaped observation, so long as unaided sight is

made the sole means of forming a judgment respecting its nature.”

—

Dr Shapter's Retrospective Address. 1843.

“ Dr Bennett states that, for the last twelve months, he has ne-

glected no opportunity that presented itself by examining micro-

scopically the brain and spinal canal. Some of the results of his re-

searches are recorded in this little work. Thirty-three cases are re-

lated in which softening of some part of the brain and spinal chord was
discovered. These cases are highly interesting in themselves, and
rendered stfll more so by the valuable and practical remarks appended
to most of them. It is, however, to the conclusions at which Dr
Bennett arrives that we must conflne ourselves to this notice.

“ At this point Dr Bennett pauses, promising, however, to renew
the inquiry at some future period. The subject is one of the highest

interest, and the observations of the author are deserving of the

utmost attention.”—From the Medico-Ghirurqical Review. April

1844.

“ Dr John Hughes Bennett has published in several successive

numbers of the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, some ex-
tremely interesting pathological and histological remarks on inflam-

mation of the neiwous centres. We at present give only the con-

clusions
; but shall hereafter notice more of the particulars.

“ We return again to this very valuable paper, in order to give
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some further accounts of the results of the author’s researches.”

—

From the Medical Journal of Medical Science.—June and July 1844.

“ The author has promised to continue his observations in a special

woi^k, and we hope that he will fulfil his promise without delay.”

—

Fisamann's Lcistungen im Gebiet der Kranklieiien der Nernensystems

—Canstatts Jahresbericht.—3te Band, 1844.

The obseiwations of Dr J. H. Bennett are, in many respects, op-

posed to those of M. E-ochoux. Dr Bennett does not believe that

softening necessarily precedes hemorrhage in the brain. His obser-

i. vations on contraction of the limbs, as a symptom of inflammatory

softening of the brain, are extremely interesting..

—

Dr Charlton’s

Retrospective Address. 1845.

The researches of Dr J. H. Bennett of Edinburgh, are amongst

the most important contributions to the morbid anatomy of the brain

of late years. I think he has clearly established that the great cha-

racteristic of inflammatory softening is the presence of exudation cor-

puscles about the minute vessels, and among the elements of the

softeired cerebral tissue. This is, iir the vast majority of instances,

accompanied with discoloration, which sometimes is due solely to the

dark colour of the exudation corpuscles themselves. When these

corpuscles are not present, and especially when the softened portion

of brain is free from colour, then we must regard the lesion as non-

inflammatory, the result of abnormal nutrition, or as produced by

physical causes coming into operation shortly before or after death.

“ Dr Bennett states that in no single instance of numerous ex-

aminations made by him, could softening be traced to the presence

or infiltration of pus. This is a direct refutation of Lallemand’s

assertion, that this form of softening owes its colour to the infiltration

of pus.

—

Dr Todd on the Abnormal Anatomy of the Nervous Centres.

Cyclopcedia of Anatomy and Physiology. April 1847.

Treatise on Inflammation as a Process of Anormal Nutrition. B^v

John Hughes Bennett, M.D., F.R.S.E., &c. &c. Edinburgh

;

Maclachlan, Stewart & Co. 8vo. 1844.

“ From the period of the researches of Hunter to the present day,

the subject of inflammation has proved one of surpassing and abiding

interest. That this should be the case can excite no surprise
;

for,

while a correct theory of its production may amend or confirm many

of the views of the j>hysiologists, and clear up some of the obscurities
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which beset the path of the pathological inquirer, the more practical

man, in deriving hence a knowledge of the true principles upon which

its treatment should be based, becomes the possessor of, by far, the

most powerful instrument for the relief of disease. It is true that

the crude and exaggerated notions according to which inflammation

forms the basis and point of departure of all diseases, have done infinite

mischief, not only by the ultra-depletory practices they encouraged

during the day of their prevalence, but also by reason of opposite

errors, which have resulted from the reaction consequent upon their

explosion
; and yet the justice of Mr Lawrence’s statement, that few

indeed are the diseases in which the inflammation of some organ is

not a cause, efifect, or concomitant circiimstance, must, we think, be

at once acknowledged. Indeed, the very generality of the prevalence

of inflammation, and the great variety of conditions under which it

manifests itself in the economy, have led celebrated observers, as

Andral, Magendie, &c., to repudiate the term as vague and inex-

pressive. Certain phenomena, however ill expressed, are well under-

stood by this word, that are by no means represented in Andral’s

term hypercnmia, which labours under the disadvantage also of ex-

pressing a state which may exist independently of inflammation.

‘ Hence,’ say Drs Alison and Bennett, ‘
it has been the object of

British pathologists to give precision to the old term inflammation,

rather than change it for another, perhaps more unsatisfactory.’

“ Dr Bennett, in the pamphlet, the title of which we have placed

above, endeavours, and we think with great success, to point out in

a more distinct manner than has yet been done, what are the essential

phenomena of inflammation, and to show the connexion of these with

a perversion of nutrition, explicable by the cell theory.

“ Dr Bennett having shown that inflammation consists essentially

in an exudation of the liquor sanguinis or blood plasma {i. e. the fluid

portion of the blood, composed of fibrin dissolved in serum), next ad-

verts to the changes this exudation may be subjected to, i, e. the ter-

minations of inflammation.

“ We regret that our space will not allow us to follow the author

into the details of this subject : we may, however, present a brief

sketch of the conclusions he arrives at, for the purpose of exhibiting

his application of the doctrine of Cytogenesis to the explanation of the

various phenomena resulting from inflammation, &c
“ In the work of Dr Bennett, a difficult and obscure subject is lucidly

treated, and an attempt made to a])ply to the explanation of anormal

productions a theory which has so much contributed to the elucida-

tion of the nature of healthy structure .”—From the Mcdico-Chirur-

gical Review, January 1845 .
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“ In the summer of J843, Dr J, Hughes Bennett gave a course of

lectures to the College of Physicians, and the leading members of the

profession in Edinburgh, on Inflammation. The substance of these

lectures is embodied in the treatise before us. They were illustrated

by numerous demonstrations under a series of achromatic micro-

scopes
; and were calculated to show the importance of microscopic

and chemical researches, as a means of advancing pathology and the

diagnosis of disease.

“ A perusal of Dr Bennett’s treatise must convince every one, that

the advances in modern pathology have produced a complete revolu-

tion in our ideas concerning inflammation. Macartney, indeed, some

time ago maintained, that however nutrition was accomplished in a

state of health, healing took place in the same way. He did not,

however, satisfactorily describe any one step of the process. Dr

Alison also has taught and written, that ‘ a peculiar perversion of

nutrition or of secretion, is essential to the very existence of inflam-

mation.’ But Dr Bennett tells us, that inflammation is nothing but a

process of anormal nutrition, the essential phenomenon of which is

an increased exudation of liquor sanguinis, or blood plasma. Dr

Alison observes, ‘ that the various effects which are ascribed to in-

flammation, adhesion, suppuration, ulceration, and gangrene, are very

different from one another, and we cannot satisfactorily point out the

cause, or even the mode by which each is affected.’—(Lib. of Med.,

p. 53.) Dr Bennett conceives that he has accomplished this.”

“ ‘ In the same manner,’ says he, ‘ that Schleiden in plants, and

Schwann in animals, have indicated the steps of normal nutrition,

owing to the formative influence of a vital blastema, so it has been

our endeavour to point out the mode in which anormal nutrition acts

in producing the various results of inflammation, from the transfor-

mations of the exudation.’—P. 17.

“ Without giving a minute analysis of the work, it would be im-

possible for us to do it justice. The following extracts, showing the

manner in which resolution occurs—a subject surrounded by much

obscurity—will give a favourable idea of the author’s style. . . .

This little treatise not only embodies all the facts which the micro-

scope and organic chemistry have lately added to our knowledge of

inflammation, but contains the results of numerous researches made by

the author during the last four years. It is an important contribution

to pathology, and ought to be read by every one who feels an interest

in the advancement of medicine .”—From the Monthly Journal of

Medical Science. Jan. 1845.

“ Microscopic researches, as most of our readers must be aware,
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have been prosecuted with much greater energy by modern patholo-

gists in Germany and in France, than in our own country. Within

the last few years, however, many of our countrymen have directed

then- attention to this interesting branch of human knowledge, and

in the foremost rank we find the author of the above treatise, Dr

Hughes Bennett. After devoting several years on the Continent to

the study of Histology, as the science is now termed, Dr Hughes

Bennett commenced a series of original researches on the nature of

inflammation, the results of which he has embodied in the present

work. We fully agree with Dr Bennett, tha't the researches of

modern pathologists, from Broussais to Carswell, have thrown so

much light on the morbid anatomy of disease as evident to the naked

eye, that comparatively little remains to be done by investigations

carried on in that manner only. Under these circumstances, the

labours of pathologists must be directed to the microscope, and to

organic chemistry, as the principal means of still further increasing

our knowledge of the material changes produced by disease. At the

same time, though fully appreciating the value of these means of

inquiry, we are not such enthusiasts as to assert, as some do, that the

results thereby arrived at, will altogether throw into the shade the

labours of former morbid anatomists. The results furnished by

visual inspection may be gross and unsatisfactory, as compared with

those arrived at by more delicate investigations, but they have a

certainty about them which microscopical researches do not present.

Now, however, that the attention of the profession has been directed

to the subject, there can be no doubt but that hosts of inquirers will

enter into the field, and we may hope to ascertain, in the course of

time, how far chemistry and the microscope will be able to elucidate

the still obscure phenomena of health and disease. In the mean
time, the labours of those who take the lead, like Dr Hughes Bennett

and Mr Addison, whose treatise we received a month or two ago, are

deserving of every encouragement.
*

“ Limited for space, as we necessarily are, we think that we shall

better suit the interest of our readers, by giving as full an analytical

review of Dr H. Bennett’s important treatise as possible, than by
discussing at length the novel views which he presents. This we
shall therefore do, with the intention of returning to the subject at a

future period, should the opportunity present itself.”—From the

Lancet^ October 26, 1844.

“ Dr Bennett’s treatise does him great credit. He has already con-

ferred much benefit on pathology by his researches on the micro-

scopic appearances of cerebral softening ; and we have no doubt but
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that, as his experience accumulates, he will considerably enlarge the

boundaries of practical medicine.”

—

From the Duhlin Journal ofMedi-
cal Science, January 1846.

“ This treatise contains the substance of several lectures delivered

by the author on the process of inflammation at the evening meetings

of the Boyal College of Physicians, in the summer of 1848.

“ Our author’s peculiar views are brought out when he speaks of

the discharges which take place from the capillaries of the inflamed

part. Such a discharge, following Alison, he regards as an essential

phenomenon of inflammation, and holds that, if the previous changes

take place, and pass off without any discharge taking place, that the

case stops short of inflammation.

“ Under the head of effusion of serum, we will only notice the im-

j)ortant distinction dwelt on by Dr Bennett betAveen passive and active

effusion of that fluid
;
the first, being that which constitutes chronic

dropsy, is the result of venous obstruction
; the other being the effect

of inflammatory congestion in the arterial caj)illaries. Tlie non-in-

flammatory effusion is clear, or holds no fibrin suspended in it
;
the

serum, on the contrary, effused in inflammation, is turbid, owing to

the presence of fibriue, and, if allowed to stand, deposits flocculi.

“ But the important part of this subject comes under the head of

the discharge of blood plasma or of liquor sanguinis ; that is, of the

blood deprived of its vesicular part, or red corpuscles. Dr Bennett

regards the discharge of the blood plasma or liquor sanguinis as giving

rise, not merely to false membrane and adhesions, as in serous mem-

branes, but also to mortification, ulceration, softening, suppuration,

and the formation of permanent tissues. We are not prepared, with-

out further consideration, to subscribe unreservedly to all that our

author teaches on this subject ;
and this reserve applies both to some

part of what he has drawn from other authorities, as well as what he

has wrought out for himself. But we regard this paid of his paper as

of the highest interest, and as containing matter worthy of the deepest

reflection, and the most attentive examination. We have ourselves

derived much instruction, and no small enlargement of our previous

ideas on the subject, from the views which he exhibits

“We have now given a sufficient account of the views entertained

by Dr Bennett, to enable our readers to judge of the general j^lan on

Avhich he treats of inflammation. Some of the sections Avhich remain

we must pass by, though they contain many interesting observations.

W e have still to sum up our opinion on the views of inflammation

taken by Dr Bennett, and by those avIio treat of inflammation on a

similar plan.

“ W'"e believe with Dr Bennett that the time has noAv arrived when,
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on this plan only, can a further j)rogress be made. But we must still

insist that this plan is in its merest infancy, and that its cultivators

must be content to pique themselves on their industry in a field which

yields but a slow return, rather than on having already solved prob-

lems which have defied the utmost efforts of science in past ages.

“ Nevertheless, could we persuade ourselves that gangrene, ulcera-

tion, adhesion, false membrane, softening, suppuration, and the pro-

duction of new textures, have all been proved to be the result of the

discharge of the same blood-plasma, variously modified even by con-

ditions still undetected, we should feel obliged to confess that a great

step in advance had been made.

That this has not been made satisfactory to us is not a fault charge-

able on Dr Bennett, but on the difficulty of the subject. The treatise

is, however, highly creditable to the talents, industry, and acquire-

ments of the aiithor, and we willingly confess that, from the attentive

perusal of it, we have derived much valuable instruction.”

—

From the

Northern Journal of Medicine, May 1845.

On the frequent Spontaneous case of Pulmonary Consumption, and the

Indications furnished hy Pathologyfor its Rational Treatment. In

the “ Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal.” 1846.

“ The experience of every day tends more and more to the belief,

that, although we are not as yet able so to arrange our remedial

agents as to bring about so desirable an event in a given case, the

cure of pulmonary tubercle is not by any means so rare as is gene-

rally supposed. Pathological examinations continually reveal appear-

ances which can only be referred to the former existence of tubercular

deposit, and which no symptoms during life had given reason to

suspect. The present paper from the pen of a gentleman already

favourably known to the profession, is an endeavour to deduce a

rational mode of treatment from what appears to be the proceedings

of nature in certain cases
;
and under the conviction that it is only

by philosophical investigation, such as the present, and not by the

charlatanerie with which every honourable mind has lately been

disgusted, that we shall ever advance towards the successful treat-

ment of phthisis, we shall condense the following paper as little as

is consistent with the plan of this work.

—

Fro^n Dr Banking’s Half-
yearly Abstract. June 1845.

“ Besides the essays upon tubercular disease by Dr Evans of
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Dublin, and by Dr S. Wright of Binningham, we have this year two

very valuable papers by Dr Addison of London, and Dr J. H.

Bennett of Edinburgh.

“ Although Dr Bennett professes merely to treat of the curability

of phthisis in his essay, still we find that he has carefully selected the

most approved doctrines regarding the origin and nature of tubercles,

and has appended to these his own valuable observations. The prin-

cipal object of Dr Bennett’s paper is, as we have said before, to

prove the greater frequency of the cure of phthisis than is generally

supposed. For some years this has been a favourite doctrine of

several eminent pathologists of France
;
and we ourselves entirely

concur with Dr Bennett, as to the much greater frequency of calca-

reous concretions, puckerings of the lungs, and the other signs which

he enumerates, than has been generally admitted by English writers.”

—From Dr Charlton’s Retrospective Address. 1845.

Case of Poisoning hy Hemlock {Coniwin maculatum). In the “ Edin-

burgh Medical and Surgical Jouimal.” 1845.

“ The following is an extremely interesting case, inasmuch as it

furnishes us with the symptoms and appearances of poisoning by

hemlock, unaffected by antagonist remedies. It will also support

strong doubts as to the irritant nature of this substance, whilst the .

whole history is confirmatory of the results obtained by Dr Christi-

son in his experiments with conia, the alkaloid.

“ To the scholar this case is also extremely interesting from the

fact, that hemlock is supposed to have been the poison administered

by Socrates. The objection to this has been the fact, that delirium

and frenzy, and also giddiness and convulsions, are recognized as

symptoms of this substance. But if we compare the case of Gorr,

with the narrative of Plato, we cannot fail to be struck with the

resemblance.

—

From the American Medical Journal of the Medical

Sciences. October, 1845.

“ Even individual cases have sometimes been invested, by the zeal

and talent of their reporters, with as much interest as whole groups.

Need 1 refer you for a proof of this to Dr Bennett’s case of poisoning

with hemlock, which has enrolled that gentleman, not merely among

the successful cultivators of the science of toxicology, but among

those who have contributed to the illustration of history and bio-

graphy ; the biography, too, of one of the greatest philosophers and

moralists of ancient Greece ?”

—

From Dr Gairdneh’s Valedictory
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Address to the Medieo-Ghirurgical Society, Edinburgh— Northern

Journal ofMedicine, October 1845.

“ Dr John Hughes Bennett, the reporter of this case, accompanies

it by some judicious comments, and shows the sti-iking analogy of

the symptoms to those recorded as having followed the drinking of

the Kaveiov by Socrates
;
and justly observes that that analogy is

strongly in favour of the opinion of the identity of the poison swal-

lowed by Socrates, and the Conium maculatum .—From Dr Banking’s

Half-Yearly Abstract. December 1845.

Pathological and Clinical Observations on Encysted Tumours in the

Ovary. In the “ Edin. Med. and Surg. Journal.” 1846.

“ The cases and essays before us are of the highest practical im-

portance, and, considering the interest which the subject at present

excites, our readers will not regret the space which our report of it

must necessarily occupy. The use of the microscope in the examin-

ation of the fluid obtained by paracentesis, will in future assist in the

diagnosis of abdominal diseases
;
the appearances presented by this

fluid, when derived from an ovarian cyst, having been accurately de-

scribed in the paper by Dr Bennett of Edinburgh
;
they differ en-

tirely from those presented by the fluid obtained from the abdominal

cavity in ascites—From Mr AncelVs Report on the Progress ofMid-

wifery, and the Diseases of Women and Children. June 1846.

“ In the diagnosis of ovarian tumours, the microscope has been

turned to considerable account by an indefatigable pathologist, Dr
Hughes Bennett of Edinburgh, who has thereby ascertained that the

fluid contained within ovarian cysts may at once be recognised, and
with certainty distinguished from that of ascites.”—From Dr Rank-
ing's Retrospective Address. 1847.

On Anormal Nictrition and Diseases of the Blood. In the “ Monthly

Journal of Medical Science. ” 1846.

“Dr J. Hughes Bennett, in a very interesting paper, sustains the

very correct general principle, that diseases of nutrition and of the

blood are only to be combated by an endeavour to restore the de-

ranged processes to the healthy state, in the order in which they are

impaired; that, for this purpose, a knowledge of the process of nutri-

tion is a preliminary step to the rational treatment of these affections ;
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that the theory of acting directly on the blood is incorrect
;
and that

an expectant system is as bad as a purely empirical one.”—From the

American Journal of the Medical Sciences. April 1847.

Pathological and Clinical Observations on Cancer, in the “ Monthly

Journal of Medical Science,” 1847.

“We are indebted to Dr Hughes Bennett for the most recent

researches on the subject of Cancer; which researches have also the

merit of bearing more directly upon practice than is usual with similar

inquiries. The author has confined his observations to the folloAvuig

interesting and important questions,” &c.

—

From Dr Banking's Half-

yearly Abstract. June 1847.

“ A late number of the ‘ Edinburgh Monthly Journal’ contains a

series of observations on Cancer, by Dr Hughes Bennett. These in-

quiries are a decided advance on our knowledge of this science. They

are eridently the residt of much careful investigation, and we are glad

to place them before our readers in an abridged fomi.

—

From the

Lancet. April 17, 1847.

“We hasten to declare that these studies (on the minute structure of

Cancer), wliicli are only at their commencement, will doubtless acquire

force and certainty with time
;
they ought, consequently, to be well

received and cultivated by men 'interested in the progress of science.

On another occasion we shall contribute the interesting work of Dr J.

H. Bennett of Edinburgh, wliich is remarkable for its great precision.

—

From the Annales de Therapeutique. Jime 1847.
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TESTIMONIALS.

I.—From W. P. Alison, M.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of the Prac-

tice of Physic^ formerly Professor of the Institutes of Me-

dicine in the University of Edinburgh, <^c.

Heriot Row, February 18,
1848 .

My Dear Sir,—I am happy to be able to say, that I consider

you to be remarkably well qualified for the situation of Professor

of the Institutes of Medicine.

Yoii have shown yourself, by numerous publications, to be

intimately acquainted with various departments of Physiology

and Pathology ; to have studied carefully the works of the '

scientific men in France and Germany, who have laboured \

most successfully, of late years, in extending our knowledge of

the minute structure, and the vital actions, of the living body f

in health and disease, particularly as these can be ascertained \

with the aid of the microscope ; and further, to have devoted i

yourself, with uncommon diligence and success, to several

original investigations of that kind. I have always expressed

the opinion, that microscopical research is one of the chief me-
thods by which the sciences of Physiology and Pathology can be
advanced, and I know of no one in this country who has

devoted himself more assiduously to the acquisition of know-
ledge in that manner.

It is true, that you have hitherto been more frequently occu-
])icd with inquiries into diseased actions and diseased structure,

than into healthy actions and healthy structure ; but the tact

IS, that inquiries of the former kind necessarily imply the study
and careful consideration of the latter subjects; and besides,

c
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although I certainly consider it the chief duty of the Professor

I
of the Institutes of Medieine in this University, to deliver a full

I
course of Physiology, yet when I remember that almost all his

1 students are to be practitioners of Medicine, and that few of

them have more than a few years at their disposal, for the pro-

secution of all the studies requisite for their profession, I cannot

> consider it a disadvantage to the Professor, that he should him-

I
self have studied the subjeet of Physiology, chiefly with a view

j
to its application to Pathology and Practice.

I am happy to say likewise, that from what I know of your

character as a gentleman, and your obliging disposition, I have

a confident expectation, that your appointment to the vacant

Chair of the University would prove gratifying both to the Pro-

fessors and the students.—I am, dear sir, very faithfully yours,

W. P. ALISON.
Dr J, H. Bennett.

II.—From E. Christison, M.D., V.P.E.S.E., Professor of Ma-
teria Medica in the Univeo''sity of Edinburgh, President of the

Royal College of Physicians, ^-c. ^c.

Edinbubgh, Fehmarij 21
,
1843 .

My Lord,—The appointment of Dr Thomson to the Chair

of Anatomy in Glasgow College, having created an immediate

prospect of a vacancy in the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine

in this University, I take the liberty of addressing your Lord-

ship on the subject, as there are few so deeply interested as I

am in the exertions of the Patrons to find another fit Professor,

and few so well acquainted with the qualifications of the gentle-

man whom I beg to recommend to their notice.

The Chair of the Institutes ofMedicine demands acquirements

on the part of its Professor, which arc not often combined in the

same individual, and such as may not immediately suggest

themselves to one not intimately acquainted with the nature of

the subject, as it has been and may be taught.

Were it taught as a purely scientific branch of education,

according to the method followed in many foreign schools of

medicine, a Candidate might be fully qualified who had distin-

guished himself as a pure Physiologist, and he might teach the

Chair as simply a Chair of Scientific Physiology. But it has
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in this University, to maintain prominently a practical bearing

in their courses of instruction, even on those subjects which

strictly belong rather to the science and elements of medicine

than to the practice of the medical art. And it is partly to this

view taken by them of their duty, that the success of the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, as a medical school, is to be ascribed.

Regarded in this way. Physiology will always be most appro-

priately and most popularly taught by constant reference, not

merely to the structure and functions of the healthy body of

man and the lower animals, on which it is mainly based, but

likewise to the diseased conditions of the human frame and

functions, and the effects of remedies on its healthy and diseased

states,—in other words, to the sciences of Pathology and The-

rapeutics. When well taught according to these principles, the

Chair of the Institutes of Medicine cannot fail to be one of the

most popular and practically useful of our medical professor-

ships.

But in order to teach it thus, a somewhat unusual concurrence

of qualities is required in its Professor. He must be not merely

an accomplished Physiologist in the ordinary acceptation of the

term, but likewise an accomplished Physician, and not merely a

Physician in general terms, but also peculiarly an accomplished

Pathologist.

In all these respects I believe Dr Bennett to be eminently

deserving of your consideration, and that of the other Patrons.

When he attended this University, upwards of eleven years ago,

I marked him as a student of great promise. His professional

progress has amply verified this prognostication. From his

writings, from his lectures, and above all, from daily and intimate

intercourse with him, I feel satisfied that he possesses high qua-

lifications for more Chairs than one in our medical school ; and
I have for some time looked to him as destined to become one
of the ornaments and supports of the University. For the

Chair about to become vacant he appears to me to be eminent-
ly well qualified.

Permit me to call your Lordship’s attention to one circum-

stance more. It is not indispensable, that the Professor of the

Institutes of Medicine take part in the Courses of Instruction

on Clinical Medicine, which are delivered by the Professors of
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it is most important for the University that the new Professor

shall do so, because the number of the existing Professors of

the Faculty, who are willing to discharge the duty, is too small

for its efficient performance. In this respect, too. Dr Bennett

possesses rare qualifications as a practical physician and patho-

logist, and as a ready lecturer, not without experience in the

very branch in question.

It would be easy for me to say much more in his favour. But it

will be sufficient to add, that Ihave seldom met with one who could

explain his views more perspicuously and impressively as a public

speaker ; and that he possesses the mind, manners, and address

of a gentleman,—the first and most Indispensable of all qualifi-

cations in a Professor, for securing the respect of the students,

and authority over them as their teacher.—I have the honour

to be, my Lord, your Lordship’s most obedient Servant,

E. CHEISTISON,
To the Right Honourable the Lord Provost.

III.—From James Syme, Esq., F.R.S.E., lately Professor of

Clinical Surgery in the University of Edinburgh ; noio of Uni-

versity College, London.

22, Brtjton Street, February 19, 1848.

Having been requested to state my opinion of Dr Bennett’s

qualifications for the Chair of Institutes of Medicine in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh, I feel great pleasure in expressing the

respect for his talents and attainments which a long acquaint-

ance with him has led me to entertain. He possesses indomit-

able perseverance, an ardent desire to acquire knowledge, and

remarkable facility in communicating his own information to

others. The field of instruction strictly belonging to the Insti-

tutes of Medicine is not well defined
; but for many years past

Dr Bennett has been constantly engaged in all the pursuits that

admit of being referred to this department of teaching. His

long and faithful exertions in the extra Academic School of Edin-

burgh constitute an additional and strong claim on the atten-

tion of the Patrons. Upon all these grounds, I beg to recom-

mend Dr Bennett as a candidate for the appointment about to

become vacant.
JAMES SYME.



IV.—From J. Y. SiMrsoN, M.D., F.H.S.E., Professor of MitU

loifery in the University of Edinburgh ; Physician-Accoucheur

to the Queen in Scotland, <^c.

February 19 ,
1848 .

I have been acquainted with Dr J. H. Bennett for several

years past, and have had, in many ways, ample opportunities of

judging of his talents and acquirements.

It will, I conscientiously believe, be difficult or impossible

for the Patrons to elect to the vacant Chair of the Institutes of

Medicine, a gentleman who will perform its duties with greater

talent, energy, and success.

Dr Bennett is every where known and distinguished through-

out the Medical world for his many and masterly contributions

to Medical Science ; he possesses eminent talents as a public

speaker and lecturer; he possesses the still more valuable power of

imbuing and infecting his pupils with the same spirit of investiga-

tion and the same love of science by which he is himself ani-

mated ; in one, and that the most difficult department of Phy-
siology (the microscopic anatomy of the tissues and fluids of

the body), he has for several years past been acknowledged by
the whole profession as a master and leader ; and, altogether, his

election would, I feel sincerely assured, add greatly to the re-

putation of the Medical School of the University.

J. Y. SIMPSON.

V.—From John Goodsik, Esq., F.R.S.E., Professor of Ana-
tomy in the University of Edinburgh, ^c.

Edinburgh, February 21
,
1848 .

Dr John Hughes Bennett’s pursuits, from the commencement
of his Medical Studies, peculiarly qualify him for filling, in an
efficient manner, the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine.

Steadily devoted, from the first, to the practical duties of his

profession—without some experience in which no man can be-

come an efficient lecturer on any department of medical study,
Dr Bennett has as unceasingly prosecuted scientific medicin©.
He has more especially applied himselfj by means of the micro
scope, to the investigation of the anatomical structure of
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healthy and diseased parts, and the bearing ol such structures

on Physiology and Pathology
; and he has, with much labour,

pcrsevcringly taught this department ofPhysiology, by means of

a valuable set of microscopes which he has brought together for

the use of his students, and a series of anatomical specimens,

collected and prepared by himself, which, from frequent exami-

nation, I may state, evinces, by its value and extent. Dr Ben-

nett’s earnest attachment to Physiological and Pathological

Science.

A prolonged residence on the Continent, in the principal medi-

cal schools, and a very extensive personal acquaintance with emi-

nent foreign Physiologists and Physicians, have givenDr Bennett

great familiarity with the current opinions on Physiological sub-,

jects.

Dr Bennett’s published works afford sufficient evidence of the

assiduity and success with which he has availed himself of his

opportunities of acquiring information, and of advancing Medi-

cal Science, more especially since he undertook the duties of

Pathologist to the Royal Infirmary, in which capacity he has

enjoyed ample means of prosecuting his favourite pursuits.

Not the least valuable feature in Dr Bennett’s character is

the remarkable energy and perseverence which he has uniformly

exhibited ;
and the power he possesses of influencing his pupils

with a similar spirit.

The appointment of Dr Bennett to the Chair of the Institutes

of Medicine will not only afford much general satisfaction, but

will be a great accession to the reputation of the University.

JOHN GOODSIE.

VI.—From W. Gregory, M.D., Sec. R.S.E., Frofessor of

Chemistry in the University of Edinhurgh, ^c.

University of Edinburgh,

February 23, 1848.

My Lord and Gentlemen,—Having been requested by

Dr. J. II. Bennett to state the opinion which I entertain of his

qualifications for the vacant Chair of the Institutes of Medicine,

I beg respectfully to say, that although my personal acquaint-

ance with Dr Bennett is but slight, I have long been aware of ibc
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very distinguished position which he occupies among the living

cultivators of Physiology, and more especially among those who
have devoted their attention to structural and microscopic

Anatomy,—one of the chief foundations of physiological and

medical science.

The researches and discoveries of Dr Bennett are known all

over Europe
;
and the whole course of his studies, as well as of

his successful experience as a teacher, has tended to qualify him

in an eminent degree for the vacant Chair. Indeed, Dr Ben-

nett has distinguished himself precisely in those departments of

medical science which have been so successfully cultivated by

the able and excellent Professor whom the University has just

lost ; and, if that loss can be repaired, it will be by the appoint-

ment of a Physiologist, who, like Dr Bennett, has proved him-

self, by his works, to be a worthy fellow labourer of the distin-

guished Professor who has just resigned the chair.

Dr Bennett’s style, both in writing and in speaking, is ele-

gant and perspicuous
;
his address is very agreeable, and his

manners are those of anaccomplished gentlemen; and, if appoint-

ed to the vacant Chair, there can be no doubt that he will do

credit to the choice of the Patrons, and materially contribute

to uphold the reputation of the University.—I have the honour

to be, my Lord and Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

WILLIAM GREGORY.
To the Right Honourable Lord Provost, Magis-

trates, and Town Council, Patrons of the

University

VII.—From J. H. Balfour, M.D., F.L.S., F.R.S.E., Professor

of Botany in the University of Edinburgh, <^c.

University op Edinburgh, February 21, 1848.

Dr J. Hughes Bennett has been long known to me as an able

medical writer, and as a Successful lecturer. He has been in-

Btrumental in a marked degree in introducing into the Edin-
burgh School the use of the microscope in its application to

minute anatomy.
His Histological researches in the departments of Physiology

and Pathology, have displayed great powers of investigation,

and a thorough knowledge of healthy and morbid structure.
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His excellent papers on Mycoclcrmatous F ungi, published in the

Transactions of the Koyal Society of Edinburgh, and in various

periodicals, show that his attention has not been confined to the

functions of the animal frame, but that Vegetable Physiology

has also been carefully investigated.

Dr Bennett has great facility as a Lecturer, and communi-
cates information in a lucid and distinct manner.

From what I know of his medical acquirements and his talents,

I consider him eminently qualified for the Chair of the Institutes

of Medicine in this University.

J. H. BALFOUE.

VIII.—From W. Beilby, M.D., F.R.S.E., Vice~Presidmtf and

late President of the Royal College of Physicians.

Northumberland Street, Edinburgh,

Februai-y 17, 1848,

Dear Sir,

—

It is with great pleasure I comply with your

request, and, if there be any drawback at all from the pleasure,

it arises from a sense of my own incompetence fully to appre-

ciate your qualifications, and my inadequacy to do justice to

I
them. Science in every department is making the most won-

’ derful advances, and medical science, which so long lagged be-

hind, has of late shared largely in the progressive impulse ; and

more particularly those departments, lying at the very founda-

tion of it, to which you have more especially devoted yourself

with a zeal, perseverance, and success, which will enshrine your

name among the real improvers of medicine.

Your profound researches in minute Anatomy and Physiology,

made known by your numerous publications, have established

for you a wide celebrity ; and your enthusiastic devotion to your

pursuits, aided by the happy facility you enjoy of communicat-

ing your own observations and instructions, cannot fail to awaken

and carry along with you the sympathetic ardour of your pupils.

For these reasons, I feel confident that your succeeding to the

Chair of the Institutes of Medicine will be a valuable accession

to the University.

With best wishes for your success, believe me. Dear Sir,

yours faithfully,
W. BEILBY.
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IX.—From Samuel A. Pagan, M.D., F.R.S.E., President of
the Roycd College of Surgeons, ^c.

3, Melville Stkeet, February 19, 1848.

My Dear Sir,—Your own writings, and the Medical Press,

have done such ample justice to your merits, as an accurate ob-

server, an original investigator, 'and an eloquent expounder

in the departments of Physiology and Pathology,—that I ab-

solutely fear any thing I can say, may weaken rather than

strengthen your claims with the Patrons, on the vacant Chair

of the Institutes of Medicine.

I declare, with perfect sincerity, that I am acquainted with

no man more capable of filling that Chair, with credit to the

University, or from whom greater things may yet be expected^

in the onward movement of Physiological Science.

I found this, my opinion and expectation, on the secure basis

of experience in what you have already done
; and on my

knowledge of your character, wherein patient industry in re-

search, is happily blended with great energy and determination

of purpose, and with an absorbing love of science for its own
sake.

I have listened to your lectures with great satisfaction and

improvement, and can safely bear witness to the ease and accu-

racy with which you give expression to your ideas, and com-
municate to your audience the extensive stores of knowledge
which you possess. Believe me to remain, yours very faith-

fully,

S. A. PAGAN.
J. Hughes Bennett, Esq., M.D.

X.—From Sir William Newbigging, M.D., F.R.S.E., for-

merly President of the Royal College of Surgeons, ^e.

Edinburgh, February 19, 1848.

I have been acquainted with Dr J. Hughes Bennett for seve-

ral years, and have formed a high estimate of his extensive pro-

fessional knowledge, especially in the department of Physiology
and Pathology, to the literature of which he has made many
valuable and important contributions. Qr Bennett possesses
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the power of communicating instruction in a remarkably clear

and distinct manner, wliich, conjoined with his scientific quali-

fications, renders him, in my opinion, eminently fit to discharge

the duties of Professor of the Institutes of Medicine.

WILL. NEWBIGGING.

XI.—From Robert Renton, M.D., formerly President of the

Royal College of Physicians^ Edinburgh.

26, Howb Street, February 17, 18-48.

As a vacancy is soon to occur in the Chair of the Institutes of

Medicine in this University, I can have no difficulty in stating

my opinion of Dr Bennett’s perfect competency to fill worthily

the vacant office. Dr Bennett’s claims for that situation rest

on the reputation which he has acquired in Bi'itain and abroad,

as an original, industrious, and successful Physiological and

Pathological inquirer and observer, as evinced in his valuable

separate publications, and his important contributions, for seve-

ral years, to the medical periodical literature of this country.

Besides, as a microscopic observer. Dr Bennett’s character, if

not superior to all, will at least bear a favourable comparison

with any of the most celebrated English physiologists of the

day. In addition, it may be stated that Dr Bennett’s talents

have been highly cultivated by his intercourse with the most

distinguished foreign Physiologists
;

while, at the same time,

his residence on the Continent afforded him opportunities of

acquiring knowledge, which his active habits and scientific zeal

have not failed to turn to the most instructive account.

As a teacher. Dr Bennett has the power of communicating his

knowledge to others with facility, energy, and perspicuity, as

the lectures delivered by him at the meetings of the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians in 1843 abundantly testified. In conclusion,

I may be permitted to state my conviction, that if the patrons

shall elevate Dr Bennett to the Chair of the Institutes of Medi-

cine, about to become vacant by the translation of the present

eminent incumbent to another sphere of usefulness, the loss to

the University, occasioned by that event, will in a great mea-

sure be repaired, and its renown as a seminary for scientific in-

struction be maintained by that appointment.

ROBERT RENTON, M.D.

To the Patrons of the University

of Edinburgh.
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XII.—From Dr John Gairdnek, formerly President of the

Royal College of Surgeons^ Edinburgh.

18, Hill Street, Edinburgh,
February 17, 1848.

My Lord and Gentlemen,—I beg to recommend to you

Dr John H. Bennett as a candidate for the chair of Institutions

of Medicine.

I am of opinion that you will not easily find any one better

fitted to sustain the reputation which that Chair has acquired,

under the able professor whose selection, a few years ago, has

done so much honour to your discrimination.

Dr Bennett, with excellent natural abilities, and with every

advantage which a most liberal education, general and profes-

sional, could confer, has engaged in the microscopical investiga-

tion of the minute elements of which the solid textures and the

fluid parts of the animal body are constituted—a diflficult de-

partment of Physiological and Pathological research; but one

which promises, more than any other, to reward the inquirer,

by throAving neAV light on the intimate nature of the healthy

and morbid changes continually taking place in the human
organization, wMch has already produced some sufficiently re-

markable discoveries as to the nature of certain diseases ;
and

the importance of which, present and prospective, Avith reference

to medical instruction, is so great, that it will not be safe for

any great Medical School, in these days of active emulation, to

omit opportunities of enlisting in its service some of its more
successful cultivators.

Among tliese Dr Bennett has obtained a high rank by his

energy and ability, of Avhich he has given ample proof both as

a Avritcr and as a lecturer; and by which he has procured for

himself an enviable reputation in many parts of Europe, and
at a comparatively early period of his life, as an active labourer

in the field of Physiology and Pathology.

Many of the departments he has taught have been such as

arc not required by the regulations of Universities or Colleges

;

his instructions having been therefore sought after by the more
energetic students, solely from a sense of their great value.

I beg to add, that I have had many opportunities of observ-

ing that Dr Bennett Avrites and speaks with great fluency, ac-
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curacy, and perspicuity; and I need not tell you that the power
of doing so is of vital importance to any one who aspires to

become a medieal teacher or professor.—1 am, my Lord Provost

and Gentlemen, your most obedient humble servant,

JOHN GAIRDNER.
To the Right Honourable the Lord
Provost the Magistrates, and Town-
Council of the City of Edinburgh,

Patrons of the University, &c. &c.

XIII.—From David Maclagan, M.D., F.R.S.E., formerly

President of the Royed College of Surgeons^ ^‘c.

129
,
George Street, Febmary 18

,
1848.

My Dear Sir,—I very willingly comply with your request,

that I should state my opinion of your fitness to supply the

vacant Professorship of the Institutes of Medicine.

The enlarged opportunities you have enjoyed at home and

abroad, of acquiring knowledge in every department of Medical

Science, and the zeal, untiring industry, and success, wdth which

you have availed yourself of these opportunities, are amply

evinced in your many valuable publications, as well as in your

oral discourses and demonstrations as a lecturer.

The devotion of your time, more especially to Physiology and

Pathology, and the knowledge, which your familiarity with the

modern languages so widely commands, of what is being done,

by others in the same field of inquiry, must give additional

weight to your claims, and are of no slight importance to a

public instructor in those departments of Medical Science.

Nor can I omit to notice the high rank you possess among

the cultivators of that new field which the microscope has

opened up to the Anatomist, Physiologist, and Pathologist;

and in which, besides the papers you have published on the

subject, your successful manipulation and observation proved

last winter so interesting and instructive to the Fellows of the

Iloyal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons.

I am happy to add, that, with these advantages, you enjoy

also the faculty of communicating the knowledge you possess

to others, in a manner well calculated to secure their attention,

and to stimulate their zeal in scientific inquiry.
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I cannot doubt, therefore, that your appointment to be Pro-

fessor of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edin-

burgh, would be creditable to the Patrons, acceptable to the

medical profession, and beneficial to the students.—With best

wishes, I am, my dear sir, yours sincerely,

DAVID MA€LAGAN.
Dr J. H. Bennett, M.D., F.B.C.P.

XIV.—From Adam Hunter, M.D., F.R.S.E., formerly Pre-

sident of the Royal College of Surgeons,

19, Abercromby Place, Fehi'uary 19, 1848.

Mr Dear Sir,—Not entering so much into the philosophical

and scientific, as into the practical departments of our common
profession, I have never considered myself a competent judge of

the qualifications and merits of the various competitors for Aca-

demic Chairs in our University. I have therefore in a great

measure abstained from taking an active share in such pro-

ceedings.

But as you have appealed to me at the present moment for

the expression of my opinion of your fitness for the Chair about

to be vacated by Dr Allen Thomson, I have no hesitation in

stating my perfect belief, that by your talents, gift of language,

zeal, industry, and vast acquirements in the various branches of

Medieal Science, you are eminently qualified for performing the

xluties of Professor of the Institutes of Medicine.

I have known you from the very earliest period of your pro-

fessional career in Scotland, and all my intercourse with you
has been to convince me of the high standard of your mind, as

well as your ardour in the pursuit and acquisition of knowledge

;

while on various occasions I have enjoyed the advantage of hear-

ing you give demonstrations on the favourite subject of your

inquiries, in such a style of clearness, and in an order so lucid,

as justify me in stating my opinion that you possess the power
of conveying your information to large audiences, in an agreeable

and successful manner.

Heartily wishing you success, believe me always, yours very

faithfully,

ADAM HUNTER.
Dr J. Hughes Bonnet!.
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^V-^From James Begbie, M.D., F.R.S.E., Felloio of the

Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons.

Edinburgh, February 17, 1848.

I have great pleasure, and perfect confidence, in recommend-
ing to the notice of the Patrons of the University, the claims of

Dr J. Hughes Bennett to the vacant Chair of the Institutes of

Medicine.

Deeply regretting, in common with all who take an interest

in the Medical School of Edinburgh, the loss of the services of

Dr Allen Thomson, whose scientific acquirements and popular

teaching have added so much to the fame and character of the

University, I still rejoice to find that the Patrons have had

presented to them, a gentleman so distinguished and so well

qualified as a successor

Endowed with superior talents, enriched by varied and ex-

tended education, and enjoying most enviable opportunities of

acquiring information. Dr Bennett has applied his mind with

untiring zeal, and unwearied assiduity to the different branches

of Medical Science, and has made large attainments and im-

portant discoveries in several departments more particularly in

that of Pathology, a most important branch of the Institutes of

Medicine.

Possessing a happy command of language, a clear and per-

spicuous utterance, and great facility in conveying information

;

ho has also introduced improvements in the teaching of Medi-

cine which reflect upon him the highest eredit, and have ren-

dered him a most instruetive lecturer.

I know no one who is more likely to support the reputation,

and extend the usefulness of the University of Edinburgh.

JAMES BEGBIE.

XVI.—From James Simson, M.D., F.R.S.E., late President

of the Royal College of Surgeons, ^'•c.

3, Glenfinbas February 19, 1848.

My Deab Sm,—I testify most willingly to your peculiar fit-

ness for the situation of Professor of Physiology in the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh. Your admitted excellence as a Physiologist
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and Pathologist
;
your known reputation as a writer who has

done much for the advancement of Medical Science, by your
Microscopic observations

;
and the great facility you have in

communicating information to your hearers,—qualify you for

being a successful teacher. 1 hope the Patrons will give due

consideration to your claims.—I am, very truly yours,

JAMES SIMSON.
Dr Hughes Bennett.

XVII.—From Eobekt IIamilton, M.D., F.K.S.E., Fellow

the Royal College of Surgeons, President of the Medico- Chirur-

gical Ssciety, <^-c.

3, Northumberland Street,

February 21, 1848.

It is now a considerable number of years since I have held, and

often expressed, the opinion, that it Avas a fortunate circumstance

that Dr John H. Bennett had selected the medical school ofEdin-

burgh as the sphere for the exercise of his professional abilities.

This conviction has been grounded upon numerous opportu-

nities ofjudging of Dr Bennett’s attainments as a public lecturer

in various departments of medical science, especially upon Ana-

tomical and Physiological subjects, and upon the practice of

medicine, both systematic and clinical. In all these, he is not

only intimately acquainted with the past and current history of

the sciences, but has shown great aptitude for advancing their

progress, and perfecting their principles and details
;
prelecting,

withal, Avith a facility and perspicuity of style which is of very

rare attainment.

Hence the poAverful influence which Dr Bennett exerts over

the minds of his pupils, commanding their attention and esteem,

and imparting to them much of that enthusiasm in the cultiva-

tion of their profession for Avhich he himself is so remarkably

conspicuous, and Avhich is so strikingly evinced by his numerous
and esteemed contributions in the various departments of the

healing art.

Such considerations as these, Avhich I knoAV to be entertained

by many of the ablest of my professional brethren, induce me
unhesitatingly to declare, that within the range of my acquaint-

ance with the teachers of the most celebrated schools of the
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empire, I know no crtie who would give greater promise than Dr
Bennett of being an able and distinguished teacher of the

theory of medicine, and of clinical medicine.

ROBERT HAMILTON.

XVIII,—From William Seller, M.D., F.R.C.P., Extraor-

dinary Physician to the Royal Infirmary.

23, Nelson Stbeet, February 21, 1848.

I have known Dr John Hughes Bennett from the time when
he pursued his medical studies in the University of Edinburgh,

as an ardent and promising cultivator of the various depart-

ments of medical knowledge. For the last two years, I have

had almost daily opportunities of satisfying myself in regard to

the uncommon extent of his talents and acquirements, as well

as his unwearied application, and indefatigable industry in

medical pursuits. .

Dr Bennett is now, I find, a candidate for the vacant Chair

of the Institute of Medicine in the University of Edinbrngh.

The duties of that Chair require an intimate acquaintance with the

whole of what is properly termed Science in Medicine, Physio-

logy, Pathology, and Therapeutics. With the Anatomy of

texture, which is the foundation of Physiology, Dr Bennett is

well known to be thoroughly conversant,—with morbid Anato-

my, the principal basis of Pathology, he has had almost un-

equalled opportunities of becoming acquainted, and some of his

inquiries have led him to devote no inconsiderable share of at-

tention to Therapeutics. But Dr Bennett has a claim to the

Chair beyond what he derives from his intimacy with the past

knowledge of these several subjects. The microscope, in skilful

hands, is the field in which the future advance of Physiology is

most promising. In the use of this instrument, Dr Bennett is

so well versed, as to afford ample security that the Physiology

of the Edinburgh school w'ill not suffer in his hands, and if it

do not outstrip, that it will certainly keep up with the current of

the times.

Lastly, Dr Bennett is not merely possessed of the knowledge

and acquirements indispensable for the Chair, but he has also,

in an eminent degree, the faculty of communicating his ideas in
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a clear, distinct, and intelligible manner. He is a good, or

rather, I should say, an eloquent speaker, and does not fail to

interest his audience, even when his subject runs on points of

minute detail.

On these grounds, I feel a sincere conviction, that the Pa-

trons will find but few so well fitted as Dr Bennett to fill the

Chair with credit to the University, whether as regards extent

of knowledge, an earnest zeal for the interests of science, or an

effective delivery.
WILLIAM SELLER.

XIX.—From William Wood, Esq., F.R.S.E., /orwerZ?/ Pre-

sident of the Royal College of Surgeons,

9
,
Darnaway Street, February 21

,
1848 .

My Dear Sir,—I have much pleasure in stating it to be my
opinion, to which, however, I fear not much weight will be

attached, that you are well qualified to teach the Institutes of

Medicine in the University, from my knowledge of your talent,

your acquirements in medical science, more particularly in the

branches of Physiology and Pathology, which you have enjoyed

the best opportunities of cultivating. Your zeal in the acquisi-

tion, and diffusion of information in medical science, as testified

by your various valuable publications on various subjects, and
from the ready facility you possess of communicating instruc-

tion as a lecturer and teacher.—I remain, my dear sir, yours

very truly,

WILLIAM WOOD.
J. H. Bennett, M.D.

XX.—From W. Brown, M.D., F.R.S.E., formerly President

of the Royal College of Surgeons.

Edinburgh, February 22
,
1848 ,

From my knowledge of Dr Bennett’s talents and acquire-

ments as a careful and philosophical inquirer, his ability in ex-

pressing his views orally and in writing, and the estimation in

which these are held by the medical profession, I believe him
to be highly qualified for the Chair of Institutes of IMcdicino in

the University of Edinburgh.
w. BROWN.

d
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—irom JoiiN Lizars, Esq., late Professor of Surgery to

the Royal College of Surgeons, and formerly Senior Surgeon to

the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh.

38, Ciiahlotte Squabe, Fehrmry 17, 1848.

Dear Sir,—If merit meets its reward, you ought to be the

suceessfiil Candidate for the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine

in this University. You have laboured with enthusiasm and

zeal in the very field of science embracing the Institutes

—

have added greatly ,to their advancement, and have received

the highest eulogy from the Medical Press. If appointed the

Professor of the Institutes of Medicine, I feel confident you

will persevere, in the same ardent spirit, to prosecute Anatomy,

Physiology, and Pathology, and do more to uphold the celebrity

of this University than has been done for many years. I have

still to add, that you combine the qualifications of a scientific

inquirer with that of a good lecturer.—Yours truly,

JOHN LIZARS.

XXII.—From John Thatcher, M.D., F.R.C.P., Lecturer on

Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children.

Edinbuegh, February 21, 1848.

I have much satisfaction in stating that Dr Hughes Bennett

has been long known to me as a most ingenious and talented

cultivator of Physiology and Pathology. He has contributed

largely to our knowledge of various morbid structures, and con-

firmed it by careful and patient microscopic investigation. He

teaches fluently and impressively ;
and, from the extensive prac-

tical advantages he has had, there are few men in Europe who

can do so much honojur to our medical school in teaching the

Institutions of Medicines, and its collateral branches.

JOHN THATCHER.

XXHI.—From Alexander AFood, M.D., F.R.C.P., XccfMrtT

on Pathology and the Practice of Physic, Edinburgh, ^-c.

19, Royal Circus, February 21
,
1848.

I consider Dr J. Hughes Bennett peculiarly qualified to fill

the Chair of Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edin-
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burgh. His excellent professional education, the peculiar bent

of his mind, and the zeal and energy with which he has pursued

certain branches of professional inquiry, are well known to all

his friends.

I would regard it as in the highest degree desirable that the

Chair of Institutes of Medicine would be filled by one conver-

sant with Pathology as well as Physiology.
A. WOOD.

XXIV.—From Geoege Pateeson, M.D., F.R.C.P., Senior

Ordinary Physician to the Royal Infirmary^ Lecturer on Clinical

Medicine, ^'c., Edinlmrgh.

15
,
Dundas Street, Edinburgh,

February 21
,
1848 .

My Deae Dr Bennett,—In complying with your request,

that I should state my opinion of your fitness for the Chair of

Physiology in our University, I would premise that I conceive

myself entitled to speak with some confidence in your favour,

not only from an acquaintance of several years, but still more

from our constant opportunities of professional intercourse in

the Royal Infirmary, where I continually witness the energy

with which you work out your special department of duty, the

tendency and direction of your more particular researches, and

the beneficial influence which your presence there has produced,

in promoting among the clerks, and others connected with the

Institution, a taste for some of the higher and more difficult

branches of scientific investigation.

I consider that you possess a number of qualifications which

peculiarly fit you for occupying, with distinction and advantage

to the University, a Chair of Physiology, or the Institutes of

iMcdicine. To be brief, I shall endeavour to specify these under

the following heads :

—

1. Your knowledge of healthy and morbid Anatomy, so es-

sential to the elucidation of Physiological doctrines and their

application to the study of medicine.

2. Your well-known leanings in favour of a Rational Medi-
cine whatever difference of opinion individuals may entertain

in regard to the conflicting systems and doctrines of the day,

when brought to bear directly upon the more practical depart-
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ments of the profession, I think it will be generally allowed
that the turn of mind to which I allude, is calculated to be of
special advantage in the case of a teacher of the Institutes of

Medicine.

3. Your having been actually engaged in Physiological, no
less than in Pathological inquiries, and having written several

papers on subjects connected with Physiology, as Avill be seen

on a reference to the list of your published treatises.

4. Your reputation as a microscopist, in which field few in

Scotland have laboured more assiduously, as your published

treatises will again testify. It is needless to say how essential

an implement the microscope has become in carrying on

Physiological researches, or how necessary it is that the Pro-

fessor of that Science should be well skilled and practised in its

use.

5. Your ease and fluency as a public speaker ; the talent,

energy, and perseverance with which you advocate favourite

views, and make them to command a hearing, and your ca-

pacity of inspiring others with a love of your own pursuits

(to examples of which I have already referred), are additional

qualifications for the office of a public teacher, and afford strong

evidence that the public reputation of the Physiological Chair

is not likely to decline during your incumbency.

On these several grounds, I conceive that you are well fitted

for the office of a Professor, and for the particular Chair of

Physiology now vacant ;
and that in electing you to this Chair,

the Patrons will confer a benefit on the Medical School, and

satisfactorily acquit themselves of the trust reposed in them.

—Believe me, yours very faithfully,

G. PATERSON.

XXV.—From James Duncan, M.D., F.R.C.S., Senior Ordi-

nary Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary, Lecturer on Clinical Sur-

gery, (^C.

12, Heriot Rotv, Edinburgh,

February 22, 1848.

I have known Dr Bennett since he commenced his studies at

this University, and during the greater part of that time have

N
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been on terms of intimaey with him. For the last four or five

years in particular, from the time he was elected to superintend

the Pathological department in the Royal Infirmary, I have had

almost daily opportunities of observing the ardour and perseve-

rance with which he has devoted himself to his various investi-

gations in Pathology and Physiology.

The success which has attended his labours in these depart-

ments is well known, and is acknowledged by more competent

judges than I can pretend to be.

Having frequently had the pleasure of hearing Dr Bennett

lecture, I can bear testimony to the great facility and perspi-

cuity with which he expresses himself, and the popular charac-

ter of his style. But there is one feature in his character with

which I have been much struck, I mean his indefatigable energy

and perseverance, qualities which I have seldom seen equalled

in any one, and which in a marked degree have invariably had
the effect of inspiring those attending his courses with a cor-

responding enthusiasm.

Taking these various points into consideration, I have every

confidence in expressing my opinion, that Dr. B. is eminently

qualified for the position he is desirous of obtaining, and that

his election to the vacant Chair would conduce to the good of

the University and the advancement of science.

JAMES DUNCAN, M.D.

XXVI.—From Andrew Wood, M.D., F.R.C.S., Inspector of
Anatomy for Scotland^ ^c.

9, Daknawat Street, February 21, 1848.

My dear Bennett,—I most gladly avail myself of this op-

portunity of stating it to be my sincere, though humble opinion,

that you are highly qualified for the Chair of the Institutes of

Medicine in our University, for which you are a Candidate.
I his opinion (formed after a long and intimate acquaintance
with you) is based upon the following grounds :— 1. That you
possess talents of a very high order, backed by extraordinary
energy of character, and great industry and perseverance, wliich

enable you to moot and surmount difficulties which would inti-
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midate or dishearten men less able and resolute than youi'sclf.

2. That you have for many years been engaged in scientific

researches regarding points of great interest and importance

connected with Physiology, Pathology, and Therapeutics
; and

that you have from time to time published numerous memoirs

which are known and appreciated by the profession, both at

home and abroad, and have earned for you a well merited repu-

tation. 3. That you are an accurate and practised microscopist,

and have thus been enabled to add to our knowledge of struc-

ture and function, both healthy and morbid. 4. That you have

laboured assiduously and successfully to recommend to the stu-

dent, as well as the practitioner, the use of the miscroscope as a

valuable aid, not only in scientific research, but also in the diag-

nosis and localisation of disease. 5. That you are a lucid and

fluent oral expositor of scientific truths
; and that you have had

great experience in lecturing on theoretical and practical points, \
not only to students, but also to the Members of the Colleges of

Physicians and Surgeons, before whom you have repeatedly de-

livered lectures in such a manner as to excite their interest and

draw forth their approbation.

On these grounds I feel myself justified in confidently recom-

mending your claims to the Honourable the Patrons, and have

only further to add, that, should they be pleased to a]>point you,

I feel assux-ed that they will have no reason to repent their

choice as regards either the reputation of the University or the

advantage of the students.—Wishing you heartily success, I

remain, yours respectfully,

A. WOOD.
Dr J. H. Bennett.

XXVII.—From Kobert Omond, M.D., Fellow of the Royal

College of Surgeons, Edinburgh.

Edinburgh, 43, Charlotte Square,

February 17, 1848.

Dk John Hughes Bennett is well known among the

members of the medical profession, for his indefatigable ex-

ertions in tlio pursuit of Medical Science.

His studie.s in this country have been successfully folio tv cd.^
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up by ii residence at the best Medical Schools of France and

Germany. His Physiologieal knowledge is extensive, and in-

cludes the most recent continental opinions and discoveries.

He can readily avail himself of every approved method of

investigating the healthy or diseased actions of the human body
;

while his position in the Koyal Infirmary of Edinburgh, has

familiarized him with post-mortem appearances.

Tlie readiness and fluency with which he can explain to

others his own views and opinions, and the experience he has

already had in the employment of apparatus, and preparations

for the purpose of illustrating his lectures, point him out as

eminently qualified for the important duty of teaching the In-

stitutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.

R. OMOND.

XXVIII.—From William Campbell, M.D., F.R.C.S., Con-

sulting Ohstet. Physician Royal Maternity Hospital^ and Lec-

turer on Midwifery, ^c., Edinburgh.

Edinburgh, 4, Picardy Place,

February 24, 1848.

Dear Sir—In reply to your communication of the 16th

curt., that I should express my opinion of your pretensions as a

Candidate for the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine, become

vacant in the University here, I have no hesitation in stating it

as my thorough conviction, that you are fully qualified to per-

form the duties of that appointment. Some years ago I granted

you a Testimonial for the Chair of Pathology, when you were a

Candidate for that Professorship, and when I considered your

claims decidedly superior to your competitors. The opinion

which I then formed of your talents and industry, has only

been more fully confirmed by my more intimate knowledge of

your habits; and I now state, without fear of contradiction,

that there is not an individual in our profession who, within so

Ijricf a period of time, has done so much as yourself in advan-

cing the cause of medical science.

Py your practical instructions on the microscoi)c—an instru-

ment scarcely employed in tliis country, at least for the cluci-
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tiation of changes induced by disease—you have enabled the

Pathologist to become intimately aequainted with the most
minute alterations of structure ; while you have placed within

the reach of the Physiologist a method of investigation, by
which he eannot fail to achieve the most important discoveries

in that department of medicine.

Asa public speaker, I can state with confidenee, from having

repeatedly heard you lecture, that you possess in no ordinary

degree all the qualifications required in a lecturer
;
and from

being myself rather a veteran in the vineyard, I presume that

my opinion on this point is entitled to consideration.—I re-

main, Dear Sir, yours sincerely,

Wm. CAMPBELL.
To J. H. Bennett, M.D., F.R.S.E., &c.

N
XXIX.—From P. D. Handyside, M.D., F.E.S.E., late Lec-

turer on Anatomy and Physiology, Edinburgh, ^c.

45
,
York Place, February 17

,
1848 .

My Dear Sir,—In answer to your note, it affords me plea-

sure to express my opinion of your high fitness to fill the vacant

Chair of Physiology in this University. This I am enabled to

do from a knowledge of the zeal and suecess with which you have

devoted yourself to the advancement of Anatomy, Physiology,

and Pathology ; and of the powers you possess of lucid ar-

rangement, and extreme fluency of language, so valuable in a

public teacher.—I am. Dear Sir, yours truly,

P. D. HANDYSIDE.

XXX.—From Thomas Anderson, M.D., F.R.S.E., Lecturer

on Chemistry, Edinburgh.

3,
Surgeon Square, February 22

,
1848 .

I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the qualifica-

tions of Dr J. H. Bennett for the Chair of the Institutes of

Medicine in the University of Edinburgh. Dr Bennett is most

favourably known to the scientific world by his careful and ac-

:4
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curate investigations in the field of Anatomy, Physiology, and

Pathology ;
and, if I do not enlarge on the value of these con-

tributions, it is because I feel assured he will be able to present

testimonials from persons far more competent than myself to

express an opinion on these points. 1 feel myself, however,

fully entitled to bear testimony to the spirit which has animated

those investigations, and to the desire which Dr Bennett has

always shown to support and encourage the investigation of

the general principles of medicine, and to call in to his assis-

tance the study of the collateral sciences, with all the refine-

ments which the progress of chemistry and the microscope have

introduced. It is, in my opinion^ by these means that practical

medicine is to be really advanced, and that its progress will be

exactly proportional to that of refined Physiological, Pathologi-

cal, and Anatomical research. Dr Bennett has pursued this

course, and pursued it with success ;
and by his talents and well-

known assiduity would, I am convinced, extend the reputation

of the Chair to which he aspires.

THOMAS ANDERSON.

XXXI.—From Douglas Maclagan,M.D., F.K..S.E., Lecturer

on Materia Medica, Edinburgh.

129 George Street, February 23, 1848.

I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the talents and

acquirements of Dr Bennett, and in expressing my belief, that

by appointing him to the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine, the

Patrons will advance the interests of Edinburgh as a School of

Medicine.

The qualifications requisite for the proper occupancy of such

a Chair are, zeal for the acquisition of knowledge ; habits of ob-

servation and research ; and capability of communicating ac-

quired information to others
; and these are, in a remarkable de-

gree, united in Dr Bennett.

The zeal for acquiring knowledge, has characterised Dr Ben-

nett from the commencement of his professional career. It led

liim to be, not merely a diligent and successful student, but to

acquire an honourable distinction at the time of his graduation ;
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it has made him a close and attentive reader of the standard as

well as periodical literature of his profession, and has enabled
him to acquire a thorough knowledge of all that has been done
by others in the field of medical science. It has enabled him to

collect with much trouble, and at no small expense, a rich

museum, and a choice series of valuable microscopes by the best

makers
; and he has thus furnished himself with one of the most

efficient means ofrendering his courses oflectures both instructive

and attractive to his pupils.

To his extensive course of study, Dr Bennett has added much
laborious personal observation and research. The value of his

labours is not to be estimated merely by the numerous and able

papers which he has published, and which abundantly testify to

his diligence and success as an investigator. As bearing on the

qualifications of a professor, habits of original observation and

research are indispensable requisites for enabling him to appre-

ciate the proper value to be attached to the labours of others,

and for qualifying him to point out practically to students how
researches are to be made and knowledge acquired; and in

this respect Dr Bennett has earned for himself a very strong

claim for promotion to a Chair of Medical Science.

Lastly, Dr Bennett’s tried abilities as a lecturer, his readiness

in communicating information to others, and the zeal with which

he has succeeded in infecting those who have had the good for-

tune to study under him, form the best guarantee, that, in ap-

pointing him to the Chair to which he aspires, the Patrons will

obtain for the University the services of a most able and effi-

cient Professor.

DOUGLAS MACLAGAN.

XXXII.—From James Spence, Surgeon, Lecturer on Opera-

tive Surgery, fonnerly one of the Teachers of Anatomy in the

School, No. 1, Surgeon Square, Edinburgh.

24, Dublin Street, Edinburgh,

February 23, 1848.

1 HAVE great pleasure in bearing my testimony to the talents

and professional attainments of Dr John Hughes Bennett.
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Dr Bennett already ranks high amongst the successful culti-

vators of Medicine as a science, whilst the nature of his pur-

suits from the commencement of his professional career, his

habits of careful observation and research, his zeal and perse-

verance, all testify that he possesses, in a special manner, those

qualities which are so requisite for conducting Physiological in-

vestigations, combined, in a very unusual degree, with the power

of communicating information to others.

In particular, I would mention the success with which Dr
Bennett has cultivated a branch of science, which is admitted

by every one to be one of the most essential to the advancement

of Physiology (I mean the study of structural anatomy by the

aid of the microscope), and the unwearied zeal with which he

has laboured to introduce, and succeeded in introducing, a taste

for this study into the Edinburgh School of Medicine, by means

of his courses of Histology,—courses which he illustrated at great

expense, by means of a very valuable collection of microscopes?

and by a series of most rare and beautiful preparations of struc-

tural anatomy.

Dr Bennett has also been well known to the profession for

many years, as a successful Lecturer on the Practice of Medicine,

and he has formed one of the most complete and beautiful mu-
seums I have ever seen collected by a private Lecturer.

In his capacity of Physician to the Royal Dispensary, Dr
Bennett has introduced the system of the German Poly-Clinique,

a system at once beneficial to the patients and pupils of the In-

stitution, as ensuring great attention in the examination of the

cases under treatment, as well as more accurate observation of

the phenomena of disease
; and a system which, if fully followed

out, promises not only to keep up, but to advance the reputa-

tion of Edinburgh as a School for Clinical instruction.

In conclusion, having taught anatomy in the School, No. 1,

Surgeon Square, when Dr Bennett lectured there, I can bear

testimony to the deservedly high reputation he enjoyed amongst
the students, as a perspicuous and instructive Lecturer, and to

the high respect and esteem which they invariably manifested

towards him.

JAMES SPENCE.
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XXXIII.—From David Skae, M.D., F.R.C.S., late Lecturer

on Anatomy and Physiology, ^-c. ^c.

Royal Edinbukgii Asylum,

February 24, 1848.

I have enjoyed the pleasure of Dr J. H. Bennett’s acquaint-

ance for a number of years, and have had ample means of judg-

ing of his qualifications for the Chair for which he is now a can-

didate.

When I first knew Dr Bennett, in 1834, he had already dis-

tinguished himself by his zeal in the prosecution of Anatomical

and Physiological inquiries, and, since that period, he has en-

joyed the most favourable opportunities of becoming thoroughly

conversant Avith the most recent researches and improved

methods of investigation which have been made available in the

advancement of Physiological science, having studied under the

best auspices, both at home and abroad.

Dr Bennett has uniformly been distingaiished by the activity,

energy, and perseverance with which he has devoted himself to

his profession, and more particularly to that department of it

which promises to be most productive in the furtherance of our

knowledge,—namely, the study of minute structure, healthy

and morbid. He has had the merit, if not of introducing, of,

at least, imparting an impulse of the most salutary kind to the

use of the microscope in the Medical School of this city, in the

prosecution of Pathological inquiries; and his numerous and

valuable contributions to our medical periodicals attest his

OAvn enthusiasm and success in this department of Medicine.

These inquiries have an intimate and important bearing upon

Physiology, and warrant the expectation, that, if he should

be appointed to the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine, he

would support the reputation of the University, and render the

study of this branch (the basis of all rational practice) more than

ever available in the advancement of the great end of a profes-

sional education^ the ready diagnosis and rational treatment of

disease.

Dr Bennett’s merits as a lecturer are well known
;
ho is pos-

sessed of great fluency, clearness, and animation as a speaker,

and enjoys the enviable power of rendering his subject interest-
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ing and intelligible to his hearers, and imparting to them a
share of his own enthusiasm. I am satisfied that, in the ap-
pointment of Dr Bennett to the vacant Chair, the Honourable
Patrons would secure an efficient, pojmlar, and zealous professor.
I may add that his well-knoAvn qualifications as a clinical
teacher would certainly also enable him to prove a most valu-
able colleague to the present Professors of Clinical Medicine.

DAVID SKAE.

XXXIV.—From Geoege Wilson, M.D., Y.U.S.'E., Lecturer
on Chemistry, Edinburgh,

Laboratory, 24, Society, Broyfn Square,
February 25, 1848.

Having enjoyed the friendship of Dr John Hughes Bennett
for the last six or seven years, I have had abundant opportu-
nities for judging of his accomplishments in Medical Science.
1 do not, in general, pretend to give opinions on the attainments
of medical men

; but as Dr Bennett lectured for a long period
in my class-room, and I was in the constant habit of discussino-
with him questions in Physiology and Pathology, especially in
their relation to Organic Chemistry, I have no hesitation in
bearing testimony to the fact, that he has been, during all the
period for which I have known him, a most zealous and success-
ful prosecutor of Physiology and Pathology.

I know few persons, indeed, who equaf Dr Bennett in perse-
verance, energy, and determination, or who arrive more rapidly
at a conclusion when engaged in research. To these good
qualities, he adds great perspicuity in stating facts, and in ex-
plaining phenomena, and much skill in making, them inteUigible
and acceptable to students. He is, at all times, a self-possessed,
fluent, and ready speaker, and has had much experience as a
leacher of Students of Medicine.
I feel assured that he would awaken much interest in the

study of the difficult science of Physiology, if made Professor,
an eg eave cordially to recommend him to the favourable
notice of the electors.

GEORGE WILSON.
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XXXV.—From A. Feddie, M.D., F.K.C.P., Medical Officer

to the Minto House Hospital and Dispenary^ ^-c. 4'c.

11, Rutland Square,

February 26, 1848.

I know no one, in all respects, more deserving of the appoint-

ment to the Chair of Physiology, or more likely to adorn our

University, than Dr Bennett. His progress hitherto has proved

him to be imbued with the true spirit of science, and enthusias-

tic and most indefatigable in research.

The communications which he has, from time to time, made

to the profession on subjects connected with Physiology and

Pathology, are known throughout Europe, and are justly es-

teemed for their philosophic character, originality, learning, and

general literary merit.

As a lecturer, his peculiar gifts of fluent utterance, lucid

statement, and management, are well known in our own school

of medicine, and have secured for him a well-merited popularity

with those who have listened to his prelections.

A. PEDDIE.

XXXVI.—From Andrew Buchanan, M.D., Professor of the

Institutes of Medicine, University of Glasgow.

Glasgow, 13, Moore Place,

February 19, 1848. ^

I have had the pleasure of knowing Dr Bennett personally for

several years past, and for a still longer period from his writings. A,

These last are by far the best certificates he can produce of his

capabilities to fill the Chair of Institutes of Medicine, which is

now expected to become vacant in the University of Edinburgh.

I think him amply and eminently qualified for the office to which

he aspires.

ANDREW BUCHANAN.

XXXVII.—From Harry Rainy, M.D., Professor of Forensic

Medicine in the University of Glasgow, l^c.

University of Glasgow, February 19, 1848.

Though not personally acquainted with Dr J. Hughes Ben-

nett, I am well aware that he has devoted himself, with great

.•M
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zeal and ability, to researches in various departments of Physio-

logy
;
and that he has had ample experience as a lecturer on

these subjects.

On these grounds, I consider him eminently qualified for the

Chair of Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.

HAKRY RAINY.

XXXVIII.—From li. D. Thomson, M.D., Professor of Prac-

tical Chemistry in the University of Glasgow, ^-c.

Glasgow College, Fehi'uary 18, 1848.

Flaving been acquainted with Dr John Hughes Bennett for

several years, and also having perused several of his writings,

I have great pleasure in stating that I believe him to have a

well founded acquaintance with Physiology and Pathology,

that he has a turn for original research in those branches of

Science, and has elucidated some important points which were

previously obscure.

Dr Bennett possesses a thorough acquaintance with the lite-

rature of his profession, both Foreign and British
; and is in

every respect eminently qualified to form an accomplished Pro-

fessor of the Chair to which he aspires.

R. D. THOMSON.

XXXIX.—From Andrew Anderson, M.D., Professor of the

Practice of Physic, and late Professorofthe Institutes of Medi-
cine in Anderson!s University, Glasgow, ^'C.

Anderson’s University, Glasgow,
February 16, 1848.

My Dear Sir,

—

In reply to your request, that I should ex-

press my opinion of your fitness to occupy the Chair of the

Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh, I have
much pleasure in stating, that I conceive you to be eminently
qualified for that important Professorship.

Your numerous and valuable researches into Histology, Patho-
logical Anatomy, and Therapeutics, are too well known to the

profession to make it necessary that I should do more than
allude to them, as the proof how w’cll you have used your great

opportunities, and how intimate is your acquaintance with those
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modern doctrines of the Science of Medicine, to whicli you

have yourself been no mean contributor.

Your success in study, and your experience in teaching, give

the assurance that the choice of the Council will be a good one

should it fall on you.—I am, my dear sir, very truly yours,

ANDREW ANDERSON.
Dr J. II. Bennett.

XL.—From Charles Ritchie, M.D., Senior Physician to the

Glasgoiv Royal Infirmary^ Lecturer on Clinical Medicine, ^‘c.

HO, Bath Steebt, Glasgow,
February 17, 1848.

As a teacher of Clinical Medicine, I have had such frequent

occasion to avail myself of the histological researches, and of

the sound and strongly practical investigations of disease, and

of the action of remedies published by Dr Hughes Bennett,

that I cannot hesitate to give an opinion on his, as I believe,

remarkable fitness to occupy, with much promise of honour and

usefulness, the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh. I do this the more readily from the

knowledge I have through other channels, of the long and sin-

gularly suitable preparation which Dr Bennett has had in his

past professional pursuits, for proving himself an interesting and

successful teacher of the Theory of Physic.

CHARLES RITCHIE.

XLI.—From James Watson, M.D., Consulting Physician to

the Fever Hospital, Great Clyde Sti^eet, Glasgow.

152, St Vincent Street; Glasgow,

February 19, 1848.

My dear Sir,—It is with much pleasure I comply with your

request to express my opinion in regal’d of your fitness for the

Professorship of the Institutes of Medicine in your University.

Not having had an opportunity of hearing you lecture, I can

only form ajudgment on this point from my personal intercourse

with you, which of course has been limited, and your general

character, but especially from your printed papers. From the

two former of these sources of knoAvlcdge, I need hardly state.
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my impressions are liighly flivoiirable ;
and as to your publica-

tions, most of which I have read with much interest, they cer-

tainly contain undoubted evidence, not only of your having

amassed a large fund of varied and important information on

subjects connected with the business of the Chair in question,

but also of your possessing certain qualities of mind, essentially

fitting you for keeping pace with the progress of Medical

Science which, rapid as it has been of late years, will no doubt

be still more rapid and briUiant fox many years to eome.

I entirely concur with the general principle, that all sound

Physiology and Pathology must be based on accurate observa-

tion of the healthy and morbid structures on the dissecting

table and under the microscope^ and that every teacher of these

branches must be one iDractically conversant wdth such investi-

gations. I am aware that you have had special opportunities

from your connexion with the Royal Infirmary, and otherwise,

of advantageously prosecuting such researches, and especially,

that you have used the microscope as a means of unfolding the

more intimate structures, and detecting the more minute changes

occurring from diseases, perhaps earlier, and certainly more
extensively and assiduously, than any other investigator in this

country, with whom or whose works I am acquainted. I have
no doubt, therefore, your lectures are rendered interesting and
attractive, as well as instructive to the student by much impor-

tant and original illustration derived from these sources ; and I

am certain they will be couched in neat and perspicuous lan-

guage.

In all these points of view, I regard you eminently qualified

to fill the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine, the present object
of your honourable ambition, and you have my hearty wishes
for your success in its attainment.—I remain, my dear Sir,

yours faithfully.

To John Hughes Bennett, M.D.
JAMES WATSON.

XLII. From Peter Redfern, M.B., Lond., Professor of
Anatomy and Physiology in Kinfs College, Aberdeen,

Aueudeen, February 19
,
1848 .

Understanding that Dr J. Hughes Bennett is a Candidate
for the appointment to the Chair of Institutes of Medicine,

c
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shortly to be vacated by its present distinguished occupant, 1

most gladly embrace the opportunity of testifying to his dis-

tinguished merits as a Physiologist and Pathologist, which
point to him as the individual best fitted to succeed Dr Allen

Thomson, and to preserve the scientific character of the Pro-

fessors of Medicine in the Edinburgh University.

For some years the progress of science has pointed to the

utter futility of theory and hypothesis in every department of

medicine
; it has effected a complete revolution in Physiology,

Pathology, and Practical Medicine, and now demands from

each Professor rigid demonstrative accuracy, to be obtained

only by the aid of the Microscope, Animal Chemistry, Specula,

Auscultation, and Percussion, &c. &c. In carrying out most

prominently these imjDortant indications Dr Bennett has been

foremost, and to him the Edinburgh School of Medicine owes

the first introduction into this country of the teaching of His-

tology, the true foundation of Physiology and Pathology, which,

for some years, formed one of its most important characteristics.

In these classes. Dr B. has instructed the most diligent

students of the Edinbm-gh School, who, some years ago, pre-

sented him with a very flattering Testimonial, as a mark of their

high appreciation of his invaluable method of teaching, to which

not a few of them owe entirely all their subsequent success.

By the best Physiologists and Histologists on the Continent, I

know Dr B.’s merits to be most highly appreciated, and his publi-

cations eagerly sought after. Indeed, of the most distinguished

of these he was a pupil, and is now a much-esteemed corres-

pondent and friend. He possesses a most valuable Museum,

illustrating Structural Anatomy, and containing preparations

from the most eminent British and Continental Physiologists,

which have been accumulated at very great expense, and will

become doubly valuable if he be appointed to the vacant Chair.

As a lecturer Dr B. is clear, precise and interesting, and

employing demonstration throughout, he has, in this and all

his other labours, shown himself to be most indefatigable and

devoted in the cause of science.

In conclusion, I cannot do more than state my firm convic-

tion that the Patrons, in filling up the vacancy, will not find

a name more worthy than that of Bennett of being associated

with those of Alison, Christison, Simpson, and Goodsir.

r. REDFERN.

\

d fl
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XLIII.—From William Pireie, M.D., Regius Professor of

Surgery in Marischal College ; one of the Surgeons of the Royal

Infirmary of Aberdeen; formerly Lecturer on Anatomy and

Physiology in the University of Aberdeen.

238
,
Union Street, West Aberdeen,

\Fehruary 21
,
1848 .

]\Iy dear Sir,—I cannot but feel that your professional

standing is such as to place you beyond the necessity of pro-

ducing testimonials, and that I am guilty of presumption in

venturing to offer an opinion concerning one so well known as

an accomplished physician ; and I should not have done so, had

I not been informed that such a testimonial might be useful to

you
;
on this ground, I trust I may be pardoned for expressing

the opinion I have formed of you, and whieh, I am confident,

must be entertained by all who have had opportunities ofknow-
ing you, or of perusing your numerous papers on subjects con-

nected with Physiology, Pathology, and Medicine. In my
opinion, the appointment of so distinguished a member of the

medical profession, to the Chair of Institutes of Medicine in the

University of Edinburgh, would add much to the reputation of

that Institution.—I remain, my dear Sir, yours very sincerely^

WILLIAM PIRRIE,
Dr Bennett.

XLIV.—From Andrew Fyfe, M.D., F.R.S.E., Professor

of Chemistry in King's College, Aberdeen.

King’s College University, Aberdeen,
February 21

,
1848 .

My Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of yours
of the 17th, and have much pleasure in acceding to the request,

that I would testify as to your fitness for discharging the duties

of Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of

Edinburgh.

To do justice to tliat branch of Medical Science, as you well

observe in your address to the Patrons, the individual to be
chosen must be intimately acquainted with Structural Anatomy,
and every one who has observed your progiess during the last
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few years, must admit, that you have devoted much of your
time and your talents to it, and that you have prosecuted it with

assiduity and success—as has been shown by your writings, and
by the expositions which you have given.

Some of these expositions I had myself the pleasure of attend-

ing, and I must say that I was highly gratified with the clear-

ness and precision with which you illustrated the subjects under

consideration, and with the facility with which you communi-
cated your information to others ; requisites of the utmost

consequence in one who aspires to be a teacher.

With these qualifications, I have no hesitation in stating it as

my opinion, that you arc well fitted for discharging the duties

of the Chair ; and that I feel confident’that, if elected to it, you
will, by your instructions and otherwise, aid, in no small de-

gree, in maintaining the reputation of the University.—I am,

yours truly,

Aw. FYFE.
J. Hughes Bennett, M.D.

XLV.—From George Johnston, M.D., Author of a Treatise

on the British Zoophytes, ^c.

Berwick-upon-Tweed, February 18, 1848.

My Dear Sir,—I learn with pleasure that you are a candidate

for the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of

Edinburgh; because, having a lively interest in the fame, and

lionour, and utility of my alma mater, that interest is satisfied

with the conviction that,, in your person, a candidate has offered

himself in every way qualified for this important professorship

—

Avorthy the choice of the Patrons—a good exemplar and accep-

table teacher to the students, a fit associate to the present very

distinguished Medical staff, and one, I trust, not hereafter to be

dissociated from the honourable names of those who have gone

before them.

Your active zeal in prosecuting Physiological inquiries; the

acute intelligence which directs that zeal; the originality of your

views on many points, and your extensive and accurate acquain-

tance with the opinions and labours of others, both foreign and

British, appear to be paramount qualifications, and ought, in my

judgment, to secure for you the Chair you aspire to.

1
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There are otlier Important elements in a Professor which you

richly possess—the ready wish ever to assist and oblige others,

and the unaffected condescension which wins students to ask

advice and seek for guidance. I know and have felt the value

of such a qualification. Nor surely ought the worth and ami-

ability of private character to be overlooked. I wish you, my
dear Sir, every success in the object of your ambition, feeling

assured, that of the place you seek to occupy you are pre-emi-

nently qualified to discharge the duties.—Believe me, yours very

truly,
GEORGE JOHNSTON.

XLVI.—From Dr Bennett’s Chss of Pathological Histology,

Session 1847-8.*

Edinburgh, February 18, 1848.

Sir,—Understanding that you have announced yourself as

candidate for the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the

University, we, who have attended your private class for Patho-

logy during the last three months, seize the earliest opportunity

afforded us, of expressing our sincere conviction, that you are

admirably qualified to hold that situation.

You have often impressed upon us (a belief in which we fully

concur), that the science of Pathology requires for its under-

standing aji intimate knowledge of Physiology ; such a know-
ledge we believe you in an eminent degree to possess.

With regard to your method of instruction, we express, as

our deliberate conviction, that in being able, in few words, to

communicate to your pupils a clear idea of the subject under
consideration, you stand unsurpassed.

Many of us, who have attended the course of lectures alluded

to, feel that, through the medium of your instructions, we have
been inspired with an interest altogether new to us in the pro-

gress of scientific medicine.

Permit us to express our sincere wish, that for the welfare of

* This is an extra class, formed for the purpose of teaching the higher
branches of Physiological Pathology by means of the Microscope. It is only

adapted to advanced students
j
and was this year, as will be seen, with one ex-

ception, attended by Graduates in Medicine.
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our University, as well as for the gratification of our own feel-

ings, the Patrons may see fit to elect you Professor of the Insti-

tutes of Medicine.—We have the honour to be, dear sir, your
obedient servants,

JAMES KILGOUR, M.D.
JAMES A. HUNTER, M.D.
W, G. MORRIS, M.D.

H. D, LITTLEJOHN, M.D.
G. R. BALLINGALL, M.D.
WM. BURN MURDOCH, M.D.
JAMES D. GILLESPIE, M.D.
MARTIN B. LAMB, M.D.
J. W. BEGBIE, M.D.
W. T. GAIRDNER, M.D.
D. R. HALDANE.

To Dr John Hughes Bennett.

XLVII.—From Dr Bennett’s Class of Poly-Clinical

Medicine—1844.*

Edinburgh, Aiigust 17, 1844.

We, the undersigned, late Pupils of your Class of Clinical

Medicine, having fully experienced the advantages of the system

of teaching Practical Medicine lately introduced into this School

by yourself, feel ourselves bound to communicate to you the

successful results of your labours, together with our sentiments

in regard to the comparative advantages of this system, when

viewed in connexion with any other which has hitherto been

adopted for the same purpose.

Many attempts have been made, even by the most eminent

men, to teach Clinical Medicine by means of lectures and books

of various kinds
; but the result has hitherto been as unsatisfac-

tory as the efforts of the Professors of Anatomy were to teach

that science before its practical study became authorized by a

legislative enactment. And such, we believe, will ever be the

case ;
for we are fully convinced that it is a most difficult matter

to apply even the most extensive knowledge of medicine at the

* This testimonial was presented to Dr Bennett by his Class at the end of the

Summer Session 1844. It is also an extra branch of instruction, formed on the

model of the Poly-Clinics in Germany, to teach advanced students the ai-t of

forming an exact diagnosis by means of the Stethoscope, Pleximeter, IMicroscope,

&C. &c.
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bed-side, when that knoAvledge has not been praetically ae-

ij[uired.

As the great characteristics of your course, we regard your

mode of investigating the state of the functions of every indivi-

dual set of organs, and the avidity with which you seized upon

every circumstance which was at all likely to throw light upon

the nature of the disease, without, however, placing exclusive

reliance upon any one, but by subjecting the whole series of

facts thus acquired to a rigorous scrutiny, and then establishing

a positive and correct diagnosis, on which alone sound treatment

can be adopted.

The aids in diagnosis to which we especially allude, are those

deiived from percussion and auscultation, the microscope, the

use of the speculum, chemical tests, &c., in the practical appli-

cation of which we derived the most valuable assistance whilst

attending your lectures.

Allow us, then, to assure you, that your system of teaching

Clinical Medicine has met with our unanimous approbation ; and

that experience has fully convinced us, that such is the only

proper way of teaching that, as well as every other practical

science.

For the untiring perseverance w^hich you have manifested

throughout in conducting our studies, we beg to tender you

our warmest expressions of gratitude ; and whilst we urge you

to proceed in the course which you have so happily chosen, we
cannot but express our confident hope, that the brilliant success

which has hitherto attended your untiring exertions in the

promotion of science, will continue abundantly to reward all

your future efforts.

PETER REDFERN, Derbyshire.

FRED. WHEATLEY, Downing College, Cambridge.

JOS. W. T. JOHNSTON, Dumfries-sliire.

R. R. NORRIS, Yorkshire.

JOHN R. WARDELL, Yorkshire.

THOMAS K. BIRNIE, Edinburgh.

JOHN G. SANDIE, Edinburghshire.

G. J. ETHERINGTON, Nottingham.

JOHN DICKSON WARD, Derbyshire.

Wm. ROBINSON, Cumberland.

R. C. FOREMAN, Yarmouth.

J. B. W. POTTS, Jersey.





TESTIMONIALS.
SECOND SERIES.

XLVIII.—From Wm. Lawrence, Esq., F.E.S., late President

of the Royal College of Surgeons ; Surgeon Extraordinary to

the Queen; Surgeon to St Bartholomew’s Hospital, London;

Translator of “ BlumenhacRs Comparative Anatomy Author

of the “ Natural History of Manf Treatise on “ Diseases of the

Eyesf on “ Rupturesf <^c.

Whitehall Place, London, Februanj 19, 1848.

The numerous and instructive writings which have, for seve-

ral years, proceeded from the pen of Dr J. H. Bennett, show

that he has cultivated minute Anatomy, Physiology, and Patho-

logy with the greatest industry and success. He communicates

his extensive information in conversation with fluency and clear-

ness. I therefore consider him eminently qualified to teach the

Institutes of Medicine; and I should regard his appointment to

the Chair now vacant in the University of Edinburgh as a fit

reward of zealous and useful services in the cause of science,

and a powerful encouragement to similar meritorious exertions

in others.

Wm. LAWRENCE,

XLIX.—From James Copland, M.D., F.R.S., Fellow and
late Censor and Consiliarius of the Royal College of Physicians,
London; Consulting Physician to the Lying-in Hospital, and
the Royal Infirmary for Children ; Author of “ The Dictionary

of Practical Medicine,’^ <^c. ^c.

5
,
Old Burlington Street, Fehruary 19, 1848.

I have great pleasure in stating, that I am acquainted with
the writings of Dr Hughes Bennett on medical subjects, and

/
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with his researches in various departments of Physiology and

Pathology : that I entertain a very high opinion of the excel-

lence and importance of his writings and researches
; and that

I consider him not only very remarkably well qualified to fill

the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of

Edinburgh, but also most likely to advance the already high

character of the School of Medicine of that celebrated Univer-

sity.

JAMES COPLAND.

L.—From William Shakpey, M.D.,F.R.SS.L.&E.,Pro/essw

of Anatomy and Physiology in University College, London, ^c.

University College, London,

February 25, 1848.

I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the merits of

Dr John Hughes Bennett, who is a candidate for the Professor-

ship of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edin-

burgh.

It is well known that Dr Bennett has enjoyed unusually ex-

tensive and favourable opportunities, both at home and on the

continent, of studying the science and art of Medicine in all

its departments, and that he has for several years past lent his

aid towards its advancement by his lectures and his writings.

As an original inquirer, he has more especially applied himself

to the investigation of the intimate structure of the textm'es

and organs of the body in their sound and diseased state—

a

subject intimately connected with the study of Physiology; and

the extraordinary zeal and industry with which he has culti-

vated that as well as other branches of scientific inquiry, are

suflficiently evinced by the numerous original papers which he

has published since he began his career. From his residence

for some time abroad. Dr Bennett has also been placed in a most

favourable position for making himself acquainted with the pro-

gress of Science in other countries.

These recommendations, together with his exertions and ex-

perience as a lecturer in the Medical School of Edinburgh,

appear to me to constitute claims, on the part of Dr Bennett,

to which much weight ought to be assigned in selecting »

person to fill the vacant Chair.
W. SHARPLY-
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Lfl.—From C. J. B. Williams, M.D., F.R.S., Professor of

Medicine in University College, London; Physician to Uni-

versity College Hospital ; Considting Physician to the Hospital

for Consumption ; Author of “ On Diseases of the Leungs and

IleaHf “ The Principles of Medicinef a?id numerous Memoirs

on Pathology and Practical Medicine.

7, Holles Street, Cavendish Square, London,

February 21
,
1848 .

Dr Hughes Bennett is well known to me (and to all familiar

with modem medical literature^ as a most industrious and ta-

lented investigator of disease. His numerous original contribu-

tions to Pathological Science, and the evidence which they give

of his being familiar with the various methods of examination,

Avith which physical science is enlightening medicine—prove Dr
Bennett to be well qualified to occupy the distinguished position

of Professor of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of

Edinburgh; and his well-known activity, as well as experience
and success as a lecturer and practical teacher, afford the best
guarantee that he will perform the duties of the Chair with
credit to himself and to the College.

C. J. B. WILLIAMS.

From W. H. Walshe, M.D., Professor of Clinical

Medicine in University College, Physician to University College
Hospital, and to the Hospital for Consumption, London; Author

- Diagnosis of Diseases of the Lungs Treatise On the

Lature and Treatment of Cancer Translator of Louis On
Phthisis,” ^c. ^‘c.

London, March 2
,
1848 .

Dr Hughes Bennett has, for some years, been known to me
as a zealous cultivator of Microscopical Anatomy. Flis writings
exhibit, in my mind, a remarkable combination ofjudgment and
speculative power; and his investigations have certainly tended
to the settlement of some of the “ vexed questions” of Pathology.
Founding rny opinion upon these facts, as well as upon the
high estimate formed of his qualifications by those whose op-
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portunities of judging him have been eloser than my own, I can-

not for a moment doubt that the University of Edinburgh will

materially gain by obtaining his services as its Professor of the

Institutes of Medicine.

W. H. WALSHE.

LIII.—From E. B. Todd, M.D., Professor of Physiology

and Morbid Anatomy in King’s College ; Felloio of the College

of Physicians, London ; Physician to King’s College Hospital,

London ; Editor of Cyclopcedia of Anatomy and Physiology

Author of a “ Treatise on Gout and Pheumatic Fever “ On
the Anatomy of the Brain, Spinal Chord, and Ganglion

“ The Anedomy and Physiology of Mem,” ^c.

3, New Street, Spring Gardens,

February 22, 1848.

I have read with interest and instruction many of the contri-

butions of Dr John Hughes Bennett to Medical Literature.

From them I have been led to form a high estimate of his at-

tainments in Physiology and Pathology.

I cannot, therefore, hesitate to express my opinion, that Dr
Bennett is peculiarly well qualified to fill the Chair of the In-

stitutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh, with credit

to himself, and advantage to the University and its alumni.

E. B. TODD.

LIV.—From Wm. Fergusson, Esq., F.R.S., Professor of Sur-

gery to King’s College Hospital; Surgeon to King’s College

Hospital, London, and formerly Surgeon to the Royal Infir-

mary, Edinburgh ; Axdhor of a “ System of Practical Surgery

Essays on “ Lithotrity, Cleft Palatef ^-c. ^-c.

16, George Street, Hanoter Square,

February 18, 1848.

My dear Sir,—I have much pleasure in bearing testimony

to your high claims for the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine

in the University of Edinburgh. I have known you now since

you began the study of Medicine, and in the whole of my cx-
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perience I have never met with any one who ha^ shown more

zeal and industry in tlie pursuit of professional knoAvledge. These

qualities, backed by your own high talents, have enabled you

to reach the distinction of being one of the first pathologists of

the day, and I doubt not, that the testimonials which you will

in a manner command from all parts of Europe, will satisfy the

Patrons that in you, they will secure an able, intelligent teacher,

and one well qualified to sustain the reputation of the ancient

University.—I am, my dear Sir, faithfully yours,

WILLIAM FERGUSSON.
Dr Bennett, Edinburgh,

LY.—From Geore Budd, M.D., F.K.S., Professor of Medi-

cine in King’s College, London; Physician to King’s College

Hospital, and Consulting Physician to the Seaman’s Hospital

Ship, Dreadnought ; Author of a “ Treatise on Diseases of the

Liver,” ^-c.

20
,
Dover Street, Fehruai-y 19

,
1848 .

I am well acquainted with the published writings of Dr John
Hughes Bennett on various subjects connected with physiology,

structural anatomy, and medicine.

They give ample proof that he has studied his profession with

great zeal and success ; and that he is well qualified, as far as

knowledge is concerned, to fill, with credit, the Chair of the

Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.

GEORGE BUDD.

LVL—From Edward Forbes, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S., F.L.S.,

Professor of Botany in Kinfs College, London; Member of the

Wernerian Society, Ldinburgh; Author of a work “ On the

British Echinodennata ;
” lieport of the Geographical Distribu-

tion of British Pulmoniferous Molluscaf “ Report on the Mol-

lusca and Radiata of the EEgean Sea,” On the T-jight thrown

on Geology by Submarine Researches,” Sfc. ^c.

February 19
,
1848 .

I have had the pleasure and advantage of an intimate ac-

quaintance with Dr J. 11. Bennett since the commencement ot
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his medical studies in Edinburgh, and can bear the warmest

testimony to his ability, energy, and unwearied industry in

pursuing physiological and pathological researches. His numer-

ous and valuable writings are sufficient evidences of his know-

ledge and success in the path of original inquiry.

Such qualifications, however, high as they are, should never

Ise considered sufficient in a candidate for a professorship, unless

accompanied by the power of communicating knowledge orally

in a free and attractive manner, so as to secure the attention of

students. In this respect Dr Bennett is eminently gifted.

EDWAKD FORBES.

LVII.—From William Bowman, Esq., F.R.S., Demonstrator

of Anatomy to King’s College, London ; Assistant Surgeon to

King’s College Hospital, and to the Royal London Ophthalmic

Hospital ; Author of “ On the Minute Structure and Movements

of Voluntary Muscle,” “ Use of the Malpighian Bodies of the

Kidney, with Observations on the Circulation through that

Gland,” “ On Fatty Degeneration of the Kidneyf “ On the

Physiological Anatomy and Physiology of Manf ^c. ^c.

14, Golden Square, February 18, 1848.

My dear Sir,—I have great pleasure in stating, in answer

to your letter of the 16th inst., that, in my opinion, you possess

very high scientific claims to an appointment like that of Pro-

fessor of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edin-

burgh, which you are now seeking. All who are interested in

the progress of Pathology must be well aware how ardent and

able a promoter of it you have been for many years past ;
and,

to satisfy those not specially conversant with the subject of the

share you have taken in the recent advances of this and kindred

branches of inquiry, you have only to point to the numerical

evidence afforded by the titles of your papers in the document

you favoured me with. I can speak with confidence of your

thorough acquaintance with Minute Anatomy, healthy and

morbid, and of your power of communicating what you know.

—Believe me, very sincerely yours,

W. BOmiAN.
Dr Bennett, &c. &c. &e., Edinburgh.
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LVIII.—From Thomas Addison, M.D., Senior Physician to

Guy's Uosj)ital, London ; Lecturer on the Practice of Physic ;

A uthor of The Disorders of Females connected with Uterine

Irritation

;

” “ The Operation of Poisons ;
” “ Elements of

Practical Medicine “ On Fatty Liver “ Ovarian Disease

“ Electricity in Chorea

;

” “ Diagnosis and Pathology of Pne\i-

moniaf ^-c. ^‘c.

24, New Street, Spring Gard'ens, London,

February 22, 1848.

Dr J. H. Bennett is so well and so favourably known to the

profession, that I fear it will appear almost presumptuous in me
to join in the universal testimony to his superior industry, and

to his varied and extensive professional acquirements.

Although Dr Bennett is personally unknown to me, I feel my-
self abundantly justified, by his high reputation, to recommend
him as a gentleman well qualified to exalt the celebrated high

repute of the Edinburgh University.

THOMAS ADDISON.

LIX.—From A. Tweedie, M.D., F.R.S., Physician to the Lon-^

don Fever Hospital, to the Foundling Hospital ; Examiner in

Medicine in the University ofLondon, Editor of the “ Cyclopcedia

of Practical Medicine," and of the “ lAhrary of Medicine ;

"

Author of “ Clinical Illustrations of Feverf ^c. <^c.

London, February 24, 1848.

My Lord Provost and Gentlemen,—Connected as I have
been with the University of Edinburgh, as one of its graduates,

and being still warmly interested in its prosperity, I hope I may
be permitted to address you on the present occasion.

I am deeply sensible of the loss the University is about to

sustain by the resignation of one of its most distinguished

Professors, who, by his discourses and writings, “has acquired an

European reputation. The Patrons have consequently no easy
task, and no small responsibility, in selecting the successor of

so distinguished a man. I have, however, the confident hope,

that the Patrons will, on this important occasion, select the can-

didate who possesses not only talents of .the highest order, but
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the power of teaching a branch of medical science so important

to the student.

I feel assured that Dr John Hughes Bennett possesses both

these essentials, and I have not only formed my opinion from long

personal knowledge of this gentleman, but, what is better, from

the opinions I have uniformly heard expressed by distinguished

members of the profession in London and elsewhere.

His various waitings on Physiological as well as practical

subjects, have already stamped his reputation; and I am con-

vinced that, if the Patrons elect him as the successor of

Professor Allen Thomson, the high reputation of the University

of Edinburgh will be sustained.—I have the honour to remain,

my Lord and Gentlemen, your very obedient Servant.

A. TWEEDIE.

LX.—From Jonathan Pereira, M.D., F.E.S., Physician to

the London Hospital ; Lecturer on Materia Medica ; Author of
“ Elements of Materia Medica;^’ “ Treatise on Dietf ^c. ^c.

Finsbury Square, London, February 19, 1848.

Though 1 have not the pleasure of Dr J. H. Bennett’s per-

sonal acquaintance, yet I am familiar with his works.

His writings evince extensive varied and accurate professional

knowledge on many subjects. I have always experienced much
gratification, and have frequently obtained much valuable in-

formation, from a perusal of his various publications.

From his published works, I consider him to be a gentleman

eminently qualified for the Professorship of the Institutes of

Medicine in the University of Edinburgh. His appointment

would, in my opinion, confer much honour on the University.

< JONATHAN PEREIRA, M.D.

LXI.—From W. Kingdon, Esq., Consulting-Surgeon to the

Stamford Hill and Stohe Neioington DisjMnsaries, and Late

Surgeon to the City and Islington Dispensaries, ^-c.

2, New Bank Buildings, London,

February 21, 1848.

This is to certify that I have known Dr John Hughes Ben-

nett of Edinburgh from his boyhood. That I have had con-

tinued opportunities to observe his habits of conduct and ac-
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qiiirement, which I have never seen surpassed in industry,

quickness of perception, and general propriety.

That his mode of teaching, though combining the different

elements of his profession, is as a “ system^ without which no

good practical knowledge can be obtained by the pupil. That,

as energy on the part of the teacher begets energy on the part

of the student, I think him admirably calculated efficiently to

perform the duties of a professor in a medical University, and

this not only from the great extent of his professional know-

ledge, but also from his high moral character as a gentleman.

W. KINGDON.

LXII.—From John Quekett, Esq., M.R.C.S., Assistant Con-

servator of the Museum^ and Demonstrator of Minute Anatomy^

Royal College of Surgeons of England; Author of “ On an

Electro-Magnetic Indicator “ Poisoning hy Muriatic Acid;”

On Four Species of Entozoa from the Water Rat;” Obser-

vations on the Structure of the Bats’ Hair, ^-c. ^'C.

Royal College op Surgeoks, London,
February 21, 1848.

My Lords and Gentlemen.—I have been personally ac-

quainted with Dr John Hughes Bennett, for some years, and

can bear the most unequivocal testimony as to the nature of his

acquirements in the sciences of Physiology, Pathology, and the

practice of Medicine. He is well known in this metropolis as

one of the most zealous and active of our minute anatomists,

and has been for some time past successfully engaged in dis-

playing to students the minute animal structures in the healthy

and morbid state by means of the Microscope, with what suc-

cess his numerous and valuable contributions to the scientific

periodicals of the day amply testify. I know of no one who is

better calculated than Dr Bennett, to fill the appointment

which he solicits at your hands, or one who is more likely to

advance the interests and reputation of the University of Edin-

burgh, by the dissemination of that knowledge which alone

forms the true basis of sound medical practice.

JOHN QUEKEIT.
To the Right Honourable the Lord Provost,

Magistrates, and Town Council, of the

City of Edinburgh.



LXIII.—From John Daleymple, Esq., F.R.O.S., Surgeon to

the Royal Ophthalmic Hospital ; Consulting Surgeon to the North

London Infirmary for Diseases of the Eye ; Author of “ An-
atomy of the Human Eyef <^^c. ^c.

60, Gkosvenor Street, February 19, 1848.

My deae Sie,—I feel flattered by your asking me for what,

in your case, I should have thought altogether unnecessary, viz.

a testimonial in favour of your qualifications for the Chair of

“ the Institutes of Medicine.”

For the last ten or twelve years you have been so well known
to the profession at large as one of the most industrious and

successful cultivators of Physiological and Pathological Science

;

and your numerous publications are so highly appreciated and

esteemed at home and abroad, that, to express my sense of your

fitness for the appointment you solicit, seems. Indeed, a work of

supererogation.

If devotion to all the higher pursuits of our philosophy, the

most successful application of all the improved methods of re-

search and accuracy of observation, deduced from a well-known

facility in the use of the microscope, give any one a claim to

the Chair, from which the great truths of Pathology and Phy-

siology are to be enunciated, most emphatically do I say, that

person is yourself.

That you may obtain the appointment you are so qualified to

improve and adorn, is the sincere wish of yours, most faithfully,

JOHN DALEYMPLE.

LXIV.—From Geoege BusK,Esq., F.R.C.S., &c.. Surgeon to the

Seamen’s Hospital, Dreadnought; Author of “ On the Groivth of

Hair;” “On Circulation in Valisneria;” “ On the Anatomy of

Tricocephalus Dispar ;” “Observations on Parasitical Groxvths

on Living Animals;” “On Afmcan Infusoria,” ^-c.

Greenwich, Felmtary 24, 1848.

I have much pleasure in expressing the high opinion I enter-

tain of Dr J. H. Bennett’s qualifications for the Chair of the

Institutes of Medicine.
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Tins opinion has been formed solely from an acquaintance

with Dr Bennett’s numerous and valuable published contribu-'

tions in various objects connected with Physiological and Pa-

thological Science, and the more especially as those subjects are

illustrated by microscopical research. Those works of Dr Ben-

nett have, I believe, materially conduced to the advancement

of Medicine in general, and have also shown that their author

possesses untiring zeal and industry, and great capacity for the

prosecution of minute and accurate inquiries, upon which the

further advancement of Medical Science so much depends.

GEORGE BUSE.

LXV.—From George E. Day, M.A. & L.M. Cantab., Lec-

turer on Histology and Anhnal Chemistry at the Middlesex

Hospital School, London ; Author of ‘‘ Reports on the Progress

of Physiological and Pathological ChemistryA Translator and

Editor of “ Simons^ Animal Chemistry,^’ “ Vogel’s Pathologicdl

Anatomyf Sfc.

Loot)on, February 18, 1848.

I have known Dr John Hughes Bennett for about eight

years. I have attended his lectures, both on Histology and

on Clinical Medicine, and I believe I may add, that I have

read all his published works and essays. He is one of the

clearest and most fluent lecturers I ever heard, and his writings

bear the stamp of original thought and much research.

Dr Bennett’s labours are frequently and honourably noticed

in the works of Rokitansky, Vogel, and other distinguished con-

tinental writers ; and I feel assured that the University would
profit by his appointment to the Chair of the Institutes of

Medicine.

GEORGE E. day.

LXVI.—From A. B. Garrod, M.D., Assistant Physician to

University College Hospital, London; L^ecturer on Materia

Medica and Therapeutics
; joint Author of Elements ofMatena

Medica;” “ On Scurvy,” ^c. ^*c.

63, Harley Street, February 21, 1848.

From my knowledge of the numerous valuable writings and

researches of Dr John Hughes Bennett, I have long formed a
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very high opinion of his talent and acquirements in Physiology
and Pathology, and consider that he is eminently calculated to

fill the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of

Edinburgh.

A. B. GARROD.

LXVII.—From Richard Quain, M.D., Fellow of University

College, London, om of the Physicians to the St. Georgds and St.

James' Dispensary ; Author of “ Signs of Disease in the Chest

andAhdomen

;

” ^Daihology of Brights Disease of the Kidney; ”

Injuries to the Heart and its Valves, caused by Muscular

Efforts^ ^-c. 4'C.

Harley Street, London, February 1848.

Dear Dr Bennett,

—

In offering an opinion of your qualifi- s,

cations for the duties of the Chair which you now seek to

occupy, I feel great pleasure in expressing my personal acknow-

ledgments for the valuable information which I have derived <

from the perusal of your writings oh various subject connected \

with Physiological and Pathological Science. Your observations
‘

have always impressed me with the feeling that they were made J

with great care and dexterity, and with, at the same time, an

intimate knowledge of all that had been done by preceding in-

quirers. Your deductions have appeared to me logical, clearly

and well expressed, and calculated in an especial degree to ad-

vance our knowledge in those departments of scientific medicine

which are now recognized as being of primary importance,—

I

refer to the investigation by physical agents of the structures and

functions of the body in health and disease. I feel that an ap-

pointmentwhich would afford you extended sources of usefulness,

would confer a benefit, not only on those who may become your

immediate pupils, but on our profession generally.—Yours very

faithfully.

EICilAKD QUAIN.
V
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LXVIIl.—From H. Bence Jones, M.A., F.R.S., Physician to

St George's Hospital, London; Author of a Treatise “ On

Gravel, Calcidus, and Gout;" Memoir on “ The Variations in

the Alhdine and Earthy Phosphates in Disease;" ‘^Lectures

on Urinaip Pathologyf ^-c. ^-c.

February 29, 1848.

Dear Sir,—I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

of the 28th of February.

From general knowledge I am happy to state, that I have

long known you by name as one who has laboured to advance

our knowledge of Physiology and Pathology.

Your publications speak for themselves, more strongly than

any statement of mine regarding them can do. They evince an

extent and accuracy of knowledge and labour, which, I hope,

will make your election sure.—I have the honour to be, your

obedient servant,

H. BENCE JONES.

LXIX.—From Gr. Owen Rees, M.D., Assistant Physician to

Guy's Hospital, London ; Author of On the Analysis of the

Blood and Urine in Health and Disease;" “ Treatment of
Ujnnary Diseases, <^c, ^-c.

59, Guildford Street, Russell Square,

March 1, 1848.

My Dear Sir,

—

In answer to your letter of the 28th of
February, in which you requested me to give you a testimonial,
I can only say, that your labours and writings as a Physiologist
arc so well known to the scientific world, that it scarcely be-
comes me to descant upon them.

Your zeal and abilities are such as to make it important that
you should possess an extended field for usefulness ; and your
election to the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, would place you in a position to carry
out your important views and researches, with advantage both
to the University and to the interests of scientific medicine.

Believe me, to be, my Dear Sir, most faithfully yours.

Hr J, Hughes Bennett.
G. OWEN REES.
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LXX.—From George Gulliver, Esq., F.R.S., Surgeon to

the Royal Regiment of Horse Guards ; Author of “ Notes and
Appendix to the English Edition of Gerber’s Anatomy “ In-

troduction and Notes to Hewson’s Works Description of
Diseased Joints in the Army Museum at Chatham;” On
Softening of Fibrin “ On the Elastic Tissue coveinng the

Lung “ The Seat of Pulmonary Tuberclef <^c. <^c.

WiNDSOK, February 28, 1848.

I am well acquainted with Dr John Hughes Bennett’s papers

On subjects of Physiology and Pathology; and I only know his \
name in connexion with these publications.

They afford ample proof that his mind has been very success- It

fully devoted to certain researches, especially calculated to M
qualify him as a Teacher of the Institutes of Medicine. i

GEORGE GULLIVER. fl

liXXI.—From John Simon, Esq., F.R.S., Lecturer on Patho-
\

logy with Clinical Duties at St Thomas’ Hospital, London

;

]

Author of a ^^Physiological Essay on the Thymus Gland
“ Comparative Anatomy of the Thyroid Gland;” Subacute \

Inflammation of the Kidneysf ^c. ^c. 1

St Thomas’s Hospital, March 1, 1848.
]

In common with all who are acquainted with Dr Bennett’s \

numerous contributions to Medical Science, I venture to express 1

an opinion that he possesses, in an eminent degree, those quali-

ties which are desirable in a public teacher;— that, with very
J

extensive knowledge of previous and contemporary literature,J
he conjoins much acuteness and originality, and an indefatigable®

zeal ;—that he has made important additions to several depart-®

ments of our professional knowledge ;—and that, as a teacher®

of the Philosophical Institutes of Medicine, he will fully sustain^

the credit and efficiency of any school which may obtain his*

services.

JOHN SIMON.
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LXXII.—From J. Whakton Jones, Esq., F.R.S., Lecturer on

jhiatomy and Physiology at the Charing Cross Hospital School,

London ; Author of “ Introduction to Mackenzie's Treatise on

Diseases of the Eye;" Reports on “ the Blood, Inflammation,

and the Healing Process;" Manual of the Principles and

Practice of Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery;" Numerous

Papers on Anatomy and Physiology," ^c. ^c.

London, March 1, 1848.

Dr John Hughes Bennett has, for a number of years, been

hnown to me by reputation as a zealous and successful cultiva-

tor of those departments of Medicine which are taught in the

Scotch Universities in the class of Institutes of Medicine.

J. WHARTON JONES.

LXXIII.—From John Erichsen, Esq., F.R.C.S., Lecturer on

Anatomy and Physiology in the Westminster Hospital; Author

of “ A Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Scalp;" Obser-

vations on Aneurismf ^c.; Treatment of Asphyxia;" Con-

gestive Pneumonia consequent on Operations and Injuries
;"

“ On the Treatment of some of the more important Chronic

Diseases of the Skin," <^c. ^c.

48, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square,

London, March 1, 1848.

Dr John Hughes Bennett, with whom 1 have not the plea-

sure of being personally acquainted, has been well known to me
for several years as one of the most zealous and talented culti-

vators of Physiology, Structural and Pathological Anatomy, in

this country.

His numerous published works on these subjects are distin-

guished for the amount of valuable original matter contained in

them, and for the evidence they afford of uniting zeal in the

cultivation of one of the most intricate departments of Natural

Science. From the high opinion that their perusal has led me
to entertain of Dr Bennett’s acquirements as a Physiologist

and Scientific Anatomist, I have no hesitation in expressing my
conviction of his remarkable fitness for the Chair of the Insti-

tutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.
JOHN ERICHSEN.
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LXXIV.—From W. Acton, Esq., M.R.C.S., Surgeon to the

Islington Dispensary ; Author of “ A complete Practical Trea-

tise on Venereal Diseases, ivith folio Atlas

f

46, New Ann Street, Cavendish Square,

London, March 1, 1848.

Dear Bennett,

—

The prospect of your filling the Chair of

the Institutes of Medicine at Edinburgh, gives me great plea-

sure.

I am unaware who your competitors are, but if a clear con-

cise manner of expressing yourself in public, undaunted perse-

verance, a thorough acquaintance with the writings of the

French and German authors, a facility of condensing their

opinions, as well as forming a sound judgment of your own, be

(as I believe they are) necessary qualifications for the due per-

formance of a Professor’s duties, I have no hesitation in saying

that you ought to fill the Chair.

It is to such men as yourself that we now look to advance

science. Endowed with excellent natural abilities, blessed by

having received the best education Great Britain could afibrd,

backed by a long residence in the continental cities, where you

not only had the opportunities, but demonstrated, at the Medical

Society, that you fully understood the distinction between

British and Foreign treatment
;
you have followed the only

true way of educating yourself to succeed to the Chair you

aspire to. Not content, however, with this extensive system of

education, your ambition has urged you much further. Instead

of waiting, as many do, to lead when called upon only to do so,

you have been training yourself to instruct, by forming extra

classes for advanced students ;
and if any thing could further

demonstrate the energy of your character, I would direct the

attention of the Patrons to this fact, particularly, when we knoAV

the little encouragement given to such useful offices. The love

of science has spurred you on ,• and that you may meet with your

reward, and long continue to add to the stores of our knowledge

on Physiology, Pathology, and Medicine, is the earnest wish of,

Dear Bennett, yours most truly,

W. ACTON.
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LXXV.—From Henry Bennet, M.D., M.K.C.P.L., Physi-

cian-Accouclieur to the Western General Dispensary ; Author

of “ H Practical Treatise on Inflammation, Ulceration, and In-

duration of the Neck of the Utemsf various papers on Tho-

racic and Uterine Pathology, ^'C. <^c.

9, Cambridge Square, Hyde Park, March 1, 1848,

Mj acquaintance with Dr John Hughes Bennett commenced

about ten years ago in Paris, where he was devoting his energies

to the study of those branches of medical science for which the

continental schools are most celebrated. Even then Dr J . H.

Bennett was well known to the medical profession, both at

home and abroad, by his important labours on the Anatomy and

Physiology of the nervous system. I have ever seen Dr Ben-

nett since that epoch pursuing, with the most indefatigable

perseverance, the improvement of medical science.

Dr J. H. Bennett has been one of the very first to make the

profession acquainted with the discoveries of continental patho-

logists, respecting the application of the microscope to structural

and morbid Anatomy, and to Physiology. His own published

researches in this department of knowledge alone, have been so

numerous and important, as to place him among the most emi-

nent histologists of the present day.

Dr J. Hughes Bennett’s whole career has been that of an

. enthusiastic and disinterested votary of science ; and I feel con-

'vinced that his appointment to the Chair of the Institutes of

'Medicine in the University of Edinburgh, would greatly add to

• the general efficiency of that University. Dr Bennett’s length-

I'ened experienced as a public lecturer, united with the more
than usual degree of fluency and lucidity of elocution which he
possesses, must render him a most valuable addition to the

University Staff.

HENRY BENNET.

LXXVI.—From John Avery, D.M.P., F.R.C.S., coid Sur-
geon to the Charing Cross Hospital, London ; Inventor of an
Apparatus for exploring the internal Cavities of the Body ; Ex-
Surgeon-Major 5th Polish Amhidance, ^c.

3, Queen Street, May Fair, March 1, 1848.

^Iy dear Sir,—I shall heartily rejoice to hear you have suc-

9
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ceecled in obtaining the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in

the University of Edinburgh.

I am sure all who have watched your progress, will have but

one opinion as to your being especially qualified for such an ap-

pointment. On the Continent I had almost daily opportunities

of witnessing the great facilities you possessed of acquiring

knowledge
;

and your untii’ing zeal in the study of every

branch of our profession—your systematic plan of seeking

every division of medical science at its best source—and your

personal intercourse with the most remarkable men of our

times, whose opinions you wished to study, have given a pre-

cision to your knowledge which cannot but be highly advan-

tageous to students. Your published labours, since your return

to this country, give abundant proofs of your claims as a Clini-

cal observer, and as a close and successful investigator of dis-

ease.—Wishing you every success, believe me, yours very

truly,

JOHN AVERY.
To J. Hughes Bennett, M.D.

LXXVII.—From Erasmus Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., Surgeon to

the St Pancras Infirmary, London ; Author of “ Practical and

Surgical Anatomy

;

” “ The Anatomists Vade-Mecum

;

” T'ea-

tise on Diseases of the Skin;” “On Ringioot'm;” “Por-

traits of Skin Diseases, with Folio Plates,” ^’C. ^*c.

55, Upper Charlotte Street, Fitzrot Square,

Marck 1, 1848.

My dear Sir,—It gives me much pleasure to contribute my
testimony to the elevated position which you have gained for

yourself in our noble but 'arduous profession, by your laborious

industry and indefatigable perseverance. I trust that those

qualities may continue with you through life ; and I doubt not

that your fellow men will not be backward in bestowing honour

where honour is justly due. The character and number of your

works are an appeal in your favour for elevation in the ranks of

your profession, more eloquent than the choicest words your

friends and admirers can employ in expressing their praise ;

and are a monument that you must ever look upon with pride
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and satisfaction. In wishing you the success which you de-

serve, and, if I estimate you rightly, you would not accept of

more, I feel that I am wishing you all the honour which you

are at present seeking to obtain.—I am, my dear Sir, very

faithfully yours.

To J. Hughes Bennett, M.D.
ERASMUS WILSON.

LXXVIII.—From Arthur Hill Hassall, Esq., F.L.S.,

Surgeon ; Author of “ A History of Bntish Fresh Water

Algce The Microscopic Anatomy of the Human Body in

Health andDiseasef and numerous Memoirs on scientific subjects.

Norland Villa, Notting Hill, March 2, 1848.

My Dear Sir,—I have very great pleasure in bearing my
humble testimony to your exceeding fitness to fill with credit

to yourself, and honour to the University of Edinburgh, the

Chair of Physiology about to become vacant through the re-

signation of Dr Allen Thomson. •

It seems to me that the Patrons of the University would

have mueh difficulty in meeting with so suitable a candidate as

yourself, one possessed of so many recommendations, personal

and scientific. The successful devotion exhibited by you to

the study of the higher and more scientific branches of your

profession, more especially your accurate and extensive know-

ledge of General and Physiological Anatomy, entitle your appli-

cation for the vacant Professorship to the attentive consideration

of the Patrons.—I remain, with best wishes, yours very faithfully,

ARTHUR HILL HASSALL.
Dr J. H. Bennett.

LXXIX.—From Golding Bird, M.D., F.K.S., AssistantPhy-

sician to Guy's Hospital^ London ; Lecturer on Materia Medica

;

Author of Elements of Natural Philosophy;" on UHnary
Deposits;" on Cystic Oxide;" Chemical Nature of Mucous

and Pumdent Secretions;" Kiestein," and numerous Essays on

Chemical Pathology and Clinical Medicine.

1 9, Myddelton Square, March 2, 1 848.

The high position which Dr Hughes Bennett has achieved for

himself in our profession, is so well known in every j)art of
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civilized Europe, that any testimonial from me on this head
would be unnecessary. 1 consider, however, that Dr Bennett

possesses qualifications for a clinical teacher of no mean
character. Combining, as he does, a thorough acquaintance with

all the discoveries in Pathology, which have so much distin-

guished practical medicine of late years, with the high pro-

fessional experience which has earned for him the character of

an accomplished Physician ; he will be enabled to accomplish

that difficult task devolving on every teacher who undertakes to

inculcate the important union of theoretical and practical

knowledge.

I regard Dr Bennett as a most accomplished Physician, and

most excellent Pathologist.

GOLDING BIRD,

LXXX.—From T. B. Peacock, M.D., Physician to the Royal

Free Hospital, and to the Royal General Pisp>ensary, Al-

dersyate Street, London ; formerly Pathologist to the Royal

Injimary, Edinburgh ; Author of “ Pathological Report of

Fever treated in the Royal Infirmary, Edinburghf “Experi-

ments on the Fonnation of Dissecting Aneurism f “ Aneui'ism

of the Ascending Aorta “ On BrigMs Disease, as connected

loith Phthisis;” “ On Weights of some of the Organs of the Hu-

man Body,” <^-c. ^"C.

20, Finsbury Circus, London,

March 3, 1848.

In the year 1842 I attended, with much pleasure and advan-

tage, a course of Dr Bennett’s Microscopic Demonstrations, and

was frequently present at his Lectures on the Theory and Prac-

tice of Medicine. From the opportunities thus afforded me, of

judging of his powers as a Lecturer, and fi'om my knowledge of

his intimate acquaintance with every branch of Medical Science,

I regard him as peculiarly well fitted to fill the Professorship of

the Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh; and

I believe that, if elected, he will maintain and extend the de-

servedly high reputation of the Medical School of Edinburgh,

both at home and abroad.
THOS. B. PEACOCK.
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LXXXI.—From Samuel Lane, Esq., F.R.C.S., Assistant-

Surgeon to the Lock Hospital; Lecturer on Anatomy and Sur-

gery, adjoining St Georgds Hospital, London ; Author of “ The

I^ymphatic System ;

” “ On the Blood,” <^c. <^c.

1, Grosvbnor Place, March 3, 1848.

Sir,—

Y

our unremitting and successful labours in Structural

Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, are well known to me

;

and I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the high

estimation in which your writings on these subjects are held

here.

Among the rising men of the present day, who give ])romise

of advancing the Science of Medicine by the more modern
modes of investigation, especially by the aid of the Microscope,

your name stands deservedly conspicuous. I can therefore have

no difficulty in stating my conviction, that you are highly quali-

fied to discharge the important duties attaching to the Chair of

the Institutes of Medicine in the L^niversity of Edinburgh, and
that your appointment thereto will not fail to enhance the re-

putation of its distinguished Medical school.—I am. Sir, your
obedient servant.

Dr J. H. Bennett.
SAM. LANE.

LXXXII.

—

From John Taylor, M.D., Fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians in London, and Physician to the Hudders-
field Infirmary, and late Special Professor of Clinical Medicine
in University College, London, and Physician to University
College Hospital; Author of a Memoir On Pericarditis

f

“ Clinical L^ectures in the Lancet,” ^c.

Huddersfield, February 19, 1848.

In writing for Dr J. H. Bennett a testimonial of his fitness
.0 fill the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the University
)f Edinburgh, I cannot but feel that what I say will be sub-
uitted to gentlemen who, from their residence in Edinburgh,

I

ire perhaps better acquainted with Dr Bennett’s merits than
" am.

I have known Dr Bennett for some years, and have had fre-
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quent opportunities of intercourse with him. I am able, there-

fore, to state, that he has enjoyed the best opportunities of pro-

secuting the study of his profession both in our own country and

abroad.

Dr Bennett is a gentleman of great activity and intelligence.

He has devoted much attention to microscopic and morbid

anatomy
; and the numerous papers which he has published from

time to time, exhibit at once his great industry and intimate

knowledge of many of the subjects comprised in a course of

lectures on the Institutes of Medicine.

I have not had the opportunity of hearing Dr Bennett lecture,

but he speaks with facility and clearness, and I should thei’efore

expect that he would lecture well. •

From my knowledge of Dr Bennett’s talents, activity, and

attainments, I believe him to be able to discharge with ability

the duties of a Professor of the Institutes of Medicine.

JOHN TAYLOR.

LXXXIII.—From Dennis Embleton, M.D., F.R.C.S., Lec-

turer on Anatomy and Physiology in the Newcastle-upon-Tyne

School of Medicine, and Curator of the Museum; Joint-Author

of Memoirs on the “ Anatomy of Eolis, a genus of MoUushs of

the order Nudibranehiataf 8fC. ^'C.

Northumberland Street, Neb'castle-upon-Tyne,

March 6, 1848.

I hereby certify that I have known Dr J. Hughes Bennett

since the year 1837, at Avhich period he was remarkable for the

energy and success with which he pursued the study of Medi-

cine at the Medical School of Paris.

Since the year 1837, I have been able to bear testimony to

the high value of Dr J. H. Bennett’s researches into the struc-

ture and functions of the human body, both in the healthy and

diseased states, and I can safely say that he stands in the front

rank of English Physiologists and Pathologists. In the depart-

ment of Histology, in particular, his labours have been numer-

ous and valuable; and that he has a high and distinguished

claim upon the rulers of the University of Edinburgh cannot be
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doubted, when it is recollected that he was the first to teach
publicly the use of the microscope in his Alma Mater.

This circumstance, added to his high medical talents and
acquirements, and to his natural fluency and perspicuity of
speech, and familiarity with medical audiences, seem to point
him out as peculiarly well adapted to fill with credit the Chair
of Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.

DENNIS EMBLETON.

LXXXIV.—From E. M. Glovek, M.D., Lecturer on Materia
Medica in the Newcastle-on-Tyne School of Medicine ; Author
of “ The Physiological Properties of the Chloride and Bromide
of Olefiant Gas, Chloroform, Bromoform, and Iodoform
“ A Treatise on the “ Pathology and Treatment of Scrofida

;

”
“ On the Functions of the Colouring Matter of the Shin,’^

'^c. ^c.

12
, Nobtiujmberland Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

February 17
, 1848 .

Deak Sir,—I have the greatest possible pleasure in affording
my testimony to your qualifications for the vacant Chair of the
Institutes of Medicine in the University ofEdinburgh. I have
a twofold feeling on the subject, an interest in the welfare of
the University at which I was educated, and a wish to see you
in a position which you deserve to occupy (and w'hich I am
sure you would adorn), from your long-continued labours, and
your zeal for the progress of Medical Science.

I know few who (in my opinion) have taken more large and
liberal views of what Medicine requires in the present day than
yourself. You were among the foremost to advocate the ap-
plication of microscopic and chemical analyses, and to point out
generally the necessity (Aprecise modes of research in physiology,
pathology, and therapeutics.

Your extensive acquaintance with the microscope cannot but
be of great use in teaching the Institutes of Medicine; and, in-
t ecd, the microscope shows such a relationship between the
aws of genesis of healthy and diseased structures, that no one
can teach the one without being well acquainted with the other.

There is ajiother qualification w'hich you possess, and which
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IS certainly of no small importance to a professor of such a

University as Edinburgh, who ought to be able to hold inter-

course with scientific men of all countries. I mean an exten-

sive acquaintance with modern languages.

In conclusion, I beg you to accept my best wishes for your

success on the present occasion Yours very truly,

ROBT. M. GLOVER.
Dr J. H. Bennett.

LXXXV.—From Samuel Wright, M.D., LL.D., Professor

of Clinical Medicine in Queen’s College, Birmingham, Physician

to Queen’s Hospital and to the General Dispensary; Author

of “ Experimental Investigation into the Physiological Action of

Ergot of Rye ;

” “ On the Constituents of Vegetables at dif-

ferent Periods of their Growth ;

” “ On the Physiology and Pa-

thology of Saliva ;
” “ On Expectoration,” ^*c.

38
,
Waterloo Street, Birmingham,

February 19
,
1848 .

I certify that I have known Dr John Hughes Bennett during

the last ten years. My attention was first directed to him at the

time when, as a debater in the Hall of the Royal Medical So-

ciety, he was particularly distinguished amongst his fellow stu-

dents.

I have subsequently had many opportunities of becoming

acquainted with the various original and useful contributions he

has made to the advancement of theoretical and rational medi-

cine, and to the enrichment of new truths, of the science of

Physiology properly so called.

I think the profession is much indebted to him for the zeal, in-

genuity, and success with which he has prosecuted his laborious

researches.

I am conscientiously of opinion that he would prove a valua-

ble acquisition to any medical school, as a teacher, and that he

is well qualified to fill the Chair of Physiology in the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh.
SAMUEL WRIGHT.
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LXXXVL—From John Percy, M.D., F.U.S., formerly Phy-
sician to Queen's Hospital, and Professor of Organic Chemistry,
Queen's College, Birmingham ; Author of a work “ On the Pre-
sence of Alcohol in the Brain;" ^^Experimental and Clinical
Inquh'y on Diabetes Report on the Crystalline Slags," and
several Papers on Chemical Pathology,

Birmingham, February 27, 1848.,

My Dear Bennett,

—

I am extremely glad to hear that you
are a candidate for the Professorship of Physiology in the
University of Edinburgh, in the welfare of which I shall ever
take a deep interest.

If you were as well known to the gentlemen who have the
power of election, as you are 'to the Medical Profession, you
would not need any testimonials of qualification.

In my judgment, it is of the highest importance to introduce
into our Universities men, who have given proof of their power
of original research, and who, at the same time, are able to
lecture so as to interest and instruct the student. That in
these respects, especially, you are well qualified for the Pro-
fessorship which you seek to obtain, I am fully convinced.

It appears to me, that the science of medicine will be greatly
advanced by the Balance and the Microscope, or, in other words,
by Organic Chemistry and the Anatomy of Minute Structure!
The fact of your having distinguished yourself by your nume-
rous original and valuable researches in the department last
mentioned, affords the most satisfactory ground of belief, that
your election to the Professorship will tend to the prosperity of
the University, and will place you in a position in which you
can confer signal benefit upon the science of Medicine, which
you have now so long, so ardently, and so succesfhlly pursued.
-VV ith sincere wishes for your success, I remain, yours very
faithfully,

To Dr J. II, Bennett.
JOHN PERCY.
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LXXXVII.—From Sir Henry Marsh, M.D., M.R.I.A.,
Physician in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland; Physician to

Steven’s Hospital ; Consulting Physician to the City of Dublin
and St Vincents Hospitals, and to the Lying-in Hospital,

Rotunda, and to the Institution for Diseases of Children ; Author

of On the Evolution of Light in the Human Subject;” “ On
Strumous Peritonitis;” “ On Regurgitation of the Contents of
the Stomach;” “ On Chlorosis and Hemorrhage^ ^c. ^c.

Merrion Square, Dublin,

February 24, 1848.

Judging from personal acquaintance and intercourse—from

success and talent as a lecturer—from the varied excellence and

originality of published works—I am of opinion that Dr Bennett

is eminently qualified to occupy the Chair of the Institutes of

Medicine. Dr Bennett’s published works afford unquestionable

evidence of extensive acquirements, both scientific and practi-

cal, and of the possession and due balance of the double mental

power, accurate observation and sound reasoning.

The whole course of his life has been one of ardour and inde-

fatigable Industry in the pursuit and advancement of science.

For the situation for which he is a candidate, his accurate

knowledge of Physiological and Pathological Anatomy, and the

clearness and distinctness of his expositions as a public lec-

turer, render him peculiarly qualified.

Dr Bennett’s microscopic investigations have justly raised

his name to eminence amongst scientific observers. In this

department he has made important advances, and enlarged the,

as yet, circumscribed boundaries of our knowledge. Having

been the founder of the Microscopic Society in this city, I took

in these investigations a deep interest; and I found in Dr Bennett

an ardent, trustworthy, and successful observer— one whose

observations lead to valuable and practical results. The cause

of Medical Science will, in my opinion, be advanced by electing

Dr Bennett to the Professorship of the Theory of IMedicine.

Judging of him from the past, I anticipate in him a future of

hiirh scientific eminence.O
II. MARSH.
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LXXXVIII.

—

FromWjLLiAM Stokes, M.D., M.R.I.A.,
Professor of Physic in the University of Dublin; Physician to

the Meath Hospital; Author of a work “ On Diseases of the

Chest ^^Contributions to Thoracic Pathology;'’ On Peri-
carditis;" “Researches on the Diagnosis and Pathology of
Aneurisms;" “ On BrigMs Disease of the Kidneys, and Re-
nal Phlebitis ;" “Researches on the Pathology and Diagnosis
of Cancers of the Lung and Mediastinum ;" “ On Atrophy of
the Heart in Phthisis;" and numerous Memoirs on Pathology
and Practical Medicine.

Dublin, February 1848 .

I willingly bear my testimony to the value and extent of
Dr J. H. Bennett’s contributions to Physiology and the Anato-
my of Structure.

On more occasions than one I have spoken by Dr Bennett’s
merits as an original observer in Microscopic Anatomy. This
subject now constitutes an important portion of modern Phy-
siology, and Microscopic investigation must be applied to
almost every department of Pathology. It is every where ad-
mitted that a knowledge of the facts which it has discovered is
indispensable for the successful teaching of the Institutes of
Medicine.

I can speak from personal knowledge of Dr Bennett’s facilitym public lecturing. The impression which he made in Dublin
was a highly favourable one ; his style is easy and clear, and
ui8 illustrations most felicitous.

WILLIAM STOKES.

Carmichael, Esq., M.R.I.A.,te 0/ Jioyal ColUge of SurgL, Ireland -

Author of a work “On Scrofula,” “ On the Venereal Diseases
tclach Imve ten confounded with Syphilis “ On the Effects of

of Iron upon Cancer;” “ On Sciatic and other Ner-

CerehH” ff&c
“ Cranium, and Hernia

Rutland Square, Dublin,

Druit; TL
February 22,

turn
'

^

1 havc great pleasure in stating, that your lec-
ic use of the microscope, to a large and most respect-
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able class of medical men here, afforded general satisfaction,

and most useful information, particularly on the minute structure
of morbid growths

;
and I have no hesitation in stating my

opinion, that future advances in Pathology will depend much
upon accurate microscopical investigations, in which department
of your profession, as well as in every other, you seem perfectly

familiar.—I am. Dear Sir, faithfully yours,

RICHd. CARMICHAEL.
To Dr J. H. Bennett.

XC.—From Egbert Harrison, M.D., M.E.I.A., F.E.C.S.,

E. I., Professor of Anatomy and Surgery in Trinity College,

Dublin, and, Surgeon to the Jervis Street Infirmary ; Author of.

the “Dublin DissectorJ “On Arterial Pathology J “ On
Metallic Bodies found in the Stomach

;

” “ On Tubercles in the

Air Cells of a BirdJ “ On Abnormal Connexion between the

Bladder and Mesentery,” ^c. ^c.

1, Hume Stkeet, Dublin,

February 21, 1848.

I have great pleasure in offering my testimony in favour of

Doctor John PI. Bennett, as a candidate for the Chair of the

“ Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh,” an

office for which I consider him eminently qualified.

Dr Bennett’s professional and scientific attainments are uni-

versally known and appreciated ; his numerous published essays

(many of extreme interest and importance) evince, not only his

profound knowledge of Physiology, and of minute structural and

morbid Anatomy, but also the zeal and assiduity with which he

has prosecuted the cultivation of these subjects, which may be

justly regarded as the true foundation for the theory of medi-

cine. I may also add, that from the opportunity I have had of

hearing Dr Bennett lecture, I can affirm he possesses, in an

eminent degree, that power (so essential to a lecturer) of convey-

ing to his audience the information ho possesses, in language,

clear, interesting, and impressive.

ROBERT HARRISON.
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XCI—From D. Corrigan, M.D, Physician to the Riehmnd
hospital, Lecturer on Pathology and Clinical Medicine, <^c.
JJublin; Author of Memoirs On Permanent Patency of the
Aortic^alves the Diagnosis of Aneurism of the Aorta •”
On Bruit de Soufiet;” “ On Cirrhosis of the Lungf “ On

tunyiaml Deranyanent of the HeaHf “ On Brights Disease
of the Kidney « On Pneumonia On Phthisis and Emphy-
sema ; “ On Apoplexy « On Dilatation of the Air Cells /

”

“ On Cancerous Tubercles of the Pylorusf and numerouspapers
on I athology and Practical Medicine.

\ Dublin, 4, Merrion Square West,
February 20, 1848.

_r Dear Sir,—There are, in my opinion, two qualifications
: requisite for a professor-lst, that he should possess an intimate
^and extensiTC knowledge of the subject ; 2dly, that he should

hHl TT fl'"
expression, to convey torhis class the knowledge he possesses.

With regard to the first qualification, no testimony is neces-sary from others than yourself ;_your own contributions tomedical science are sufficient evidence of your intimate and ex-tensive knowledge of Physiology and Pathology. With refer--ence to the second, 1 can speak from personal expert. I

tlLY
gratification of hearing you lecture, and I considerithat you possess, in an eminent degree, that clearness of stylennd facihty of expression, which constitute the essentials If anrst-rate lecturer.-I am. Dear Sir, very truly yours,

J. Hughes Bennett, Esq., M.D.
COERIGAN.

'^^hysiofoll'^Po
’ Professor of Anatomy and

y yji ioyal College of Surgeons, Ireland; Author ofnumerous ATemovr'i on tho ^

of the Pup -

^ ^ and Diseases

elumiPof ,1

y»'^<nary Ghnd of the Cetacea, and Me-

pflfflff ‘
’

“ ^ Infreo-OrUtal Sinuses of

LI... P^iACE, Dublin, Feb t.ary 22, 1848.

iemieu TJ f Hughes
in Anatomy and Physiology, I can bear testimony.
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without hesitation, to his scientific cliaractcr in this department.
I am convinced, by the proofs he has given of his zeal, industry,

and ability, that he is well qualified to discharge the duties of

Professor of the Institutes of Medicine.

A. JACOB.

XCIII.—From J. R. Wilde, Esq., M.R.I.A., Surgeon to St

Markus Ophthalmic Hospital, Dublin, ^c. ; Author of a “ Nar-
rative of a Voyage to Madeira of a work on Austria

—

its

Literary, Scientific, and Medical Institutions “ On the Medi-

cal Statistics of Ireland On Malformations and Congenital

Diseases of the Organs of Sight

;

” “ On Ottorrhoea, and nume-

rous Memoirs on the Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of the

Eye and Earl

15, Westland Kow, February 20, 1848.

I have known Dr Bennett since 1841, when I had the plea-

sure of becoming acquainted with him at Berlin, where he was
|

then in attendance on the distinguished medical school of that 1

University. In zeal and energy in the acquisition of knowledge, |
he far surpassed all the young men of my acquaintance there.

I have since observed, with feelings of the greatest satisfaction,^

the rapid progress which he has made in public opinion duringJ
the last four years.

I can say, with truth, that I do not know any physician in J
Great Britain who has done more to advance those depart-*

ments of medical science which he has cultivated, than Dr^
Bennett

;
or who has published more valuable papers on theJ

pathology and microscopical morbid anatomy of disease. I do

not think the electors to the Chair of the Institutes of Medi-^

cine, now vacant in the University of Edinburgh, can appoint

gentleman, wliose general scientific and professional acquire- j
ments are of a higher order than those of Dr Bennett’s. j

J. K. WILDE, m
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XCIV.—From W. F. Montgomery, M.D., Professor of Mid-
toiferij to the King and Queen’s College of Physicians in Ire-
land; Author of a work on “ The Signs of Pregnancy and De-
livery ; Memoirs on “ The Spontaneous Amputation of the
limbs of the F.oetus

;

” Observations on Midwifery

;

” On En-
larged Thymus Gland;” On a Newly-discovered Pecidiarity
in the Sb^cture of the Uterine Duodena;” On Cancerous
Affections of the Womb;” On the Dark Abdominal Line,”
and numerous papers on Uterine Pathology, Midwifery, <^c. <^c.

Moleworth Street, February 29, 1848.

Fiom Dr Bennetts established reputation as an investigator
of facts intimately connected with the Theory of Medicine, and
from the nature and character of his published writings, it ap-
pears to me that he possesses, in a high degree, the qualifications
required in a Professor of the Institutes of Medicine.

W. F. MONTGOMERY.

Moore Neligan, M.D., Edim, Lecturer on
Pathology and the Practice of Physic, Physician to the Jervis
Street Infirnmry, Dublin; Author of a ivork on Medicines—
tmr Uses and Methods of Administration;” “ Contributions to
Iherapeutics ;” On SpuHous Musk Pods ;” Cases of Sea
Scurvy,” ^c. ^c.

lb, Eeeson Street, Dublin,
February 21, 1848.

fnr
+1^

Sir,-—

A

s I understand that you are a candidate

^ Medicine in the Uni-
permit me to bear my testimony to your

qualifications, both personal and professional, for discharging the
uties attached to it. I have had the pleasure and advantage

of your acquaintance for more than thirteen years, first as a fel-
low-student, and afterwards as a feUow-labourer in the domain

ami ^
erefore feel, that when I speak of your talents

are weU known
industry, I do so as one to whom they

tin

nnswerving rectitude of conduct, and incessant exer-
as a student, were matter of emulation to your fel-
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lows, and presaged the European reputation you have since

acquired. It is to you we chiefly owe the zeal with which the

microscope is now applied to the advancement of medical science

in the British Islands, and consequently the vast improvement

which characterises the study, as also the increased knowledge

we possess, of Physiology and Structural Anatomy, both healthy

and morbid. But your writings are before the world in proof

of this, and in every modern work, whether British or Conti-

nental, you are quoted as a high authority on these subjects.

The knowledge of practical Medicine and of Pathology ac-

quired in your connexion with the Royal Infirmary for the last

four years, and your excellent style as a lecturer—which we had

an opportunity of judging of in Dublin a few years since—are

claims to the Professorship you seek, not to be overlooked.

Wishing you every success, which I do, not only for your own
sake, but from a feeling that your appointment would prove an

additional star in the already richly spangled banner of our com-

mon alma mater,—I remain, yours very sincerely,

J. MOORE NELIGAN.
Dr John Hughes Bennett, Edinburgh.

XCVI.—From J. W. Cusack, M.D., M.R.I.A., Late President

of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, Surgeon to Steven’s

Hospital, Dublin; Author of Memoirs on The Cure of

Aneurism by Compression “ On Venereal Disease of the Tes-

ticle “ On a Tumour Removed from the Abdominal Parie-

tes “On Removal of Soot- wart from the Hand;” “On
Cleft Palate,” ^c. ^c.

March 5, 1848.

My dear Sir,—I shall always be prepared to express the

high sense I entertain of your Physiological and Medical at-

tainments. During your visit to Dublin I had the opportunity

of hearing you lecture, and was much pleased with your powers.

As a brother teacher, I trust your claims will make a favourable

impression on the electors, and that you may obtain the object

of your wishes.—I remain, my dear Sir, yours faithfully,

J. W. CUSACK.

Dr J. H. Bennett.
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XCVII.—From Kobeet W. Smith, Fellow of the
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland ; Lecturer on Surgery at
the Richmond Hospital School of Medicine, Dublin, and Curator

, of the Museum ; Author of a Treatise on Fractures in the
Vicinity of Joints f’ Memoirs “ On Pathological Anatomy
On Woimds of the TracheaJ “ Congenital Atrophy of the
Right Cerebral Hemisphere Ulcer of the Stomach « Men-
ingitis,'’ ^-c.

Dublin, March 8, 1848,

It afFoids mo much pleasure to be able to bear testimony to
the qualifications of Dr J. Hughes Bennett as a lecturer. When
in Dublin he delivered a few lectures on the use of the Micros-
cope, &c.—upon which occasion the order, precision, and clear-
ness with which he arranged and delivered his opinions, showed
that he was in every way eminently qualified to fill with credit
to himself, and advantage to his hearers, the duties of a public
lecturer upon the Institutes of Medicine,

ROBERT W. SMITH.

XCVIII._rrom J. A. Eoeeetson, M.D., F.E.S.E., Conmltmg
Surgeon to theRoyal Infirmary, Edinburgh, Lecturer on Surgery,

58, Queen Street, March 3, 1848.
It affords me much pleasure to state my opinion of the high

qualifications possessed by Dr J. H. Bennett to fill the Chair
of Institutes pf^ Medicine, now vacant in this University. He

: IS gifted with high talentsj which he has most assiduously culti-
wated.^ He is possessed of indomitable perseverance, and an
'enthusiastic love of this department of the profession. He has
'enjoyed rare advantages, by his residence at Continental schools,mnd the appointments he has held in this city (and of which he
;has so fully availed himself), of making himself master of all
that IS known m Physiology and Pathology, and he has added

I materially to our knowledge of these sciences by his writings
and original discoveries. Of his numerous and valuable con-
tributions to medical literature, it is needless to speak, as they^
a rea y occupy a high place in the opinion of the profession.

h
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Dr Bennett has been successful as a teachei', and, by his

fluency as a lecturer, is able to communicate his knowledge to

others with clearness and precision. It may not be out of

place to mention his long and unwearied exertions in the extra

Academic School, as a strong claim upon the attention of the

Patrons.

I am firmly persuaded, that should he be appointed to the

vacant Chair, his election will do honour to the choice of the

Patrons, and tend to maintain the reputation of the University

as a School of Medicine.

J. A. ROBERTSON.

XCIX.—From John Scott, M.D., F.R.C.P., and Physician

in Ordinary to Her Majesty for Scotland.

45, Albany Stbeet, Edinburgh,

March 2, 1848.

I am happy to give my testimony to Dr Bennett as an ardent

and successful cultivator of Medical Science, which he has suf-

ficiently proved by his public lectures and published writings,

which last are highly esteemed by the profession.

He was also one of the first, as well as the most successful,

in disseminating a knowdedge of the minute Microscopical cha-

racters of the structures of the human body both in its natural

and diseased states. Dr Bennett’s researches on inflammatory ac-

tion, and tuberculous and cancerous diseases, I consider as ex-

tremely valuable ; and it is a high recommendation that all his

investigations have been directed to practical subjects, and have

been generally connected with the treatment of diseases. From
all I know of Dr Bennett, I consider that his acquaintance with

Medical Science is accurate and extensive, and I believe he

would be a worthy successor to Dr Allen Thomson.

Dr Bennett has great facility, both in expressing his ideas in

writing, and in public speaking.

JOHN SCOTT.
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C.—From James F. W. Johnston, Esq., F.R.SS.L. & E.,

Chemist to the Agricultural Chemisti^y Association of Scotland;

Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy in the University of
Durham.

Edinburgh, March 1, 1848.

My dear Sir,

—

I feel that I should be stepping altogether

out of my own province were I to hazard an opinion as to your
general fitness for the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the

University of Edinburgh.

In so far, however, as it is connected with histological re-

search—with that minute Microscopic analysis of tissues which
throws light at once on their structural Anatomy, on their Phy-
siological functions, and on their Chemical composition in the
healthy and diseased states, I may venture to say that your
qualifications and merits are unquestionably very great. The
present state of science demands that this new branch should be
taught within the walls of the University

; and I know no one
more fitted than yourself, at once to enlarge our knowledge by
new observations, to do justice to the subject as a teacher, and
to make it popular among the students.—Relieve me, yours .very
truly.

Dr J. H. Bennett.
JAMES F. W. JOHNSTON.

Cl.—From John Reid, M.D., F.R.C.P., Chandos Professor of
Anatomy and Medicine in the University of St Andrews

; for-
merly Pathologist to the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, ^c. ^c.

St Andrews, March 6, 1848.

I have known Dr J. H. Bennett intimately from the time he
became a student in the Medical School of Edinburgh, and I
have much pleasure in stating the very high opinion I enter-
tain of his talents, his scientific attainments, and his private
character. He has enjoyed the very best opportunities at
home and abroad of acquiring the most extensive and accurate
now e ge of Medical Science, and no one could have availed
imse of these advantages with more assiduity and zeal than

he has. The indomitable perseverance and vigour with which
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Dr Bennett has pursued the scientific departments of Medi-
cine, forms one of the most characteristic features of his

mind.

To one of the most important branches of Physiology, viz.

the Anatomy of Tissues, or Histology, Dr Bennett has devoted

particular attention ;
and his intimate acquaintance with Morbid

Anatomy and Pathologyj peculiarly fit him for perceiving the

bearings of Physiological doctrines upon the practical depart-

ments of Medicine.

When I know that to this long and assiduous cultivation of

the higher branches of Medicine, Dr Bennett conjoins a rapid

and clear conception of facts and details, a fluent and agreeable

manner of expressing his ideas, an enthusiasm in the pursuit of

knowledge which cannot fail to communicate itself to his pupils,

I can have no hesitation in expressing my conviction, that he is

eminently qualified for filling the Chair of the Institutes of

Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.

JOHN KEID.



TESTIMONIALS.
THIRD SERIES,

Johannes Muller, M.D., Professor of A natomy
and Physiology in the University of Berlin; Member of the
Royal Academy of Sciences of Berlin ; Director of the Royal
Ancitomical Museum, and of the Anatomical Theatre at Berlin

;

Editor of the “ Archiv fur Anatomic, Physiologic, und Wissen-
schaftliche Medicin Author of‘^ Handhuch der Physiologie des
Menschen;'^ ^^Gmmdriss der VorlesungenueherAllgemeine Patho-
logic -f « Ueber den feinen Bau und die Formen der Krank-
haften Geschwiilste

;

’ De Glandidarum Secernentium Struc-
tura Penitiori earumque Prima Formatione in Homine atque
Animalibus'f De Respiratione Foetus;'' ^^Physiologic des
Gesichtssinnes des Menschen und der Thiere;" “ Ueber den Bau
und die Lebenserscheinungen des Branchiostoma lubricum,
Costa;

^

“ Ueber den Bau des Pentacrinus caput Medusae;"
Vergleichende Anatomic der Myxinoiden;" “ Ueber Chirotes

iind Pseudopus ;" “ Ueber die Lijmphherzen der Schildlroten ;"

eber den glatten Hai des Aristoteles ;" Joint Author of
Systematische Beschreibung der Plagiostomen ;"

^^Horce ichthy-
ologicce," ^-c.

^

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.*

y , y-r
Berlin, 4, 1848.

’

•
has proved himself, by his writingsm the field of general Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, asan experienced investigator, intimate with the modern means of

inquiry particularly with the use of the Microscope. I certify
with pleasure, that his writings exhibit not only a favourable
testimony of the abilities, talents, and learning of their author,

a so correspond with the advances of science, and contribute
to Its development.

JOH. MULLER.

.originals of thMo
hinnocossary to print the German, ttalian, and Frenchi

arc, howev.r. lodg.4 willi the Toiv„-cbrk
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cm.—From G. Eheenberg, M.D., Professor of Medicine and

Histology in the University of Berlin ; Author of the celebrated

looo'Jc “ Die Infusionsthierchen als Vollkommene Organismenf

^•c. ; Beobachtung einer auffalenden Structur des Seelenor-

gans “ Organisation, Systematikund geograph. Verhaltnisse der

Infusionsthierchen Die Akalephen d. rothen Meeres^' ^-c.;

“ Die fossilen Infusioren “ Die Corallenthiere des rothen

Aleeresf Natturreich des Menschen;” “Die Bildung der

europaischen, libyschen und arabischen Kreidefelsen aus micro-

scop. Organismenf- “ Microscopische Analyse d. Curlcind

Meteorpapiers

“

Ueber d. Pollen cl. Asklepiaden “Das ^

Leuchten des Meeres f’ “ Die Pest im Orient Ueber die unbe-

grundete Furcht vor korperlichen Entkraftung der Volker;'

“ Verbreitung und Einfluss des mikroskopischen Lebens in Sud-

und Hordamerika

“

Mitthielung einer sehr einfachen Methode ^
zum Festhalten, ^x., diefiensten mikroskopische Objectc'f “ Ueber >

mikroskopische neueCharactere der erdigen Mineralien “Das
\

unsichtbar wirkende organische Lebenf ^c. ^c. >

’

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Berlin, March 1, 1848.

In recommendation of a gentleman so well known in England

as Dr John Hughes Bennett, nothing essentially important can

be added by me. One who, for the last ten years, has so suc-

cessfully cultivated Physiologico-Pathological science, has suffi-

ciently recommended himself.

Dr Bennett’s investigations are in no way connected with

empty speculation, as he invariably confines himself to subjects

which, it appears to me, are of immediate practical application

to medical science. It is certainly difficult to judge of special

researches in detail
; but analogy and the method of production,

the course of the inquiry, and logical deductions, are never

failing criterions which admit of general application. It is in

this manner that Dr Bennett’s labours appear to me always to

have been directed by a scientific mind, and that the subject of.

his researches constitutes the foundation of medicine. It is

only on such a basis that a scientific or rational medicine

exists.

'j'he necessity of special Pathological researches, conducted
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-with zeal, interest, and talent, constitutes at present the most
important point in the science of medicine. The consciousness
of this necessity has governed all the energies of Dr Bennett
and differences in particular views are therein of little impor-

1 tance. That such individuals should be recognised and en-
couraged, and should obtain a situation congenial to the
further development of their efforts, and the extension of their
influence, cannot be too much insisted on.

DR J. EHRENBERG.

CIV.—From Rudolph Virchow, M.D., Professor of Patho-
logical Anatomy in the University of Berlin ; Pathologist to the

Great Hospital of La ChariU; Editor of the “ Archiv fur
pathologische Anatomic und Physiologic f Author of “ Die
Verstopfung der Lungenarterie and Hire Folgen “ Ueher die
Standpunkte in der wissenschaftlichen Medicin Zur
Entwickelungsgeschichte des Krebsesf ^c.

;

“ Ueber die Refoinn
der pathologischen und therapeutischen Auschauungen durch
die Mikroskopischen Untersuchungen “ Sarcine f “ Ueber die
akute Entzundung der Arterien Die pathologischen
Pigmente “ Ueber die Chemischen Eigenschaften des
Faserstoffs Ueber die physikalischen Eigenschaften und das

Zerfallen des Faserstoffs, ^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Berlin, February 28
, 1848 .

I hereby testify, that having for a long time assiduously fol-
lowed the very valuable researches of Dr J. Hughes Bennett
of Edinburgh, I entertain the highest esteem for his scientific
contributions, and consider them as among the most Important
of those which have enriched the Pathology now strugglincr for

• a physiological basis. It appears to me, therefor^^that it

would be only a well-merited reward, if the Chair of Physi-
ology and Pathology should be given to him, who is able to

' fill it so worthily.

DR BUD. VIRCHOW.
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CV.—^From Maurice Henry Romberg, M.D., Professor of

Pathology and Medicine, and Director of the Royal Poly-Clinical

Institute in the University of Berlin; Minister of the Royal

Academy of Sciences, Berlin ; Translator of the Works of Sir

Charles Bell, with Notes ; Author of works entitled “ Lehrhuch

der Nervenkrankheiten “ Clinische Ergehnisse “ Neuralgia

nervi quinti specimen “ Ancesthesie im Gebiete des Quintys

Krankheiten des Nahrungskanals und seiner Anhdngef ^-c. dfc.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.
Berlin, February 25, 1848.

It gives me great pleasure to testify, that Dr John Hughes

Bennett, whose acquaintance I made some years ago in this

city, both privately and when attending my classes, had even

at that time greatly distinguished himself by his talents, his

zeal, and his scientific knowledge. Since then, his literary con-

tributions, which have excited great attention in Germany, have

obtained for him a justly extensive reputation, and eminently

qualified him to hold with advantage the Chair of Physiology

and Pathology, the union of which alone is capable of raising

medicine to the height of the other natural sciences.

DR M. H. ROMBERG.

CVI.—From Joseph Hyrtl, M.D., Professor of Anatomy and

Physiology in the University of Vienna ; Member of the Imperial

Society of Physicians, Vienna ; Author ofthe Works “ Lehrbuch

der Anatomic des Menschen “ Ueber das innere Gehororgan des

Menschen und der Saugerthiere “ Entdeckung zweier neuer

Muskel “ Beitrdge zur angewandten Anatomie des

Iluftgelenkesf’ “ Ueber das Knocheme Labyrinth der Sduge-

thiere “ Sur le Sinus Caudal et Cephalique des Poissons, et

sur le SySterne de Vaisseaux Lateraux avec lesqueh Us so?it en

connexion “ Strena Anatomica de Pulmonum Vasis in

Oqyhidiis nuperrime observatis “ Memoir on the Lepidosireii

“ Ueber inconstante oder wandelbare Ganglienf ^-c. ^-c. ^r.

ORIGINAL.
Vienna, March 7, 1848.

The numerous and highly interesting researches of Dr Bennett

on the most important objects of human Physiology and Patlio-
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give the best proofof his eminent qualifications for the now
vacant Chair in the University of Edinburgh. The results
of his physiological and histological researches have so
much contributed to the advancement of medical science,

, that the name of Dr Hughes Bennett is pronounced in Gier-
raany with that degree of respect and admiration which
my countrymen bestow only on real merit and originality. I
must always congratulate a university when such a man enters
the list of competitors for a vacant chair ; and I feel obliged
to say, that I consider Dr Hughes Bennett as the worthy organ
of a science which is so much indebted to his genius.

DR JOS. HYRTL.

Extract from a Note accompanying theforegoing Testimonial.

I am very glad to hear that you intend competing for the
Chair of Physiology in the University of Edinburgh. If your
countrymen feel your merits as I and all other German anato-
mists do, they will certainly consider you as a most worthy
candidate for that office, which at the present time requires a
man equally instructed in Physiology as in its application to
practical medicine.

I should be greatly satisfied to hear that you have obtained
the desired place.

' CVIL—From Carl Eokitansky, M.D., Professor of Patho-
logical Anatomy in the University of Vienna; Member of the
Imperial Society of Physicians, Vienna, and of several Learned
Sodeties; Founder of the celebrated Pathological Museum of
Vienna; Pcdhologist to the General Hospital of Vienna; Au-
thov of the ‘‘ Handbuch der Pathologisclien AnatomieT 3 vols.
&c. &c.

ORIGINAL.
« '

Vienna, February 28, 1848.

1 testify hereby, that I know the greater part of Dr J.
ug es jcnnctt s treatises on Physiological, Pathological, and



practical subjects, and am convinced by them of the eminent
talents, as well as the splendid erudition, dexterity, and the
solid tendency of the author.

PROF. ROKITANSKY, M.D.

CVIII.—From Charles Sigmund, M.D., Professor of Surgery

in the University of Vienna ; Member of the Imperial Society

of Physicians ; Chief Surgeon to the Imperial General Hospital

in Vienna; Author of “ Nachricht uber die orientalische Pest,

mit Schlussbemerkungen “ Peitrag zur medicinischen Statistik '

des Oesterreichischen Kaiserstaats “ Die neue Speiseordnung

in den Pariser Civil-Kranken-und Versorgungs Anstalten;^’

“ Ueber die Anwendung des Schwefeldthers bei chirurgischen
'

Operationemf ^c. ^c. N

ORIGINAL.

Vienna, February 25, 1848, ;

I have been acquainted with Dr John Hughes Bennett since

my residence in Paris (1841-1843) ; during my visit to Edin- A

burgh (1843), where I assisted at one of his lectures at the ^
Royal College of Physicians

;
during Dr Bennett’s sojourn in

||
Vienna (1846), and from several published treatises with which I
he has enriched our profession. From these various oppor- M
tunities I know Dr Bennett as one of the most assiduous and

acute observers in Physiology and Pathology, and as an emi- m
nent teacher, qualities which enable him especially to profess a 9
science entirely transformed and rebuilt by the every where 9
increasing and prevailing modern use of the Microscope. Of a
these sciences Dr Bennett is reputed amongst my colleagues in 9
Vienna as one of the first and most successful promoters. 9

CHARLES SIGMUND. m
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CIX.—From J. Henle, M.D. Professor of Physiology and
Pathology in the University of Heidelberg ; Author of works
entitled Pathologische Untersuchungen “ TraiU d'Anatomie
GSnerale ou Histoire des Tissusf ^c . ;

“ Handhuch der rati-

onellen Pathologie Memoirs on “ Medizinische Wissenschaft
und Phnpiric ; Ueher Schleim und Eiterf Ueher Hyper-
trophie und Geschwiilste durch gehemmte Resorption Ueber
Tonus, Krampf und Ldhmung der Pronchien und ueber Ex-
pectorationf “ Bencht ueber die Arbeiten im Gebiet der rationell-

en Pathologief ^-c.

;

“ Rohrengeschwidste, Siphonoma, eine neue
Art pathologischer Geschwiilste Anmerkung ueber die

narkotischen Giftef “ Vergleich-anatom-Beschreibung des
Kehlkopfs, ^c. ; Editor of the Zeitschrift fur rationelle

Medizinf “ Ueber die Gattung Gregarinaf ^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

March 20, 1848.

tho treatises by whicb English authors in recent
times have exerted so important an influence on the progress of
Physiology and Pathology, those of Dr Bennett stand forth
among the first. He has actively followed the new and con-
tinually extending direction of Medicine^ which recognises that
the healthy body can only be learnt by taking into considera-
tion its diseased conditions, and that these can only be under-
stood by observing the eflfects of natural stimuli and injurious
influences on the healthy body. He is especially qualified
for taking this view of science by the union of a thorough
acquaintance of Anatomy and Physiology with the talent and
knowledge of the practical physician

; as also by his exactitude
m the use of all the aids of research which are now necessary
both to Physiology and Medicine. I am therefore convinced,
that he will be not only a most distinguished Professor of those
subjects, but that it would be a great advantage if for the
future he were thereby induced to devote his talents to the
wider extension of Physiological Pathology.

DR IIENLE.
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CX.

—

From M. J. Chelius, M.D., Privy Councillor; Pro-

fessor of Surgery in the University of Heidelberg ; Surgeon to

the General Hospital, Heidelberg ; Author of the works “ Ueber

die Durchsichtige Hornhautf “ Ueber die Errichtung der

Chirurgische und Opthalmolog. Klinik zu Heidelberg “ Hand-
buch der Chirurgie “ Zur Lehre von d. Schwamm Aus-

louchsen d. harten Himhautf ^c.

;

“ Das Chirurg. und Augen-

kranken, Klinikurnf ^c. “ Handbuch der Angenheilkundef ^c.

;

Joint Editor of the “ Heidelbergen Annalenf ^c. ^'C.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.
Heidelbeeg, March 1 7, 1 848.

Dr J. H. Bennett has, by his numerous literary labours in the ^

field of Physiology and Pathology, established in Germany
a well-merited and distinguished reputation. In the writings

of German physicians his works are frequently quoted, and he
^

is in an especial manner highly respected by all who personally J
know him for his thorough and comprehensive knowledge of 3

German literature. The undersigned, to whom Dr Bennett is 3

known by long personal intercourse, has great pleasure in J
giving this honourable testimony in his favour. ^

DR M. J. CHELIUS. 1

CXI.—From Theod. Ludw. Wilh. Bischoff, M.D., Professor
|

of Anatomy and Physiology ; Director of the Anatomical I

and Physiological Institution in the University of Giessen; I

Author of the Memoir “ On the Lepidosiren Paradoxal
|

Entwickelungsgeschichte der Sdugethiere und des Menschen;'^
J

“ Entwickelungsgeschichte des Kaninchen-Eies Die Entwick- 1

lungsgeschichte des Hunde-Eies ^He Nervi acessorii Willisii'f J
Memoire sur la Maturation et la Chute P6riodique de Voeuf de I

VHomme et des Mammiferes, indSpendamment de la fdconda- m

tion

;

” “ Observations sur le ddtachement et la fScondation de ^
VcBuf humain et des oeufs des Mamnvifdres Ueber die Re- 9
sorption der narkotischen gifte durch die Lymph-gefdsse

;” “ Be- Jj

richte ueber die Fortschritte der Physiologie “ Ueber die Ghn-

dulce utricularis des Uterus,'' ^c.

;

“ Theorie der Befruchiung,"

^c.

;

“ Ueber den Bau den Magcnschleimhaut," ^-c. cfc.

m
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TKANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Giessen, March 7, 1848.

I have hereby great pleasure in testifying that, from long

personal intercourse, I know Dr Hughes Bennett to be a highly

educated man, animated by scientific zeal ; and that his numer-
ous literary publications have acquired for him a universal repu-

tation. I have, therefore, no doubt that Dr Bennett will fill

the Professorship of Physiology and Pathology with great suc-

cess, and it is to be wished that he may obtain more extended
opportunities of advancing science, by obtaining this situation.

T. BISCHOFF.

—From C. G. Carus, M.D., Physician in Ordinary to his

Majesty the King of Saxony, and Privy Councillor in Medical
Affairs, ^'c. ^c, ; Author of England und Schottland im
Jalire 1844;” Lehrbuch der Zootoinieff System der
Physiologie

;

” Von den Urtheilcn des Knochen und Schalen-
geriistes ; Versuch einer Darstellung des Nervensystems und
inshesondere des Gehirns, nach Hirer Pedeutung Entwichelung
und VoUendung Von den aeussern Lehensbedingungen der
niedern Thieve EntdecJcung eines einfachen vom Herzen aus
beschleunigten Plutlcreislaufes in den Larven netzflueglicher

Tnsehten ; Tabulae Anatomiam Comparativam lllustrantes

Analekten zur Naturwissenschaft und Heilkunst “ Neue
Untersuchungen ueber die Entwickelungsgeschichte unserer
Elussmuschel Ueber wissenschaftliche Cranioscopief <^c.

^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Dresden, February 24, 1848.

Highly PIonoured Doctor,—You have done me the
honour to request from me a testimonial of the esteem in which
your scientific labours in Physiology and Pathology are held in
foreign countries, since you believe sueh a testimonial would be
serviceable to you in endeavouring to obtain the Professorship
vacant by Dr Thomson’s resignation.
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I therefore do myself the pleasure of responding to your
wish, since I can willingly testify, that many of your memoirs
have not only been highly esteemed, and many of them spread

by means of translations in Germany, but, in my opinion, prove

you to be very Intimately acquainted with scientific pursuits.

It is greatly to be hoped that you may be enabled to teach with

advantage your chosen science, and it will give me great plea-

sure to hear that this statement has been useful to you. I re-

main, with the highest esteem, yours very truly,

C. G. CARUS.

CXIII.—From T. F. H. Albers, M.D., Professor of Pathology

and Clinical Medicine in the University of Bonn ; Author of
“ Atlas der Pathologische Anatomief “ Handhuch der Allge-

meine Pathologic Bemerhungen ueher den Augen,” <^c.

;

“ Be
Tracheitide Infantum vidgo Croup vocataf’ “ Wotdn Besteht

das Uehel, das unter dem sogenannten freiwilligen Hinken der

Kinder hekannt istf ^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

'Borm, February 19, 1848.

I testify hereby that the diflferent inquiries of Dr John

Hughes Bennett of Edinburgh, with reference to Microscopical

Physiology and Pathology, are perfectly known to me as having

advanced medical science in many ways. His researches, more

particularly on cancerous and cancroid growths, on hypertrophies

and tumours, on the development of cells, on anormal nutrition,

and on the causes of exudation, are those in which he has dis-

cussed many difficult questions, long undecided in Anatomy

and Pathology, and brought them very near a solution. These

inquiries, contained in the Monthly Journal of Medical Science,

have made the author known in Germany as one who, by origi-

nal observation, founded on a knowledge of the present state of

medical science, and the means of furthering it, pushes forward

in the field he has chosen, and justifies the well-founded hope of

future important contributions. In Germany, Dr Bennett is

considered as one of those medical inquirers whose writings arc

the most esteemed.
DR T. F. H. ALBERS.
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CXIV.—From Joseph Engel, M.D., Professor of Anatomy,

Physiology, and Pathology in the University of Zurich for-
merly Assistant Pathologist in the General Hospital at Vienna

;

Author of the loorks Entwurf einer pathologisch-anatomischen

PropcideutikV Anleitung zur Beurtheilung des Leichenbe-
fundes Alemoirs on Das Blut in pathologisch-anatomischer

BeziehungV Die Tuherculose f Der Typhus f’ Patholo-
gisch-anatomische Studien Die fibrosen GeschwiXlstef

ORIGINAL.

Zurich, February 25, 1848.

The undersigned has the pleasure of testifying that John
Hughes Bennett, M.D., has in Germany the reputation of an
accurate and ingenious observer in the branches of Physiology
and 1 athology, which his works on subjects in both sciences
fully prove, as they only award him that good name to which he
is so justly entitled.

J. ENGEL.

From G. Valentin, M.D., Professor of Physiology and
Comparative Anatomy in the University of Bern ; Author of
the works Repertoriwn fur Anatomic und Physiologic f’
Lehrbuch der Physologie des JHenschen f’ De Functionibus

Neiworum Cerebralium et Nervi Sympathicif’ Mikroskopische
Untersuchung zweir wiedererzeugter Krystallinsen Ueber
die gegenseitigen Massenverhdltnisse der rechten und der linken
Hammer des Herzens ,* Ueber das centrale Nervensystem der
Chimaera Monstrosa V Entwicklung der gewebe des Muskel,
des Blutgefass und des Nervensystems f’’ Ueber eine Gang-
lidse Auschwellung in der Jacobsonschen Anastomose des Men-
schenV Ueber eine Varietdt des Ursprunges der langen Wurzel
des Augenknotens Articles Absonderung “ Electricitat
der Thieref'^ Emahrung Flimmerbwegung Galvan-
ismusj' Gewebe des Menschlichen und Thierischen Kdrpersf
in Wagner's Handworterbuch, ^c. <^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Pern, February 19, 1848.
The undersigned hereby testifies, that the memoirs of Dr
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John Hughes Bennett, on different Physiological and Patho-
logical subjects, are in perfect accordance with the modern
direction of science, which he has advanced by the discovery of

many important facts. The observations which he has made
on morbid parasitic formations, on the anormal conditions of

the nervous system, and on tubercle, have, in my opinion,

deservedly met with the highest esteem and general regard.

G. VALENTIN.

CXVI.—From Fk.Wilh.Theile, M.D., Professor of Anatomy
in the University of Bern ; Author of “ Leherf in Wagner^

s

Handioorterhuch “ Entdechwig von Muskeln welche die Riick-

enwirhel drehenf ^c. ; “ Ueber den Triceps hrachii und den

Flexor digitormn suhlimis des Menschenf <^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Honoured Sir,—I was pleased to learn that you are a candi-

date forthe Chair ofPhysiology,now vacant, in the long-celebrated

school of Edinburgh. During the last few years science has

been enriched by you with a considerable number of memoirs,

in which you have proved yourself an experienced master in

the use of the Microscope, which is the pole of modern medicine.

You have also shown yourself to be a careful and critical obser-

ver of nature, and medical practitioners are greatly indebted to

you. I refer particularly to the following memoirs :
—“Patho-

logical and Histological Researches on Inflammation of the

Nervous Centres;” “On the Frequent Spontaneous Cure of

Pulmonary Consumption Case of Hypertrophy of the Spleen

and Liver,” &c. &c. Should your claims for the vacant Pro-

fessorship meet with success, as I hope they will, I should

esteem it only a natural result of your scientific services, and

congratulate the medical youth of Edinburgh in gaining such a

professor.—Assuring you of my highest esteem, I am, your

very obedient servant,

PR F. \V. THEILE.
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CXVII.—From Kakl Vierhordt, M.D., Carlsruhe, Author of
Memoirs “ Bencht ueber die hishengen die Endosmose hetreff-
enden Untersuchungen “ Die gesetze des gas-Austausches lei
der Respiration;'^ Pliysih des organischen Stofivechsels ;

”

“ Ueber Respiration ;
” “ Beitrdge zur Pathologischen Anato-

mie der Typhosen Fieberf ^-c. cj-c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE HERMAN.
' Cablseuhe, Februai-y 18, 1848.

Dr Hughes Bennett has requested from me a testimonial with
regard to his published contributions to science. Being myself
a young author, I should hesitate in complying with his wish.
On the other hand, it appears to me, that the modern physiolo-
gical school in Germany, which seeks to bring Physiology
nearer to its true destination, conjoining it with Pathology, and
removing it from the hitherto purely anatomical mode of con-
sidering it, has from its position perhaps also a right to give an
opinion on scientific publications. I therefore testify with plea-
sure, that I fully agree with the honouring voice of many dis-
^guished men in my Fatherland as regards the method Dr
Bennett pursues in cultivating medicine on the basis of the
natural sciences, and that I have read his works on the nervous
system with advantage, and with the highest esteem for the
ciutflor*

As I myself have not been engaged with Pathological histo-
lop, It IS unnecessary for me to give an opinion of Dr Bennett’s
labours in this department of science.

KARL VIERHORDT.

Wunderlich, M.D., Professor of
Pathology and Clinical Medicine in the University of Tubingen;

worls Pathologische Physiologie des Blutes
Handbuch der Pathologic und Therapie Die Rationelle

Therapie; Die Nosologic d. Typhus;" and numerous Me-
moirs on Physiological and Pathological subjects;" Joint
Bditor of the Archiv fur Physiologische Heilkunde,"

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

,
Tubingen, February 29, 1848.

1 hereby certify tliat Dr H. Bennett of Edinburgh has, by
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a series of papers in the Monthly Journal, proved himself to

be possessed not only of a thorough knoAvledge of modern
German researches

; but also, by several valuable original papers

in the direction of the existing Physiological School, has

essentially advanced the cause of science.

DR. C. A. WUNDERLICH.

CXIX.—From Julius Eugene Schlossberger, M.D., Pro-

fessor of Chemistry in the University of Tubingen
;
formerly

Laboratory Assistant in the University of Edinburgh ; Author

of a joint Memoir “ Versuch zu einer Nutritionsskala unserer

Nahrungsmittel aus beiden organischen Peichen, hergeleitet

ans ihrem Stickstoffgehaltf Die Lelire von der Beziehung des

Athmens zur Blutumwandlung “ Ueber einige eigenthumliche

Concretionen aus dem Darmkanalf Ueber Sarcinaf Ana-

lyse der Milch eines Bocksf <^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.
Tubingen, February 29, 1848.

I hereby, with pleasure, give my public testimony at the

request of Dr Bennett, with wdiom I w^as personally acquainted

during my residence in Edinburgh, and whose literary labours

I had an opportunity of knowing partly in Scotland, partly in

Germany, that he has secured for himself a great reputation by

his researches in Physiology, Pathological Anatomy, and Medi-

cine, and has in an especial manner given decisive proofs of his

thorough knowledge of microscopy and modern German medi-

cal literature.

JULIUS EUGEN. SCHLOSSBERGER.

CXX.—From G. Cless, M.D., Physician to the St Catharine's

Hospital of Stuttgard; Privy Councillor; Author of works

“ Versuch einer medizin. Tojoographie von Stuttgart -f “ Ges-

chichte der Schleimfieber-Epidemien Stuttgarts

“

Ueber das

Concrement des Herrn Dr Kumer -f Zur Chii'urgenfrage f
“ Jahresberichte ueber die innerliche Abtheilung des Cathannen-

hospitales zu Stuttgart “ Ueber lungen-Tuberkeln, cjr. 4‘<'.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.
Stuttoaudt, February 1848.

1 have the pleasure of certifying that Dr II. Bennett of
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Eclmburgh is known to me, both by personal intercourse and by
his scientific writings. By his researches in the field of Physio-
logy and Pathology, he has proved himself to be possessed both
of zeal and ability in advancing the modern progress of scientific

,
medicine, and has thereby deservedly obtained a great reputa-
tion among the physicians of this country. His labours, at the

. same time, give evidence of a complete knowledge of German
medical literature.

G. CLESS.

f

p' ^'UCHS, M.D., Professor of Pathology and
Iherapeutics m the University of Gottingen; Author of the
luorks^ « Beohachtungen und Bemerkungen ueher Gehirnerweich-
icng;” Fur Kurgdste, welche die Gesundheitsquellen von Wies-
baden, 4-c., gehrauchen wollen Lepra Arahumf ;
^ Untersuchung ueher Angina Maligna Die Krankhaften
Veranderungen der Haut und Hirer Anhcinge;’’^ “ Ueher die
^leigldtte in der Topferglasur « Ueher die Lustseuche-f
Die Venetianer A lpenf ^c. ^-c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Gottingen, February 24, 1848
I testify, in answer to the request of Dr John Hughes Ben-

nett of Edinburgh, that, judging from such of his writings as I
know, I truly believe him to be both an experienced physician
an an excellent author; and I consider him to possess all the
qualities necessary for filling the Chair of Physiology with dis-

DR C. H. FUCHS.
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CXXII.—From C. P. H. Marx, M.D., Professor of Medicine

in the University of Gottingen; Pnvy Councillor; Axdhor of

loorhs “ Diatnbe anat-physiol. de Structura atque vita

venammf “ De Euthanasa Medica Proclusio Academica
“ Ongines Contagii “ Gottingen in medic, phys. und histor.

Hinsicht Geschildert Die Lehre von den Giftenf ^c.;

“ Die Erhexintniss, Verhutung und Heilung der Cholera

“A llgemeine Kraxikheitslehre “ Zum Andenkenvon Steiglitz,”

4‘C. cfc. ^^Akesios;” “ Ueher die Ahnahme d. Krankheiten durch

die Zunahme der Civilisation^ <^c. <^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.
Gottingen, 28</i February 1848.

Since the year 1836, Dr John Hughes Bennett has given so

many proofs of zealous scientific energy, and profound powers

ofjudgment, that his literary pursuits are followed in Germany
with attention. The works he has hitherto published are of ^

sueh a kind, that he is in my opinion eminently qualified for the

Chair of Physiology and Pathology.

DR MARX.

CXXIII.—From PIermann Nasse, M.D., Px'ofessor of Physio- ;

logy in the University of Marhurg Author of Memoirs
\

“ Ueher die eiformigen Zellen der tuherkeldnhnlichen Ahlagerun- .

gexif ^'c.

;

“ Ueher die Form des geronnenen Faserstoffs

;

”

“ Ueher die Mikroskopische Bestandtheile der Milch;’ “ Ueher die .

Veranderimgen der Nervenfasem nach Hirer Durchsehneidimg
'

“ Ueh&r die Reizharkeit der Stauhfadexm des Glaskrautsf ^-c.;

A work Ueher das Blut;” The articles Blut, Chylus, Lymphe,

in Wagner’s Handworterhuch, ^c, ^-c. :

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN. '

Marburg, March 6, 1848.

I have great pleasure in testifying that Dr Hughes Bennett
'

of Edinburgh, through his various treatises in the field of y

Physiology and Pathology, has deserved well of science, and

secured for himself in Germany a very high reputation as an

author.
DR H. NASSE.
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CXXIV.—From C. Ludwig, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in

the University of Marhurg ; Author of Memoirs “ Einige

Bererkungen zu Valentin!s Lehren vom Athmen und vom Blut-

kreislauf;” “ Eriviedenmg ueher dasselbe Beitrdge zur

Kenntniss des Einflusses der Respirationshewegimgenf “ Ueher

das Vorkommen und die Bedeutung des Proteinbioxydsf ^c. <^c.

;

Article, “ Nieren und Hamhereitunf’ in Wagner’s Handworter-
buch, ^‘c. ^-c.

TKANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Marbukg, February 22, 1848.

Dr J. Hughes Bennett has secured my entire respect in

consequence of the instruction frequently conveyed to me
through his elaborate and intellectual physiological treatises.

In my humble, but decisive opinion, he is to be appreciated as

one of the few English medical authors who take a true and
deep interest in advancing the theory of the science.

DR C. LUDWIG.

CXXV—From C. F. Heusinger, M.D., Professor of Patho-
logy and Clinical Medicine in the University of Marburg

;

PHvy Councillor; Author of ivorks System der Histologie A
Grundnss d. phys. und psych. Anthropologic Ueber den

Bau und die Vernchtung der Milz-f “ Grundzuge der vergleich

Physiologic
; physiologische pathologische Untersuchungen

Progr. de Organogeniaf “ Comment, semiologica de variis
somni vigiliarumque condit, ^c . “ Grundriss der Encyclo-
pddie und Methodologie^ der Natur. u. Heilkundef ^c. <^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

M.UIBUKG, Marc/i 6, 1848.

The numerous writings of Dr John Hughes Bennett of
Edinburgh, prove not only that he has obtained a complete
knowledge of the present state of the sciences of Physiology
and Pathology, but that he has, by his microscopical and patho-
logico-anatomical researches, rendered essential service to the
progress of Histology and Pathology. These have deservedly
secured for him a universal reputation

; and I have great plea-
sure in stating this as my conscientious opinion.

DU C. F. HEUSINGER.
k
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CXXVI.—From Friedrich Gunsburg, M.D., Professor of
Physiology and Pathology in the University of Breslau ; Physi-

cian to the All-Saints General Hospital; Author of the works
“ Studien zur speciellen Pathologie

;

” “ Die Pathologische

Gewehelehre 'A “ Ueher Epiphytenauf Weichselzopfenf

ORIGINAL.

Breslau, February 21, 1848.

John Hughes Bennett is one of the first and most renowned

Physiologists and Pathologists, having, on his first scientific ap-

pearance, essentially advanced the pathology of the brain, and

soon after, as the result of his praiseworthy efforts, furnished im- .

portant contributions to the history of the development of the

nervous system, and to the general pathology of the nerves.

Above all. Dr Bennett’s works on inflammation and softening

of the brain, as well as his contributions to the new pathologia

animataf have secured for him the recognition of all learned

physicians in Europe. In the multitude of new discoveries Dr
Bennett has applied the critique of his own investigations to the

entire department of Pathology, and he was himself one of the

first to enter upon the way which has brought the foundation

of medicine from the obscure region of hypothesis to the firm

ground of impartial observation.

The carefulness and talent of the investigator, the acumen of

the critic, and the clear elevated position of the man of learning, j

are the most prominent qualities of Dr Bennett.

FRIEDRICH GUNSBURG, M.D.

CXXVII.—From C. B. Heinrich, M.D., Professor of Patho-

logy and Therapeutics in the University ofKonigsberg ;
formerly

Privat-Docent in the University of Bonn, and Physician to the

Asylum of Sieghurgh ; Author of Memoirs “ Zwei Beohachtung-

en von Oophoritis “ Ueber die Vortheile welche der practisclic

Arzt von der Anwendung des Mikroskopes bei Krankheiten der

Respirationorgane erwarten darf -A A work, Die Krankheiten 'A

der Milzf^-c. ^c.

translated from the GERMAN.
SlEGBUnail, NEAR BoN.v,

February 19, 1848.

A custom prevalent in the British universities, gives me the



opportnnit}’ of testifying my especial esteem for Dr J. Hughes
Bennett. The works published by this teacher and author

bear the impression of research, corresponding with the present

amount of medical science ; and in my country, as well as in all

others acquainted VA'ith English literature, have acquired for

him a highly honourable name. Whatever, therefore, in future

may be published by this author in medical literature, will

necessarily be received with the most favourable prepossession.

Any University may congratulate itself in considering one of

Dr J . Hughes Bennett’s scientific merit as a member of it.

CARL BERTHOLD HEINRICH.

CXXVIII.—From F. Oesterlen, M.D., Professor of Patho-

logy and Clinical Medicine in the University of Dorpat ; Author

of the works “ Beitrdge zur Physiologic des gesunden und
kranken OrganismusA Ueher die nutriven Vorgauge und
Hire Beziehung zur andem Vitalitdts-dusserungenA “ Ueher den
Magen des Flusskrehses “ On the entrance of Charcoal and
other Insoluble Substances from the Intestinal Canal into the

Bloodf cfc. ^-c.

translated from the german.

Dorp.1t, February 19, 1848.

In answer to your letter of the 12th of February, and to the
wish which you therein requested, I hasten to assure that, al-
though I have not the honour of your personal acquaintance, I
have for some time intimately known your writings. You have
successfully laboured with uncommon and increasing zeal, not
only in the field of practical medicine, but also by means of
:NBcroscopical, Physiological, and other methods, which have en-
riched medicine in modern times, have materially assisted in
the investigation and solution of pathological questions, and
thus enriched the scientific part of medicine. I believe also,
that I can assure you, that I state not only my own opinions,
but that also of my German colleagues.

V ith the sincere wish that science may in future be benefit-
by your obtaining so congenial an academic position,—

I

have the honour to be, your very devoted
F. OESTERLEN.
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CXXIX.—From Frederick William Oppenheim, M.D,,

Professor of Surgery in the Medical School of Hamburg

;

Member of the Council of Health ; Editor of the “ Zeitschrift

fur die gesammte Medicinf Author of the works “ Ueber den

Zustand der Heilkunde in der Turkie-f Hie Behandlung d.

Eustseuche ohne Quicksilverf <^-c.

;

“ Ueber den Zustand der

Heilkunde und ueber die Volkskrankheitenf ^-c. <^r.

ORIGINAL.

Hambukg, February 24, 1848.

Dr J. Hughes Bennett is known to myself and to the learned

medical gentlemen of this country, as a most distinguished ana-

tomist and physiologist, who, by his incessant labours and

numerous publications on subjects connected with Physiology

and Pathology, has contributed much in promoting these scien-

ces. I therefore believe Dr Bennett very much qualified to fill

the Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the Edinburgh Uni-

versity, now vacant by the resignation of Dr Allen Thomson,

and I am persuaded that the name of Dr Bennett would con-

tribute to promote the well-known reputation of the Edinburgh

University.

DR. F. WIL. OPPENHEDI.

CXXX.'—From F. C. Fate, M.D., Lecturer on Midwifery and

Diseases of Children at the University of Christiania ; Member

of the Scandinavian Society of Naturalists, and Member of the

Medical Societies of Christiania, Stockholm, and Copenhagen

;

Author of “ Dissertatio de Vesiculis Seminalibus,” ^-c. 4‘c.

ORIGINAL.

Christiania, March 5, 1848.

It is with true satisfaction that I express my highly favour-

able opinion of Dr Hughes Bennett’s qualifications as a scientific

man. His writings speak better than any testimonial can do ;
and

I shall only add as my conviction, that his extensive knowledge

in Pathology and Physiology, aided by his minute acquaintance

with the use of the Microscope, make him particularly able to

fulfil the duties of a professor in these branches of medicine.

F. C. FAYE, M.D., &c.
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CXXXI.—From Gottlieb Gluge, M.D., Professor of Phy^
siology and Pathological Anatomy in the University ofBrussels;
Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Brussels; Author
of the “ Atlas der Pathologische Anatomief ^c. ; Anatomisch-
Mikroscopische Untersuchungen Ueher Krystallformen in
gesunden U7id hranken Fliissigkeiten Sur la Structure Mi-
croscopique des Hydatids Sur la Structure de la Couche
Exterieure de la Peauf^ ^^Observations sur la Couche inerte

des Vaisseux Capillairesf Recherches Microscopiques et Ex-
peonmentales sur le ramollissement du Cerveauf^ Recherches
Alicroscopiques sur une Nouvelle Alteration du Tissu des Reins
(cimhose) ; Sur les Polypes^ les Cancers^ les Tubercules^ les

Corpuscules de Alalpighi^ de la rate^ ^c. Sur la Structure
de quelques Ossifications Anormales Recherches Experi-
mentales Relatives a VAction des huiles Grasses sur VEcono-
mic Anhnalef 4'c.

TEANSLATED FEOM THE FEENCH.

_
Brussels, February 20, 1848.

The undersigned declares, that Dr Hughes Bennett of Edin-
burgh, enjoys in Germany, and amongst us, a high reputation
for his scientific works in Physiology and in Pathology. It is

^pecially in the actual state of medical science, that Dr
Bennett can render the greatest and most useful service in the
instruction of Physiology and Pathology. I am convinced that
Dr Bennett is worthy to perpetuate those men who have assured
to the University of Edinburgh, and to its medical instruction,
so honourable a place in the scientific world.

DR GLUGE.

CXXXII.—From Thomas Schwann, M.D., Professor of
Anatomy and Physiology in the University of Louvain; Cor-
r^ponding Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences of
Bmssels; Author of the celebrated Mikroskopische Unter-
suchungen liber die Uebereinstimmung in der Struktur und dem
nachsthum der Thiere und Pflanzenfi Ueber das Wesen des
^^^rclauungsprocess j^our constater si la Bile joue
dans VEconomic Animale un role essentielpour la vief ^c. ^r.

TEANSLATED FEOM THE GEEMAN.

1 he undersigned testifies with
Louvain, February 23, 1848.

pleasure, that Dr John



Hughes Bennett, by his numerous works in the field of Physi-

particularly by his Microscopical researches in

morbid growths, has proved himself an experienced investigator,

and has acquired a justly merited reputation in science.

DR TH. SCHWANN.

CXXXIII.—From G. J. Mulder, M.D.,Pi’o/es6‘or* of Chemistry

in the University of Utrecht, Author of the Chemistry of Vege-

table and Animal Physiology, translated into English from the

Dutch by Fromberg

;

“ Liebig’s Question to Mulder tested by

Mo7xdity and Science,” translated into English by Frombei'g

;

“ Ueber den Werth imd die Bedeutung der Naturwissenschaft

fur die Medicin Scheikundigsht WeoDuighunde “ Scheik-

undig onderzoek van eenige stoffen van Cholera-zicken “ Over

die beweging, die potassium op kwik volh'engt “Indigo voor

technisch gebruik onderzocht

“

Onderzoek naar deklew^en, ^-c.,

der bladeren “ Werking va7i iodium en br'omium op carbure-

tum sulphuris

“

Bereidung van carburetum sulphuris

“ Over evit en rood phosphorus oxyde

“

Ontleding van eenige

so orteii SmimcCs opium;” “ Over de zamenstelling der Albunv-

inaten;” “Over Sidphas Cupro-Ammoniacalis;” “ Over het

Chondrin;” “ Over Coffeine en Theinef Editor of “ Natuw'-

en Scheikundig Archief,” ^c. (^c. <^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

UTBEcnT, February 16, 1848.

Sir,—I readily respond to your letter of the 12th instant, in

which you request me to give an opinion of your scientific

works and scientific character in relation to Physiology and Pa-

thology, as you have rendered science, as well as the art of cure,

services of great value. In all your researches I have ever

found a suiierb clearness, a profusion of erudition, a zeal for

science, and an inexhaustible esteem for the truth. The num-

ber of your researches, as well as their value, have given you

for a long time a distinguished place among the scientific men

in .your own country and abroad ;
and I earnestly wish that your

desire to obtain a position more in relation to your merits, will

be crowned with success.—I have the honour to be, Sir, your

very humble servant.

G. J. MULDER.
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CXXXIV.—From Stefa2^o belle Chiaie, M.D., Pro-

fessor of Anatomy and Physiology in the University of

Naples ; Curator of the Anatomical Museum^ Member of the

Royal Academy of Naples ; Author of “ Opusculi fisico.

Medici Sulla storia degli anim. vertehre del regno di

Napoli Un Capretto mostruoso “ Un Agnellino bicep.

“ Su la fecondaz. del Canguroo Gigant “ Instituz. di

anatom, compar. Delle Glandule renali ne Batraci

“ Sulle Torpedini “ Sul Proteo serpent Mem. sidla stor.

degli anim. di Napoli Compend. Pelmintograf. uman
“ Sul Tncocefalo disparo f “ De Poli vitaf ^^Istituz. di anal.

compT and numerous Memoirs on Physiological and Pathologi-

cal Subjects.

TRANSLATED FROM THE ITALIAJST.

Naples, March 8. 1848.

Very Honoured Sir,

—

For many years I have been

one of the admirers of your talented and scientific pro-

ductions, one of v^^hich was presented to me by Professor

Breschet of Paris, * who spoke to me about them when he

came to Naples ; more lately I have read your profound articles

on Chloroform, on poisoning by Conium maculatum, on the

nerves developed on the surface of the cerebellum, and on the

otic ganglion. Your beautiful dissertation on the vegetable nature

of Tinea favosa, its inoculation, pathology, physiology, and cure,

is worthy of the greatest attention. I have now before me a
list of forty memoirs upon Pathological Anatomy, Physiology,
and Clinical Medicine, and am fully impressed with the great

importance of studying and profiting by such of them as are

to be procured here. In the annals of science your name is al-

ready registered with abundant honourable applause
;
and I am

decidedly of opinion, that the Chair of Physiology and Patho-
logy of that celebrated University, vacant by the resignation
of Professor Thomson, should be speedily occupied by you,
who have already done so much for the different branches of
Medical Science, and from whom the pupils destined to follow
your instructive lectures would derive so much advantage.o

* Laic Professor of Anatomy at the Faculty of Medicine.
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With my best -wishes for your success, and assurances of my
esteem, believe me, your very humble and obedient servant and
friend,

STEFANO DELLE CHIAIE.

CXXXV.—From Jean Cruveilhiee, M.D., Professor of

Pathological Anatomy at the Faculty of Medicine, Pans

;

Physician to the Plospitcd de la Chante ; Member of the Mo-
tional Academy of Medicine; Perpetual President of the

Anatomical Society, Paris ; Author of “ Anatomic Pathologique

du Corps Humain, foliof ^c. ; “ Sur VAnatomic Patholo-

gique,” 2 vols. “ Anatomic Descriptive,” 4 vols. Anatomic

du Systems Nerveux de VHomme;” Essai sur VAnatomic Pa-

thologique, en GSnSral;” “ Sur le Ramolissement de VEstomac ;”

M'edecine Pratique ^clairee par VAnatomic et la Physiologic

Pathologiques ;” “ Des Devoirs et de la Moralite du

Medicin;” “ Observations sur les Cartilages Diarthrodiaiucf

^•c.

;

“ Sur VApoplexie ;” “ Histoire de VAnatomic Patholo-

gique,” ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Paris, February 22, 1848.

I consider it a duty to attest, that the numerous works of

Dr Hughes Bennett, enjoy among us a high scientific reputa-

tion, in consideration of which the Anatomical Society, of which
'

I am the perpetual President, has conferred upon him the title

of foreign member.
CRUVEILHIER.

Note accompanying the above Testimonial.

Herewith, Monsieur, and very honoured Confrere, is the cer-

tificate that you have done me the honour to request of me, and i

I earnestly desire that it may assist in producing the happy

result Avhich is the object of your just ambition. Your very

devoted

A

CRUVEILHIER.
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CXXXVI.—From P. A. Pioery, M.D., Professor of Internal
Pathology at the Faculty of Medicine, Paris; Member of the
Natwnal Academy of Medicine ; Physician to the Hospital de la
PitU ; Author of the Works De la Percussion Mediate;”

, Du Procedd Operatoire a su{vre dans VExploration des

I

Organesf ^c.

;

“ Traitd de Diagnostic et de Semeiologief
,

2)Vols.; Traitd des Alterations du Sang Traitd de
Pathologie latrique ou Mddicale HaiU de Mddecine Pra-
tique;^ en 7 vols; Memoirs on “ Quelle Part a VInflammation
dans la Production des Maladies dites organiques Sur
la Nature et le Traitement de Plusieurs Nhroses f Sur les
NSuralgies Sur^ la Pneumonie Ilypostatique f “ Recherches
sur La JSature de Fiewe ou enterite Typhoide f Sur l^Etat de
la Rate dans^ les Fievres Intermittentes f Sur les Accidens
cerebraux qui Surviennent dans lErysipele de la Face;'" ^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED PROM THE FRENCH.
Accorded in 1842,

T . , , . , 6, 1842.
I the undersigned Professor of Pathology to the Faculty of.Medicine of Pans, Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, Physi-

nMM 1

Hospital of la Piti^, Member of the Eoyal Academy
cof Medicine, &c. &c., certify, that Dr John Hughes Bennett.oUowed for a long time, with great diligence, my clinical lec-

Hcone
® practical lessons on the pleximeter and stetho-

IPiHx’
at the Hospital of La

ii ennal
® pVsician, whose modesty

HS equal to his talent, is profoundly vers'ed in the employment
if these methods of exploration. I hold it an honour^to haveluad such a pupil as Dr Bennett.
The perusal of the works that Dr Bennett has published has-onvinced me that this physician is on a level with the pre’sent

^SLine T; 1

'
Ch-

i he actual
abetter choice. In

.dudents il tl e m indispensable to instruct

md Dr Blttf P'^Hmeter and stethoscope,

' vith the m-catcst'“
physicians who has studied these>1111 me gicatest success.

P. A. PIORRY.



CXXXVII.—From P. C. A. Louis, M.D., Physician to the

Hotel Dieu, Paris ; Member of the National Academy of Medi-
cine ; Author of “ Recherches Anatomico-Pathologiques sur la

Phthisie “ Memoires ou Recherches Anatomico-Pathologiquesf
4'c. ; ‘‘Sur VInstymction Clinique f “ Examen de VExamen de

AL Broussaisf <fc.; “Sur la Gastro-enterite “ De Vexor-

men des Malades, etde la Recherche des faits Generaux

“

Sur

I’Emphyseme des Poumonsf “Recherches sur les effets de la

saignee dans quelques Maladies Inflammatoires f “Sur la

Fievre Tyj>hoide f “ Documens recueilUs sur la Fievre jaune

a Gibraltarf ^c.

TEANSLATED FEOM THE FEENCH.

Paris, March 17, 1848.

I have known Dr Hughes Bennett of Edinburgh for several

years. I am acquainted with his best works, which have given

him a very distinguished rank amongst the physicians of the

age ;
and I have the conviction that no one can teach Physi-

ology with greater success, and with more advantage to those

who will follow his lectures. I entertain therefore the wdsh,

the most sincere wish, that the Chair of Physiology may be

given to Dr Bennett.

LOUIS.

CXXXVIII.—From D. Geuby, Med. et Chir. Doct, Professor

of Anatomy and Physiology to the National Athenaeum ofPans;

Alember of the Imperial Society of Medicine at Vienna;

Author of “ Observationes Microscopicce ad Morphologiani

Pathologicam Spectantes ;” “ Recherches Anatomiques sur le Sys-

teme veineux de la Grenouille “ Recherches et Observations

sur une Nouvelle Espece de Hcematozoaire “ Sur une Vege-

tation qui Constitue la vraie Teigne ;” “ Sur les Mycodermes

qui constituent la Teigne faveuse

“

Sur les Cryptogames qm

se Developqyent a la Surface de la Muqueuse Buccale, dans la

Maladie des Enfants connue sur le nom de Muguet'f “Sur

une espece de Mentagre Co7itagieuse, Residtajit du Develop>pe^

ment Tmx nouveau Cryptogame dane la racine des Poils de la

Barbe “ Recherches sur la Nature, le Siege et le Developpc-
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ment du Porrigo Decalmns ou Phyto-cdopece RecJierches

sur les Cryptogames qui Constituent la Maladie decrite sur le

norn de Teigne tondante (Mahon), Herpes Tousurant (Caze-
nave) “ Sur les Plantes Cryptogames se Developpant en

Grande Masse dans VEstomacC “ Observations on the

Pai'asitic Animalcules lohich occupy the Sebaceous Follicles of
Manf ^-c.

;

“ On a Neio Microscope for the Use of Medical
Practitioners at the Bedsidef ^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Pakis, March 18, 1848.

The undersigned attests that Doctor Bennett of Edinburgh
has sufficiently demonstrated to scientific Europe, that his

talent and his zeal for science merits the encouragement of his

countrymen, and that he deserves a title to the Chair of Phy-
siology so much the more, as no one at present can be a Physi-
ologist without possessing at the same time a complete knowledge
of Pathology. Now, Physiology cannot find a man more pro-
found, more worthy, and more devoted to profess with sagacity
the deep and obscure problems of practical Pathology than Dr
Bennett. We shall applaud his election vrith all our heart.

DR GRUBY.

From Louis Mandl, M.D., Lecturer on Histo-
Pans; Physician to the Austrian Embassy ; Author of

the works Anatomie Microscopiquef folio ; “ Traite Pratique
de Microscopef ^c.; ‘^Manuel LAnatomie Generalef' Me-
moirs on ’‘‘‘ Les Moyens de Decouvrir le pus dans le Sang f’
’’ Sur VAlteration des Globules Sanguins considSrSe comme
signe de la Mort ‘f ” Sur la Structure Clementaire des Muscles
Sur les characth'es Chimiques des Secretions

:

” ” Globules
des Sang de forme Elliptique Observes chez deux especes de
Mammiferesf^ ” Sur la Structure intime des ecailles chez les

Poissons et les Reptiles

”

Sur la forme Elliptique des
Globules du Sang chez le Chameau, ses Dimensions et Foimes
chez la Protee, et les Crocodiles ” Sur le Mode cVaccroissement
des Cheveux U Recherches sur le Sangf ” Sur la Structure
ntirne des nerfs et du Cerveau

”

Sur la Structure Intime des
Os

, Recherches Microcospiques sur la Composition du Tartre
et des enduits Muqueux f ” Sur VEpithelium des Membranes

uqiteuses
;

’’ Sur I’Eqnlhelium des Zoospermesf c^c, <^'c.
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TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Parts, March 18, 1848.

My Dear Confrere,—I have learnt with the greatest plea-

sure that you are a candidate for the Chair of Physiology in

the University of Edinburgh. Without taking into considera-

tion my personal friendship and esteem for you, I have two

powerful reasons for congratulating myself on this circumstance.

In fact, at the present time the study of Physiology and

Pathology is impossible without microscopic researches. Every

savant who is actually on a level with the state of science, and

who has himself made researches, is deeply convinced that all

the progress of those doctrines which form the positive basis of

medicine, is intimately connected with Micrography. Every

one seriously devoted to this science has formed the firm assur-

ance that medicine will soon acquire, thanks to the facts fur-

nished by the Microscope, an honourable place among the

physicial sciences. I have therefore in every way to felicitate

myself in seeing the Chair of Physiology occupied by you.

For a long time you have devoted all your attention, all your

energies, to microscopic studies. Your beautiful researches on

inflammation and on tumours are known to medical men both

in England and abroad. I have, then, further reason for con-

gratulation in seeing a savant like you occupy the Chau’ of

Physiology, and teaching youth the facts he is acquainted with

as a master, instead of having learnt them by heart from the

books of others.

These two reasons, the absolute necessity of micrography in

the study of medicine, and the rights you have personally

acquired in the domain of science, make me earnestly desire

that the Chair of Physiology should be given to you. I have

the hope that my wishes will be accomplished.

Accept the expression of my highest esteem. Your devoted

confrere and friend,

DR LOUIS MANDL.
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CXL.—From Cl. Bernaed, M.D., Assistani-Professoo^ of
Experimental Physiology to the College of France; Author

, of a Dissertation “ Du sue Gastriquef ^c.

;

“ Experiences sur
le Sucre VAlbumen et la Gelatine;'^ “ Vinfluence des nerfs
sur la Digestion “ Pecherches Experimentales sur les Functions
du nerfs Spinal;” ‘‘ De Valteration du Gout dans la Paralysis
du nerf Facial;” Sur la Matiere colorante chez Vhomme ;”

Analyse du sue Gastrique ;” Experimens sur les nerfs
Pneumogastnque et Spinal ou accessoire de Willis;” Joint
Memoir^ ‘‘ Pecherches Physiologiques sur les Substances Alimen-
taires;” Pecherches Experimentales sur les Phenomenes Chi-
miques de la Digestion,”

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

-j.
Paris, March 19

, 1848 .

_

1, the undersigned. Assistant Professor of Experimental Phy-
ssiology m the College of France, certify that Dr Hughes BeL
mett has followed the courses ofExperimental Physiology durino.
tthe years 1837-39. I have to add, that the profound and ex-
ttensive knowledge which Dr Bennett possesses in Medicine.and particularly in Physiology, renders him in every way qnali:
ftied for the position he now solicits.

CL. BERNARD.

V
Physician to the Salpetribre

flTli rr"^’ “/ An.

‘Jjfl ** Enfants Nouvemn^ie;”Gnu e du Mednnn Pmcticien,” 10 nok. ; « Trait<! LewaUjies ou Affections douloureuses des Nerfs ” “ Notesur un eas de Tidoereulisation des Meninges,” L. “ Surles Maladies du Coeur;” “Sur h Traeheol^ie” &e “Du
fltot rr ^ “ Ve

d^Nevralgie

UrinZt” “ 8 r Alterations de la Secretion

Anat et’snr f r>
ryphoide;” “Sur les Lesions

VArili r
Ira Plithisie Pulmonaire “ De

oJsaU-'Z
It 1“ AUdeeine “ De laNevralgie

“ Tt:M ^'tfants Nouveau-nes
'

coUernttZZ I'Adulte;” “Sur en ik-
Ilusieurs epiphyses des os Thongs, cjr.
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TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,

Paris, March 2, 1848.

Sir and very Honoured Confrere,—I learn that you are

a Candidate for the Chair of the Institutions of Medicine in the

University ofEdinburgh, and I have the conviction, which is par-

ticipated in by all medical practitioners, that your numerous and

learned works give you the greatest claims to that position. For

me, who have derived my profit from your important labours, a

declaration of this kind is not sufficient. I have the most earnest

desire that the choice should fall upon you; the University of

Edinburgh cannot make a better. You have studied success-

fully Physiology, Pathology, Therapeutics, and Medical Philo-

sophy, and such efforts merit a worthy recompense.

I regret that this answer has been delayed ; but the immensity

of the events which have occurred, and the impossibility of

thinking of any thing else, are excuses that I hope you will

readily accept.

Receive, very honoured confrere, the assurance of my devoted

sentiments.

VALLEIX.

CXLII.—From J. B. Pigne, Lecturer on PhysiologicalPathology,

and Conservator of the “ MusSe Pwpuytren ” at Paris ;
Vice-

President, and formerly Secretary of the Anatomiccd Society^

Pans ; Translator into French, with Notes, of Cheliui Surgery

;

Editor of the Annales LAnatomief Author of “ Histoire

de VInflammation aigue Histoire des Pseudomembranes;''

Fracture du Crane;" Reflexions sur les fractures du

crane
;" “ Histoire des brulures “ P)u Phlegmon Diffus," <^'C.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Paris, March 14, 1S48-

I, the undersigned. Conservator of the Museum Dupuytren,

Special Professor of Anatomy and of Physiological Pathology^

certify that Dr Bennett enjoys in France all the reputation that
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serious works can procure for educated and laborious men. All
bis researches exhibit a great habit of investigation, a just and
sincere mind, and an ardent love for the advancement of science.

J. B. PIGNE.

Note accompanying the above Testimonial.

It wall give me the greatest pleasure, my dear Dr Bennett, to
see you obtain the Chair of Physiology, which your labours
have enabled you to fill so worthily. It will be a good acquisi-
tion for the University of Edinburgh, and your nomination will
augment the already considerable number of practical men which
that celebrated school already contains.

J. B. PIGNK

CXLIII. From Sir Robert Chermside, M.D., Felloiv of
the Royal College of Physicians, London; Fifteen years Physi-
cian to the Bntish Embassy formerly Presideiit of the Parisian
Medical Society, Paris, ^-c.

X Axvlg^ IVlu/J Cfl 1 /j lo4o»

Tk TA
Rve Taitbout, No. 1.

_

Mr Dear De Bennett,-Having had such frequent occa-
sions of witnessing, in this capital, the valuable opportunities of
.acqumng knowledge m every branch of medical science, which
your extended ‘ sejour ” amongst us afforded; and being wellaware of the ardent zeal, industry, and untiring efforts you dis-
;P aye (more especially in connexion with the Parisian Medical
Society), and of the success, too, with which your laudable exer-
ions were crowned, I feel the greatest pleasure in adding, to

I the many you already possess from high quarters, my humbleopinion that the Chair of Professor of the Institutes of Modi!
'Cine in the University of Edinburgh, would be filled by you with.advantage to the University, and with honour to youLlf

tions Jt n w, "•'“!> your various publica-

of the hi U ^ public and our profession, must be a source

labours hatlflt:„t::im
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With sincere wishes for your success, long life, and happi-

ness,—I remain, my dear Dr Bennett, your old colleague and
friend,

ROB. ALEX. CHERMSIDE.

CXLIV.—From J. F. Oliffe, M.D., Member and late President

of the Parisian Medical Society; Member of the Anatomical

Society ; Author of a Dissertation “ De la Methode ectrotique

dans le Traitement des Maladies de la Peau-f “ Case of Inflam-

mation of the Gall-Bladder and Hepatic Ductsf ^-c.

Paris, 2, Rue St Flobentin,

March 17, 1848.

My Dear Dr Bennett,—I feel much pleasure in affording

my testimony to the high estimation in which you are held by
all your professional brethren who were fortunate enough to

have intercourse with you during your residence in Paris.

Your scientific attainments are of the highest order, whilst

your method of communicating to others the knowledge you

possess can be excelled by none.

Wishing you that brilliant success to which your merits as a

man and a physician so eminently entitle you,—Believe me,

dear Dr Bennett, yours sincerely,

J. F. OLIFFE.

CXLV.—From C. Sedillot, M.D., Professor of Clinical

Surgery in the University of Strasburg ; Senior Surgeon to the

Military Hospital for Instruction, Strasburg ; Author of

“ Traite de Medicine Operatowe

;

” ‘‘ De V Operation de VBmpy-

eme 'A “ Relation de la Campagne de Constantine 'f “De la

Gastro-stomie f' Sur VAmputation coxo-femorale 'A Aou-

veau procede diAmputation medio-tarsienne “ Sur VEtrangh-

ment Herniaire “ Des Kystes De la Pyohemie “ ComH-

Rendu de la Clinique Chirurgicale de Strasburg

;

” “ Rechcrclies*

sur le Cancer 'A “ De Vinsensibilite produit par le Chloroform

et par VEtherf (^x.

TRANSLATED FROIM THE FRENCH.
STUASBDRa, Fehrxiary 22, 1848.

Sir,—

I

learn with a lively interest of your being a candidate
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for the Chair of the Institutions of Medicine, now vacant in the
Lniversitj of Edinburgh. All your works, inspired by the en-
hghtened love of science, have exhibited a knowledge as pro-
found of the works of your predecessors as of a revealing mind
;for the progress of our art. Most of your memoirs have been
[iread with advantage by all the physicians of Europe.
:

I shall be delighted to see you called upon to occupy one of
i^the Chairs in the University of Edinburgh, and I do not doubt
:that your talent will still further add to the glory and great
jireputation of this celebrated school.

,

^

Accept Sir, and very honoured confrere, the assurance of my
niigh consideration.

PROFESSOR C. SEDILLOT.

U,;T- of PotUloyy
and Uedmne in the University of Strashurg

; Member of the
Rational Academy of Medkine, Paris; Author of worts

<^0 Pathologic, et de Thirapeu.
tiqmMidieo-ChirurgicaU;” “ Traiti de TEnterite follieuhim -d’f^tme -AfccUon eompligui;” “Eu Movement Medical en\%ie skcU; “Rechcrches Cliniques sur la Phlehite “ft,
Traitement de CAlbummurie ou niphrite Albummeuse,” &e.
^lortjpar suite de vomissementpendant la grossesse Recher-

Necroses;”
CliniqueFpmde Strasbourg;” and numerous memoirson Pathology and Clinical Medicine.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Qrr.
®™asbueg, F"e6rwa?-y 23, 1848.

biR, AND VERY HONOURED CONFRERE,—I rejoice in the cir

a!ich the lnr
the particular esteem with

ull t„II
' your works. Physioloo-ists

you what they please of your numerous researchesinto

maklTrl-”’ - the present

Xtt ff ™ I ''<"0 only the
'

deal and n
y°" publications relative to theo-

. deal and practical medicine. What at first strikes me, is theorious .activity which animates you, and which has induced
1/

*
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you to treat of a crowd of diverse subjects, on which you have
thrown new light. This certainly renders you one of the most
fruitful and ingenious writers of our epoch. But whilst fruitful

and distinguished in observation, your sagacity has made you
understand that no progress could possibly be made in the pre-

sent day but in the attentive, secure, and judicious application

of Chemistry and the Microscope. It is in this sense that the

greater part of your works are directed, and if, in the results

w'hich you draw from your conscientious observations, you cede

occasionally to the attractions of imagination, your conclusions

at least are logically deduced from your premises.

I have more especially obtained profit from your observations

purely clinical on pulmonary tuberculization, in which you have

had the courage to signalize the influence of inflammation ; on

the diseases of the ovaries, the uterus, the liver, the spleen,

&c., and the other objects of your numerous investigations.

This activity which distinguishes you, this double aptitude

for progressive experiment and for sure observation, appear to

me essential qualities in the exercise of the functions you desire

;

for the philosophy of science rests on the true basis, to see and

foresee (voir et pr4voir), to prove its actual condition, and to

push it forward.

It is my sincere wish, therefore, that you obtain the elevated

position you desire, and I would participate in it with all my

power if I had any influence in matters of this kind ; but I am

only an humble and obscure labourer in science.

Accept the expression of the very distinguished sentiments

with which I have the honour to be. Sir, your devoted servant.

PROFESSOR FORGET.
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CXLVII.—From the Medical Faculty of the University of

Montpelier.

Montpelier, February 27, 1488.
^

'

The scientific reputation of Dr John Hughes Bennett of

I Edinburgh is founded on a large number of works, favourably

i-known in France, and which, we believe, may be appreciated

nas follows :

—

The subjects which have principally occupied his attention

;'are first. The nervous system considered anatomically, physio-

I logically and pathologically
;
second. The blood and its morbid

L alterations
; third. The development of the tissues by the evolu-

: tion of cells ; fourth, Anormal nutrition and its mechanism.

jTo this last subject there is attached a series of Physiological

a and Pathological researches, having reference to infiammation

a and its results regarded as an alteration in the process of nutri-

t tion
; to hypertrophy, first studied in general, then followed in

- the different parts which may be affected by it ; to the forma-

1 tion of anormal tissues (tubercles, cancers, cysts, schirrous, vas-

( cular, fibrous, cartilaginous, and osseous tumours, &c.) ;
fifth,

' Vegetative productions which manifest themselves on living

a animals; sixth. The use that ought to be made of different

1
physical means, such as the microscope, percussion, &c., in con-

t tributing to the medical art ; seventh. Notwithstanding his pre-

i. dilection for histology. Dr Bennett has not neglected Clinical

8 and Therapeutical researches, as is proved by his writings on the

8 spontaneous cure of pulmonary phthisis, on the elementary forms
' of disease, on the employment of cod liver oil in gout, rheuma-
t tism and scrofula, &c.

In all that he has written Dr Bennett has exhibited himself
I to be an able and conscientious observer ; he has known with a
1 veritable talent how to make use of those resources which are
a offered by chemical reagents, the microscope, the scalpel, physi-
0 ological experiments, and studies made at the bed-side. Espe-
c cially occupied with the existing state of science, he has verified,

f confirmed, modified, and extended many results obtained by the
t modern Physiological and Histological schools. But he does not
c confine himself exclusively in this last direction

;
and, if he in-

* sists more on clinical studies
;

if he apply the accessory
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sciences to the medical sciences, which ought to borrow

as much as they lend
;

if, lastly, he unite the present with the

past, without breaking the chain which ought to connect them,

he will render to medicine even greater services than it has yet

received from him, and of which we do not know how to over-

rate all the value.

L. GOLEIN, Professor of Therapeutics and Materia Medica.

L. BOYEZ, Professor of External Pathology.

L. BOUISSON, Professor of Clinical Surgery.

RIBES, Professor and Dean of the Eaculty.

DUBEEUIL, Professor of Anatomy.

N. RECH, Professor of Internal Pathology.

SERRE, Professor of Clinical Medicine.

CASSERGUES, Professor of Medicine.

R. D’AMADOR, Professor of General Pathology and Therapeutics.

LORDAT, Professor of Physiology.



testimonials.
fourth series.

KCXLVIII.-From Marshall Hall, M.D., F.R.SS. h. & E„Fore^n A,socmte of the National Academy of Medicine in

cinTL t Z of Medi-

' ' \V t a
^ Flospitaly London ; Author of numerous

aldtn n 'TZ Ph^iology of the Nervous System,

mLrSTf^
0/ ^TOfe<i neory of lieflex and Exeito-nwte,y Actvons; Author of many Works on Practical Medicine,

^JolfHugkeVCett.' of

« T . 11 ,

London, July 6, 1842.

Auccessfu. iabo„r7 b:/;idTihrttt
acquaintance I do not know any one so likelAt7 ^

;!i”r'“He7os7“‘*
investigator of scient^m^edT

e ; vSTn'e::"'' and

utter and 77 ^ ‘i’n hands of the

« progress.”
™P«rtant and indeed indispensable to

think more hinM7orh- n
Pnom him.

klcplv In h • u
^ ^ know of no one so

C b^e apn™n^odT“‘ir‘’r?u°*P®"‘P
‘® “P

hich iCit 7deX dt;X
^fanchester Square,

MARSHALL HALL.
-I/arcA 13

, 1848 .
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CXLIX.—From Sir James Clark, Bart., M.D., F.R.S.,

Physician in Ordinary to the Queen ; A uthor of “ Treatise on

Pidmonary Consumption and Scrofulous Diseases^ on Climate

f

4'c. ^c.

London, March 15, 1848.

Dear Sir,—After the numerous and strong testimonials

which have already been adduced by the leading medical men

throughout the kingdom, to your qualifications for the vacant

Chair of the Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edin-

burgh, any expression of my opinion seems superfiuous ; but,

as you desire it, I have great pleasure in adding mine to that of

the more competent judges which you already possess, with my
best wishes for your success.—I remain, dear Sir, youi’s truly,

JAMES CLARK.

CL.—From James Moncriefe Arnott, Esq., F.R.S., Presi-

dent ofthe Royal Medico-ChirurgicalSociety ofLondon; Surgeon

to the Middlesex Hospital ; Extraordmary Surgeon to the Queen-

Dowager; Author of “ On the Secondary Effects of Inflammation

ofthe Veinsf’ Cases of (Esophagotomyf ofMalignant Disease

of the Tongue, large Osseous Tumour of the Uterusf ^-c. ^c.

New Burlington Street, London,

March 13, 1848.

I have the pleasure of knowing Dr J. H. Bennett personally,

and I am acquainted with his writings.

From personal intercourse, I am enabled to state that he is

full of information on all subjects connected with medicine, and

this he communicates readily, clearly, impressively. Himself an

original observer in minute anatomy, healthy and morbid, more

especially as aided by that great instrument of investigation the

microscope, he is thoroughly acquainted with all that has

been done by others in Anatomical, Physiological, and Pathologi-

cal sciences.

He has established for himself, by character and acquirements,

claims as a teacher which amply entitle him to the Chair of the

Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.

JAS. MONCRIEFF ARNOTT.
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CLI.—From Thomas Watson, M.D., F.R.S., Consulting Phy-
sician to, and late Professor ofMedicine in Kinfs College, Lon-
don ; formerly Fellow of St John’s College, Cambridge ; Au-
thor of “ The Principles and Practice of Physic,” 2 vols. 8vo ;
“ Clinical Lectures at the Middlesex Hospital,” ^c. ^c.

16
, Henrietta Street, Cavendish Square,

March 8
,
1848 .

Dear Sir,

—

I much regret that some absence from London,
i a great consequent pressure of business, and other impediments,
have prevented my replying to your letter so soon as I could

’ have desired.

My acquaintance with your published contributions to medical
{science satisfies me that, in respect to the requisite knowledge,

;
you are amply qualified for the Chair of the Institutes of Medi-

t cine in the University of Edinburgh. Of your power to impart
^ such knowledge, with facility and clearness, to a class of students,
1 1 have had no means of forming a judgment beyond those
' honourable testimonies to your ability which are already before
t'the electors.

I wish I could add with truth, that I heartily wish you suc-
ccess; but from this I am precluded by the circumstance of my
having, previously to my receipt of your letter, given a testi-
nmonial to another candidate for the same honour, with whom
II have long lived in habits of personal intimacy and high
L-esteem.

I can however, with perfect sincerity, express my satisfaction
bhat the University of Edinburgh has to choose between candi-
*:iates so worthy—and should my friend Dr Baly * fail of suc-
;cess, I shall rejoice to learn \hat the choice has fallen upon one
-.0 distinguished among his competitors as yourself.—I am, dear
' your faithful humble servant,

THOMAS WATSON.

This gentleman has retired from the contest.
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CLII.—From F. Magendie, M.D., Member of the National

Academies of Science and of Medicine^ Paris ; Professor oj

Physiology and Medicine in the College of France ; Physician

to the Hotel Dieu, Paris ; Author of “ Mimoire sur le Vomisse-

ment Precis EUmentaire de Physiologic

f

2 vols. 8vo ; “ Sur

les CauseSf les Symptomes, et le Traitement de la Gravelle^ 8vo
;

Sur VEmploi de I’Acide Prussique dans le Traitement des

Maladies de Poitrinef 8ro

;

“ MSmoires sur quelques DScou-

vertes RScentes rdlatives aux Fonctions du Systems Nerveuxf
8vo', Anatomic des Systemes Nerveux des Animaux a ver-

tebresf 2 vols. 8vo

;

Legons sur les PhSnomenes Physiques de

la Vief 4 vols. 8vo; Editor ofthe Journal de Physiologic^ ^‘c.

TRANSLATED PROM THE FRENCH.

I, the undersigned, Professor of Physiology and of Medicine

at the College of France, certify that Dr Bennett assiduously

followed the courses of Medicine and Experimental Physiology

during the years 1837-39, and that he distinguished himself by

his zeal, and by the extent of his instruction.

Since that time Dr Bennett has made himself known in

science by numerous useful works, which have obtained for

him an honourable rank among the men who, in our day, have

most contributed to the advancement of Medicine and of Phy-

siology. I feel pleasure, therefore, in rendering him this tes-

timony; and I believe him to be very qualified to fill with

honour the Chair of Physiology which he solicits.

MAGENDIE.
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lCLIII.—

F

rom A. Gr. Andral, M.D., Member of the National

Academy of Medicine in Paris; Professor of General Pathology

to the Faculty of Medicine; Physician to the Hopital de la

Charite; Author of Clinique Medicale, ou choix Observa-

tions recueillies a la Clinique de M. VHerminierf 4 vols. Svo;

Pricis ifAnatomie Pathologique^ 2 vols. 8'»o ; Essai d’HSma-
toldgie Pathologique ; Recherches sur la Composition du sang

de quelques Animaux Eomestiques f and numerous papers on

Pathological and Medical subjects.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Paris, May 8, 1848.

I have known Dr Bennett for a considerable time by his

nworks on numerous Pathological subjects ;—works by which he
l ias certainly contributed to the advancement of science. I am
‘convinced that he will fill with honour and distinction the Chair
! :hat he lays claim to.

ANDRAL.

-"LIV. From F. A. Longet, M.D., Professor of Anatomy
and Physiology at the Faculty of Medicine^ Paris ; Laureate of
the Institute of France ; Author of a w'ork “ Anatomie et Phy-
siologie du Systhme Nerveux de VHomme et des Animaux Verte-
hresf 2 vols. 8vo ; Experimental Researches “ sur les Condi-
tions necessaires a Ventretien et a la manifestation de Virritabilite
Muscuhire, avec applications a la Pathologic Sur les Fonc-
tions de VEpiglotte^ ^c.f Sur les Fonctions des Muscles et des
Nerfs du Larynx- « Sur les propriety et les Fonctions desfais-
ceaux dela moelle Spini^reet des racines des nerfs rachidiensf
Experiences relatives aux effets de VEther Sulfurique sur le

Systeme nerveux des Animauxf <^c. <^c.

AND

'lom Jules Cloquet, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery
in the Facidty of Medicine in Paris ; Member of the National
Academy of Medicine; Author of the works, Memoire
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sur la Membrane Pupillaire et sur la Formation du petit
Circle ArUriel de Plris,” 8vo ; De Vinfluence des efforts sur
les Organs Renfermes dans la CavitS Thorachique” 8vo

;

“ Anatomic des Vers Intestinauxfl 4to. ^c.; “ Ratltologie

Chirurgicalefl 4to, ^c. ^c.

TEANSLATED FEOM THE FKENCH.

We certify that we know the principal works of Dr Bennett,
and fully appreciate what is remarkable in their contents. We
consider them as having contributed in a notable manner to the
progress of the Physiological and Medical sciences, and we •;

believe in consecjuence, that Dr Bennett possesses very import-.i

ant claims to the Chair which he solicits in the University of ^

Edinburgh. j

F. A. LONGET.
f

JULES CLOQUET.
|

CLV.—From H. Lebert, M.D., Alemher of the Anatomical^

Society of Paris ; Author of “ Physiologic Pathologique, ou
|

Recherches Cliniques, Experimentales, et Microscopiquesf ^c., 2 i

vols, with Atlas of Plates; 'Memoirs “Sur la formation^

Buccale “ Sur la Teigne Sitr les Hydatides du Foie renfer-M

mants des Echinocoques “ Sur les Formes Principales sous

lesquelles se montrent les globules MSmentaires dans les ProdidtsM

Pathologiques joint Memoirs “ Sur la Formation des Organes^k

de la Circulation et du Sang dans les Batraciens “ Sur la for-m
mation des Organes de la Circidation et du Sang dans le PouletfJ^

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH. 9
Pakis, May 5, 1848. 9

Normal Physiology has only within the last few years re-9
ceived large and useful applications from pathology and practical®

medicine. It is especially owing to works which are foundedW

on facts ascertained Avith exactitude, either by the microscopj^p

or by organic chemistry, that Physiology, Avhich formerly was to(^t

much isolated, has now been rendered useful to practical mcdi-^B

cine.
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Amongst the Savans who in recent times have most contri-

buted to the progress of Physiological Medicine, by works at

:the same time profound and exact, Dr Bennett certainly holds’

one of the most honourable places. His researches on a large

^limber of Physiological subjects, ought to be considered, among
Clhe literary productions of our time, as most fit to replace the
tlraditional routine of Pathology, by a science more severe and
pnore worthy of the progress of human intelligence.

I can therefore most sincerely congratulate a medical school

>which would have, as a Professor of Physiology, a gentleman
hike Dr Bennett, who possesses at the same time a profound
knowledge of science and of true induction, with the art of im-
ppressing on the minds of students the desire for useful and
pDractical applications.

I believe also, that in giving this opinion, it is not saying too
imuch to observe, that it is not only the expression of my own
•tjentiments, but those which generally exist in France and
iGrermany in reference to the works of Dr Bennett.

H. LEBERT.

From Ch. Kobin, M.D., Professor iagrege) and Chief
of the Microscopic Department of the School of Medicine, Paris ;

Author of a work Sur les Vegetaux qid croissentsur VHomme
et les Animaux vivantsf 8w, Plates; Memoirs RScherches
sur un appareil qui se trouve chez les poissons du genre des
Raies,^ et qui prSsente les characthres anatomiques des mganes
Dectriques “ Sur un fait relatif au mecanisme de la f^conda-
tion du Colmar common;'^ Sur une espece pariiculiere de
glandes de la peau de rHommef ^c. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.

Paris, May 6, 1848.
biR,—I have read the important and numerous works that

' ou have published in several scientific English periodicals of
London and Edinburgh. I have seen also in different journals
everal of your memoirs analysed or entirely translated. From
esc lave not found it difficult to convince myself, that

cicnce 18 indebted to you for a considerable part of its progress
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during the last ten years. This is an incontestable fact, and one

which no one here doubts who is acquainted with the value of

’ your Physiological and Anatomical works. I speak not only in

my own name, but in the name of all the Pathologists and Phy-

siologists who, like me, have verified in the hospitals and the

anatomical rooms, the exactitude of the important results at

which you have arrived. Although up to this time we are per-

sonally unacquainted, I know you perfectly from the scientific

reputation you have made, and beg to address these few words

to you as a testimony of my desire to enter more into relation

with you.—I have the honour to be your very humble servant,

Ch. robin.

CLVII.—From Daniel Frederik Eschricht, M.D., Menv-

her of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Copenhagen ; Professor

of Physiology in the University of Copenhagen, ^c.; Author of

Memoirs, “ De Organis quae Respirationi et Nutritioni Foetus

Alammalium inserviunt “ Anatomishe Undersogelser over

Clione Borealis ;

” “ Anatomish Beshnvalse af Chelyo-

soma Macleyanum

“

Ueher die Richtung der Haare am
menschl. Korper f’ Memoirs on the Bothryocephalus C ‘‘ On

the Origin of the Intestinal Worms
;
“ On the Salpce f “ On

the Cetacea “ On the Retia Mirahiliaf ^c.

ORIGINAL.

Copenhagen, April 28, 1 848.

Dr Hughes Bennett having put himself forward as a Candi-

date for the Chair of Physiology in the University of Edin-

burgh, it offers me a good and agreeable occasion to testify my
high esteem for his scientific merits

;
and as I have no doubt but

he will occupy a worthy rank among the celebrated Professors

in the Edinburgh University, I will find myself happy soon to

congratulate the University on this new acquisition.

DR ESCHRICHT.
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CLVm.—From Julius Vogel, M.D., Professor of Medicine in
the University of Giessen ; Author ofa work On the Pathologi-
cal Anatomy of the Human Bodyf translated into English, loith
plates, by Dr Day ; leones Histologice Pathologicce

;

” An-
leitung zwn Gebrauch des Microskops “ Physiologisclb-patholo-
gische Untersuchungen ueber Eiter, Eiterung, und die damit ver-
ivandten Vorgdnge Prodromus Disquisitionis Sputorum in
vaiiis Morbis excreatorum the articles Entzundungf and

Gewehe, in Pathologische HmsichP in Wagner^s Handworter-
buch ; Ueber die Gesetze nach welchen die Mischung von Fhussig-
keiten und ihr Eindringen in permeable Substanzen erfolgtf
Sfc. ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

Giessen, March 1, 1848.

Dr Hughes Bennett has, by his numerous works in Physiolpo-y
and Pathology, shown that he has a perfect mastery of the'se
sciences, and is imbued with a zeal that has led him to advance
them by original researches. I have therefore the conviction,
that he will not only fill with advantage a Chair of these sciences,
but that, m every point of view, he will do it with honour.

DR JULIUS VOGEL.

CLIX -From C. Beuch, M.D., Aedelant to tU PhymhgimlImttm m the Umverdty of Heidelherg, and Leeturl on
eneval and Pathological Anatomy; Author of works, “ Die

Geschwithte,” Svo; “ Untersuchungen
ur Kenntnus lUs Kormgen Pigments der Wirhelthieref Ito.

kmdZ” a/ ,
“Veher Entzunduitgs-

"Kr ’u /TTff
Blutgefasse in der Entzundung fKrankhafte michabsondsrung « Das Neueste zur Ge-schichte der Blutfarhef ^c.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

TJ^ r.
Heidelberg,

5, 1848.

du^na the
SiK,-My absence from Heidelberg

which weLr ‘I’® political disturbances inWhich we live, are the causes that I have only received vourletter a few days ago throngh Professor Henle, a"LdZ answmery glad to be able to express to you the lively sense
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which we have of your high rank among English scientific men.
Wc know that you have contributed, by your labours in Phy-
siology and rational Pathology, more than any other to establish

a scientific understanding between the two countries. In adding

to this general recognition of your scientific merits the expres-

sion of my entire personal esteem, I feel that my opinion is free

from all partiality, from the circumstance that, although I have

had the opportunity of making your personal acquaintance, I

have been on one occasion your opponent in scientific matters.*

C. BEUCH.

CLX.—From Membees of the Medical Faculty in the University

of Prague.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

The undersigned have the greatest pleasure in bearing testi-

mony to their sincere conviction of the merits of Dr John
Plughes Bennett, not only as a diligent and careful inquirer in

the domain of Anatomy, PJiysiology, and Pathology, but also

as a philosophic thinker, and one of the most trustworthy of

foreign writers. We have for a series of years known and

valued his numerous writings, which have an extensive celebrity

in Germany, especially his work on Inflammation of the Ner-

vous Centres. Moreover, they had an excellent opportunity,

during Dr Bennett’s residence in Prague, ofjudging by personal

intercourse of his comprehensive and thorough knowledge, and

his unusual penetration and skill in demonstration. In conclu-

sion, they beg to express, that they feel honoured by having the

opportunity of granting this testimonial.

PROFESSOR OPPOLZER.
PROFESSOR JAKSCH.

‘ DR BOCHDALEK, Professor of Anatomy.

DR HALLA, Director of the Poly-Clinic.

DR JOS. HAMERNJK, Lecturer on Auscultation and

Percussion.

DR DITTRICH, Professor of Pathological Anatomy.

Prague, May 12, 1848.

* This alludes to a controversy which arose after the translation of my work

on the Nervous Centres into German, by Dr Eisenmann. It referred to the mode

of formation of the compound granular cell, Dr Bruch and Professor Henle main-

taining a different opinion from that supported by Professor Vogel and myself.
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